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Wright Thankful

PAINE’S CELERY COMPOUND.
highest

in the
Councils
of the
Nation.

stands

At Taylor College, Upland, Indiana,
of the buildings, “The Maria Wright
Hail’ bears the name of its donor on the
Maria Wright is the wife
corner stone.
of Rev. John R. Wright, the president
of the college, as well as president of the
“National Association of Local Preach
ers,” a familiar name, especially to Methodists. all over the country.
If anyone has known the luxury of doing good the beloved wife and co-worker
of the president of Taylor college has enjoyed her share. In the same helpful spirit with which she has helped many a
poor struggling student by something
Mrs.
more substantial than good advice,
Wright writes to the proprietors of
Paine's celery compound, hoping someone
may be benefited by Paine's celery compound as her letter shows that she has
been:
Washington, D. C., May 24, 1897.
1337 10th St., N.W.
Wells, Richardson Co.:
Dear Sirs—I fin'd your Paine’s celery
compound of much benefit as a tonic.
Since taking it I feel stronger. I take
pleasure in recommending it.
one

HIGHEST
among

Respectfully,

It is

Mrs. H. Maria Wright.
ever taken
who has
person

Every

neither

SPECIAL WO

BEHOLD !

Rolled Oats

TIsnt carpet was full of dust,
It looked failed
notv it is clean.

and dull,

nor

body.

Paine’s celery compound counteracts
the exhausting strain of work by its
strong inducement to the delicate tissues
It plainly induces
to take more food.
the nerves and brain to feed themselves
more liberally, and has thus saved countless men and women from chronic neuralgia, rheumatism, sleeplessness and
failing mental power.
No remedy ha9 been discovered so rich
in flesh-forming and energy-producing
constituents as Paine’s celery oompound.
MANNING

it looks fresh and

FAR

OFF

HER

Poston’s Revenue Cutter Was

BEAT.

Sailing for

Philadelphia When S.nst Heard From.

Boston,
that the

February 25.—It is believed
new revenue cutter, Manning,

Captain Hunger,

has been

selected

for

the some special mission in connection with
made
the present Cuban difficulties.
sent to Foster’s

What

bright.
change! It was
Carpet Keating

Rolled Wheat.

Every
housekeeper
using

noiv

Paine’s celery compound has observed
how soon it regulates the bowels and
clears the whites of the eye of that yellow
aundiced look. Another witness of Its
invigorating oapacity that may escape
he notice of persons not accustomed to
ordinarily employing this test is its
effect on the pulse. Observe th firm, regular, full pulse that was before uncertain,
fluttering and feeble.
The great susceptibility of woman to
worry is heightened by the fact that she
leads a more confined, monotonous life,
narrowed down to the four walls of home
the greater part of the day. Paine’s celery compound Is just what such nervous,
depressed persons need to restore their
nerves to energy and to lift them out of
their constipated,
dyspeptic habit of

TICES,_

The cutter was constructed for

13

Works,

outside

patrol duty from the Maine coast to Nantheir
Preble Sr., anil dusted
tuoket South Shoal lightship, but yesterBEATING
PATENT CARPET
day she towed into Fire island a subMACHINE, (only one ill the city) merged wreck whioh she picked up at sea.
and steamed without extra cost.
The most significant feature in connection with the possibility of the Manning
Telephone 203-3.
being sent south is the fact that AssistantEngineer H. Kotzschmar, Jr., two weeks
ago, was granted a month’s leave of abbut yestersence on account of sickness,
day he was recalled Rnd ordered to join
But we have a few lots of ODD
his vessel immediately. He came to BosSIZES left which we are going
if
once
at
to close out
ton with that intention, but the Manning
is not here.
prices will move them.
on

not

SALE IS OVER

it should

try it.

Ladies’ Patent Leather Oxfords,
low leather heel, formerly $4.00. Now

$2.60.
Sizes A A, 2 1-2, 3.3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 5 1-2.
A, 2 1-2, 3, 31-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 5.
B, 2. 2 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 6 1-2.
C, 2, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4, 51-2, 6,6 1-2 and 7.

Grocers Sell It.

Sizes
Sizes
Sizes

Ladies’ All Patent Leather Oxford,
Loui Con. Heel, formerly $5.00. Now
$2.70.

2 lb. package, 15 cts.
:

j

He understands that she left New York

yesterday for Philadelphia, but this is not

positively

known.

The Manning is considered the finest
cutter at present in the revenue marine
service, and is about equal in size and
war power to gunboats of the Yorktown
olass.
THE WEATHER.

Sizes A. 2 1-2. 3, 3 1-2. 4, 5, 5 1-2 and G.
Sizes B, 3, 3. 51-2, 6 and 6 1-2.
sizes C, 2 1-2, 4 1-2, 5,3 1-2 and 6.

center & mcdowell,
539 Congress St.
|

ieb5

Brown Block.
dtflstp

Reward.

For using Maypole Soap for Home Dyeing, is that it puts permanent fast dye
ou all materials without any mess or
trouble that will not wash out or fade.
The proprietors would he very glad to
hear from anyone who has usod this
wonderful soap, or address W. P. MILLS,
this office.
feb25dlwlstp*

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,
Fire

First Class American and Foreign Companies
Chas. C. Adams.
Horace Anderson.
Thos. J. Little.
p eodtfl
deC18

SRISH CENTENNIAL.
tRMBfiSSBSBSSKfts

a';'

1
•.

For tickets and
change, apply lo

Y.
mdtf

February 25.—Local forecast
and vicinity for Saturday:
Fair weather: colder; westerly winds.
Washington, February 25.—Forecast
for Saturday:
Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont, fair, preceded in northern
portions by local snows in the early
morning; colder; westerly winds.
Boston,

for Boston

Insurance Agency
31 Exchange Street.

P.

bills

o£

i^rfSOWAM

ex-

sufferers from tho outrage.
When the
facts of the expedition were
reported to
Congress the President stated that the
despatch of the fleet had had a salutary

to

throughout

the world and

SOUTHARD ELECTED.

had

convinced foreign nations that the United
States would protect the lives of its citi-

Take

zens

with all the force at its command.

Rest.

He Will Be the Sew Commander of
Maine G. A. R.

The case of the flying on the United
States steamer
Chesapeake by the British
ship Leopard, is another case affording a
precedent as to the government’s mode of
aotion.
The Chesapeake was proceeding
DEPARTMENT STILL PROFESSES to sea, when she was hailed by the com- COLONEL WEISSINGER PRESENTS
mander of the Leopard with a demand
that British deserters said to be in
tho
IGNORANCE OF CAUSE.
PEACE FLAG TO DEPARTMENT.
hold of the Chesapeake be surrendered.
The American commander refused
to
comply, whereupon the Leopard first sent
a shot across the bow
of the Chesapeake
Some Interesting Precedents Cited Where and followed this with two broadsides. The Gift Accepted Amid Great EnthusiThe Amerioan commander was severely
United States Has Made Demands for
Stood;
Commander
for
asm—Vole
wounded, three sailors were killed outReparations for Outrages—In All De- right and many were wounded.
Being
Southard, 314; Kobie, 158; Snipe, 17—
for action, it being a time of
mands Were Promptly Complied With, unprepared
Choice Made
Unanimous—Sketch of
the Amerioan
peace
commander surCommander Southard.
rendered.
Washington. February 25.—In spite of
Tremendous excitement prevailed in
that come from unofficial the United States over this
the stories
Lewiston,
February 24.—This mornoutrage.
sources in
Havana as to sensational de- President Madison
speedily issued a ing’s session of the Grand Army opened
excluding from American with reports of committeos to which were
velopments in connection with the work proclamation
ports all British warships. Ho also caused referred the
of the divers in the Maine’s hull, the adreports of the officers. Many
energetlo protests and demands to bo preAt
remains firm to its state- sented at London.
ministration
The British authori- members made patriotic speeches.
ment that there is no credible evidence ties promptly recalled the admiral under ten o’olock Col
Harry Weissinger of
whom tho outrage had been perpetrated
one way or tho other as to the cause of
Louisville, Ky., arrived and was received
and without request tendered an indemthe disaster and holds ko its purpose to nity sufficient to
with great enthusiasm by the comrades.
and
the
widows
support
await tho conclusion
of the investiga- families of these who had been killed He brought a peace flag which ho pretion now making by the court of inquiry. and wounded.
sented^ the department. When he arose
In a later case the American ship ProThis point was emphasized at today’s
metheus was fired on in the harbor of
cabinet meeting. People who looked for Greytown.
The ship had deolined to pay
some startling announoment were disap- exoesnivo port charges imposed by the
of
the Mosquito
company, then
pointed as the members without reser- King
controlling the country under a British
vation frankly admitted that the subThe King called on the
protectorate.
J ct of tho loss of the Maine had been dis- British warship Express to sustain his
cussed, but said that the government had demands and the Express promptly sent a
broadside into the Prometheus.
There
from Havana were no
r.-ceived no information
killed but the United
persons
since yesterday and had no intention of States made a prompt demand for reparachanging its policy until there was some- tion. The British government gave this
in the fullest manner and without questhing of substance to warrant it. The tion,
disavowing the act and condemning
dark
the
in
was
Spanish legation
equally
the oifleer of the Express.
as to any ol the discoveries reported from
Displays of force were resorted to by
sources that are not cited, as was shown the United States in 1853 against Japan
nml in
uerninat; .Tnvn
Tn film
nf
by the message from Capt. Gen. Blanco.
Japan, Amerioan sailors had been severeSecretary Bong has been under a heavy ly handled in Japanese ports and the
and almost constant strain ever since he nafive oourts
failed to givo
adequate
was awakened in the middle of the night
A naval expedition was 6ent
redress.
week ago last Tuesday by the news to
a
water and this had the effect
Japanose
nf the loss
of t.lie Maine, and now that of
securing the fullest apology aud also
matters are at least, for the time being, an
agreement by which every protection
from
he
has
in a quieter state,
withdrawn
was guaranteed to Amerioan citlzons aud
the navy department and gone away for property in Japan.
In the ease of Java
a few
days’ rest, leaving Assistant Sec- the secretary of the navy sent a large
retary Roosevelt to manage the depart- naval force to the waters of Java to dement.
The latter has been thoroughly mand that the native trial oourts should
advised at every
step of the secretary’s give the fullest protection to Americans.
Col. Harry Welssinjer.
policy of the treatment of the Maine The expedition was successful In its puraffair so that there is not likely to be pose and all assurances desired were given. to address them he was received with recaused
the
by
any change in that respect
peated choers and clapping of hands. He
temporary assumption of the duties of the
EXAMINED A CIVILIAN.
spoke in part as follows:
secretary by Mr. Roosevelt. Just before
the department closed he had word of the Whose Name Is Withheld Before Court of Soldiers of the Grand Army of the Refrom
sailing of the cruiser Montgomery
public:
Inquiry.
X venture to salute you as comrades,
Tampa for Key West. Up to that time
the vessel had been given no orders, so
Havana, February 25.—The court of because while you fought on one side and
valor and loyalty
that the date of her departure for Hainquiry at its session this afternoon con- I on the other, and your
vana, if she is to go at all, is conjectural. tinued its examination of the divers and preserved the Union of the States, yet
Tho Castine, the second of the U. S.
we now live under one flag and I am sure
war ships on the Southern Atlantic sta- also examined a civilian whose testimony you will believe me when I say that if
The any attack were made on it, my people
tion, arrived today at Barbadoos, where is said to be of some importance.
the Cincinnati. It may be name of the witness Is withheld and as would be as ready to rush to its defense
she joined
Castine will go to Martinique
that the
as your people.
usual, all the particulars of his evidence.
will live, os
war
The results of the
to be docked, as she is in need of cleanThe Mangrove, it is now believed, will
ing after her tropical service. Since so surely leave for Key West tomorrow even- through it, civilization took a mighty
The incistrife
is
over.
much depends unon the report of the
stride. But the
ing, arriving there Sunday morning. dents ot battle have gone into history, the
court of inquiry it may be interesting to
T.jis programme may be changed at the
note that so far Secretary Long himself last
ability of the officers, the bravery
moment, but does not seem likely. splendid
of tho private soldier on
does [not know when to expect this im- After the
leaves the Fern will and endurance
Mangrove
heritage of
portant document, having up to this time he the only United States vessel there. either side, are the common
American
heard nothing from any of the mombers Lieut. Commander
the
people. Bravery and magand the
Wainwrlght
true
He rather expected that
are twin attributes of the
on. this point.
naval divers under his charge will stay on nanimity
soldier.
the court, which has oomplete power to the Fern.
In
not
me
this
I know you do
work on its own lines, would wind up
expect
Late today the paymaster’s safe with
head and
come with bowed
its work at Havana before leaving so as
and his papers was taken from the presence, to
$2500
with bated
ovoid the necessity for another trip. wreck.
to
Beyond this no statement is bended body, whispering
One member of the cabinet had a more made as to the value and nature of the breath an apology for tho humble part I
war.
The
in the late
definite opinion on the subject, expecting contents
honesty of purbut a large quantity of water took
the receipt of a report from the court ran out when the safe was raised above pose of the southern people, the love of
their cause, and the great sacrlfloe they
about the middle of next week.
the surface.
defense of it are the hostages
The complaint is still made that the made in the
of that
the which guarantee the good faith
There is reason to beliove that mean- electric lamps are of little use to
in
their
declaration of allegiance
time and to prepare for the reception of divers, as the light is faint and unoertain people
to the Union of the State? ns it now is.
that would show
the disaster and to hold them takes one of the diver’s
a report
The education and environment of a
They have proved of little
to bo other than the result of an acci- hands.
people are largely responsible for its
|Jicaaut luyccMigauuu.
dent, some of tha officers of the adminis- Htiuu iu
political bias. Boforo the war, the gospel
tration have been looking on the subject workmen on the tug Kight Arm with the of States
Rights, in its broadest sense,
of indemnity to lay the foundation of assistance of the naval divers aro laboring
hard to recover bodies under the hatch.
a case, in the event it should be decided
and proclaimed from every
The Havana papers print long extraots every pulpit,
to resort to that method of settlement.
stump until it had become the creed of
There are a largo number of precedents from the American dailies, but of course, the fireside. The institution of
Hlavery
which will aid tho authorities in shaping only of delayed nows. All the Americans was
recognized by the constitution, and
in this direction when the are anxiously awaiting the arrival of totheir action
use
had
become
sacred to the
the from long
as tidings from
morrow’s mail,
facts are fully established.
people of the South. When they conceived
While nono of the cases show the fear- United States are scant.
secession
folinstitution
this
threatened,
Consul General Lee says ho has received
sustained by the Maine
ful loss of life
lowed, and the people of the South gathBxplosion, yet they include many in- ao news of importance from the state de- ered in arms to maintain what they
which the United States has partment today nor had been notified to
stances in
called, and believed to be, their rights.
energetic moasures to redress expect the arrival of anyone of prorni- Honest and brave “they builded wiser
adopted
the killing of American citizens in other aeme. It is thought that if any Ameri- than
They did not know
they knew.
In a general way these meth- can of national reputation comes to HaBountrios.
learned afterwards, that
will be to study the sttu- then, as'they
ods of redress have included demands for vana now it
obstacle to the perfect
one
the
was
slavery
indemnity, proclamations excluding the ition for himself and not as an official and lasting Union of the States, that the
At 6 o’clock this evewarships of the offending nation from commissioner.
Union could not be preserved half slave
ning when this dispatch is sent, Holzer and half
our harbors, display of force, non interfree, that the first cannon fired
under the influence of
withdrawal of our minister, re- is still sleeping
course,
knell of
on Fort Sumter was the death
m opiate.
is no worse, but very low.
He
blockade.
and
prisal
slavery. They did not realize then ns
Some of these steps border very closely
was
the one
they do now, that slavery
DIVER MORGAN’S DISCOVERYan war, although they are regarded as the
blot upon the otherwise fair escutcheon of
movements just preliminary
to aotual Itleged That lie Has Found Maine Was the
country, and that while they as a
irostilities and as amounting to a threat
people, were not responsible for its exisDestroyed By Outside Agency.
Shat force will follow if preparation is
tence, yet it was a crime which only the
lot made.
New York, February 35.—The Mail and
shedding of tho best blood in the land
The case of the Water Witch
is conthe
followafternoon
oould wash away. Grim-visaged war
this
prints
Express
sidered to be the most analagous to that
its staff correspondent in Ha- reared its horrid front. On the border, in
ng from
if the Maine, should it be established that
many cases, brother against brother, and
;he Maine disaster was not the result of rqna:
In some cases of which I am personally
iccident.
“The U. S. naval board.'of inquiry "eon- jognizant, son against
father. When a
States
Witch
was
a
United
The Water
iinued today taking the testimony of the sauss is so strong as to unloose fora time,
enthe
in
in
1855
surveying
ship engaged
the ties of kinship and affeotlon, who can
Without 1 livers who have been working in the Joubt the honesty of the belligerents?
;runoe to a river of Paraguay.
warning and by orders of President Lopez vreck of thet Maine. Those who were Firesides scattered, homes swept away,
>f Paraguay, troops opsned fire on the lent
here from the battleship Iowa and the land bathed in blood! Who shall say
tbo
be oruiser New York, wero examined. tire sacrifice was too great! For as we
Water Witch, killing the man at
wheel and wounding others. Intense feel- IVhile, of ooffi-se,the members of tne court turn from this dark picture,
wo behold
ing was aroused in the United States will not talk for publication, I am in- the union restored, slavery gone, a united
became known. The
when tho facts
ormed by the highest authority that the ind
proscerous people. Animosities vanPresident reported the facts to Congress,
vldence of Diver Morgan as to tho con- ished and no possible cause for future
to
tnd in his message asked for power
litlon of the Maine shows almost beyond svars in sight.
make a demonstration of foroe
which ihe possibility ol a doubt, in tbe opinion
Of good will between the people, whnt
ftuuiu uuouio njuiuoo.
»f my informant, that the Maine was
vuujjiraa uutna**
higher ovidence can be brought than the
ized him to “use such fores as is neoes- down up by an outside agency
fact that I, an ex-Uonfederate soldier, am
Ac“Furthermore. Morgan’s report as veri;ary” to secure ample reparation.
divers
dean
armed
aswho
fleet
was
:
ied by the other American
hastily
cordingly
The expedition
sembled.
included 19 fended today.
All the testimony of the
irmed ships, 25 heavy guns, 25 hundred livilian
witnesses of the disaster was
iailor3 and marines. It made a formidable
aken yesterday.
“The court will finish its work hero toihowiDg in South American waters and
President Copez’s government was awed norrow and proceed at onco to Key West
The American commiso
nto sujection.
take
the testimony of the survivors
doners and naval officers were received
here. It has also been decided not to ream to Havana.
with much honor and every reparation in
All information as to
cho power of the republic was given, in- ihe cause of the disaster obtainable here
cluding an abject apology anil disavowal laving already been secured,Is Is believed
ind un
indemnity of *10,000 for the ihat a deoision lias been practically
■eaahed.
The
witnesses yet to be oxirained will hardly change the verdict.
“The court has decided against an attempt to raise the ruined battleship. The
members are convinced that it would be
Itching, scaly, bleeding palms, shapeless nails,
lseless, as she could never be kept afloat,
and painful linger ends, pimples,
ind the Spanish authorities hero will be
blackheads,
reand other bowel comoily, rnotby skin,dry, thin, and falliug hair, itchnformed that if they wish the Wreck
ing, scaly scalps, all yield quickly to warm baths
moved from the harbor they must attend
with Cuticura Soap, and gentle anointings
io the work
This decision
to which chilthemselves.
with Cuticura (ointment), the great skin cure.
;lves a better idea of the terrible havoc
of
dren are
there is
vrought ill the Maine than columns
lescription could do.
no medicine
“The Merritt Wrecking Company, It
to
vas announced
today, wanted $9,009,000
t o raise the
wreck.
The company’s reproentatives made this demand aftei viewntt the condition of the ship.
Is sold throughout the world. Potter Deco and Cuk\u
Corn*.. Sole Props.. Boston.
“The wreckers today turned their at(Ty* How to Produce Soft. White Iiauds," free.
1 ention
to
salvaging tho great guns.
auc

uud

Local Weather Report.

Portland, Me.,

Feb.

25.—The

weather bureau office records
weather are as follows;

as

looato

the

p.

SE;
cloudy.

Velocity

8;

“FOR WORMS
plaints

8 a. m. Barometer 29.905: Thermometer 30; Dew Point 30: Humidity 100;
Wind S; Velocity 3: weather foggy.
8 p. m. Barometer 29.914: Thermometer 30; Dew Point 30; Humidity 78;

Wind

RED
ROUGH
hawds

Weather

Mean
daily therm. 34; maximum
therm. 41; minimum therm, 27; max. ve15 SE; total
wind
precipitalocity,
tion, 0.

liable

Qticura

equal

AYER’S PILLS”
Mrs. A. CASEY, Pigott, Ark.

today;,in

here

the

of

camp

tho Grand

Army of the Republio. presenting it with
a Peace f lag?
The holding in 1895 of the encampment
of the Grand Army of the Republic in
Kentucky, was a great historical event
in tho annals of the nation, as well as In
the history of your organization.
You did not come unbidden. We sent
you most pressing invitations which were
delivered by our most persuasive orators.
You accepted the invitation in the spirit
in which it was extendod, and then it
was

ou

Second

Page,

ITCHING

HUiORS^lLS^

TO PROTECT MW YORK.
Plan

Make

to

River

Entrance

Invulnerable.

that every man, woman and child in

Louisville, appreciating the honor conferred by your acceptance, and the good LINE OF TORPEDOES PROJECTED
results that would follow your coming,
FROM WILLETT’S POINT.
vied with each other to make your visit
pleasant and eventful as possible
The part that I took in it was purely accidental. It seemed that the Department
of Maine had been unsuccessful in securing suitable quarters at a reasonable
price, and for this reason, had about determined not to attend the grand encampment at Louisville. It so happened that
Mr. Middleton, the Vice President of my
Company, was in Maine about that time
and learned the state of affairs, which
he communioated to mo immediately on
his return to Louisville.
Now we all felt that In order that the
encampment should be the success hoped
for by the people, it was necessary for all
the northern states to be represented, and
Maine being situated on
the extreme
north-eastern part of tho Union, and her
soldiers being second to none, we felt that
as
her presence was, to say the least,
necessary to the success of the encampment as that of any other Btate.
Moved by considerations of this sort, I
invited the Grand Army of Maine to become our guests,
using this language:
"‘These accommodations will cost you
nothing, nnd we offer them to yon freely,
provided you are willing to acccept the
hospitality of an old confederate soldier,
tho writer having served four years in the
confederate army, but he begs to assure
you his greeting will be ns hearty as if he
hftrl fmitrhf, with vnn instead of
affainst
as

you.”

I leave It to

gentlemen

the

tained, to say whether

or

not I

I

enter-

redeemed

this pledge.
Army
Our people received the Grand
with open arms, and I believe it is now
part of your history that it was one of the
most successful and enjoyable encampments that has ever teen held. The indl
vidnal part I took in the entertaining
will always be a source of great pleasure
and pride to me, because I formed acquaintances and friendships then which
will live as long as I live, and its memories shall be bequeathed to my children. I
am here today for the purpose of renewing
and enlarging this acquiaintance, and
emphasizing my friendship with my comrades of Maine of the Grand Army of the
Hepnblic. My only regret is that I have
not with me ail the attaches of our establishment, who assisted me with such
ability and fidelity in the entertainment
of our guests. All of us, however hope
to meet you at the encampment to be
held at Cincinnati this year.
And now, comrades, as a further testimonial of our regard, and as an evidence
of the fraternal feeling existing between
South, I
the soldier of the North and
have the honor of presenting you with
and
Good
of
Peace
this flag emblematic
Will.

Will Extend to Fort Schuyler and Make It
Impossible for Hostile Fleet to Enter
Harbor Without

Being

Blown

Up.

February 26. —The Brooklyn Eagle today printed the following:
At Willets point precaution Is being
New York,

taken to make the East river entrance
invulnerable. A skirmish
New York
line of torpedoes is projected from the
Willots point shore, across the channel to
Fort Sohuyler. The
torpedoes will be
to

uchorod so ciose together that it may be
vessel to cross the

*.npossible for a,hostile

lino without being blown up. The torbe connected with electrlo
will
wires and to make doubly sure that their
plans cannot be frustrated, the engineers
have arranged to have batteries located
at each end of the line so that in oase

pedoes

apparatus should be used by the enemy to sever the connneotlng wires and
the cironlt, the torpedoes could
break
still be exploded from the other end of
the line. The channel is already protected
from the
Willets noint ashore to the centre of the channel by two groups of suban

marine mines. Eaoh group of mines consists of 22 torpedoes, 44 together containing 120 ponnds of giant powder.
The transport boat Busbnell, is now at
the ; foot and will be used for putting
tbe skirmish line of torpedoes in position.
The armament of the fort consists of two
ten-lnoh and one seven-inch disappear-

ing gun.
also 8 and 12-inch mortars
throw shells any distance
miles.
five
to
up
Tuesday 20 enlisted artillery men from
Fort Schulyer under oommand of Lieut.
Lang, oame to the fort to clean up and
repair the two big disappearing gnus.
The battalion at Willets point numbers
40 men.
At Fort Schuyler, direotly opposite Willets point, considerable engineering work
has been done. A torpedo magazine and
There

are

which will

gallery

experimenting
completed. It
magazine

on

was

recently

is considered the strongest
any United States fortifl-

oation.
_

COLBY MEN IN BOSTONAnnual Reunion of Alumni of tlie Watervllle

College.

Boston, February 25.—The 17th annua
Boston Colby Alum.cl
of the
association, was held at the Parker houso
The retiring president,
this evening.
John C. Ryder, ’82, presided, and the
special guests present were the president
of the college, -Nathaniel Butler, D. D.,
’72; Hon. Leslie C. Cornish, ’75 of Augusta; Rev. Hr. A. M. Jackson, ’81. of
CoDCord, Mass., Joshua H. Millet. ’67 of
Boston, and Rev. J. L. Seward of Allreunion

ston.
J1LIC1

Mr.

George W. Stinson,

Col. Weissin-

ger's representative, gave the following
as the significance of the flag:

h lag, depeace.
peace
the
secbetween nations, peace between
between
and
peace
tions of every country,
individuals.’ Down to tho time of the
meeting of the thirty-first convention of
was
the Universal Peace Union, which
held in Mystio, Ct., in August, 1S97, no
distinct flag or banner had been adopted,
although the subject had been under consideration for some time, but at that
session definite action was taken and resulted in the adoption of the design you
The fact was recognized in the
see here.
purpose
beginning that a flag for this
must bo distinct in character and different in design from all others, that it? arrangement, color, and devices must bo
provoke no hostility
such that it would
on the part of any nation or in any nation
reantagonize any party or sect whether
ligious or political. It was decided that
or
a
triit should be of three colors,
color, the tr!-color being like the triangle,
emblematic of loyalty, unity and fraternity. Three for all time has stood in rewisdom
ligion for divine love, absolute
and universal harmony. It has stood in
nature for earth, air and water. Every
society in the historic past or the active
present takes as its guiding star a trinity
You see this illustrated in
of principles.
fundayour own order. You have three
mental reasons for your existence; friendvon
will
so
ship charity and loyalty,
readily understand why the appropriate
combinations should bo a tri-color. Ho
yellow is selected. Yellow represents
active love, energy and creative fraternal
This is known

the Peace

as

of
signed to be a nniversal aemblemfor
It’is an inspiration and hope

iorce.

au,riuuici9

o*

ui.d

v,

and plenty.
Purple, the color of
triump, aohieved through constancy, self
and
sacrifice
perseverance; feminine or
maternal attributes. White emblematio
of innocence and purity.
These emblematic colors are so placed
as to illus:rate the development of humanity. The child-spirit first appears sustained by the mother-spirit, for the innocent must learn hrough patient teaching
that self-saorillcing spirit which
and
the
the weak and
mediates between
strong.
the
Tender endurance (purple) creates
hearth and the family Ideals.
The paternal element (yellow) with its
the
power and will holds humanity to
staff of blue, which indicates promise and
of
lldelity
purpose.
The purple or maternal color is the one
deemed worthv to bear the emblems of
aspirations, the crest of universal peace.
This consists of a heraldic representation
of the white wings of a dove. They sugtase of
gest a messenger of peace, at the
which is the clasped hands of a man and
of
woman, this crest being emblematic
that friendly co-operation in labor and asfrom
inpiration which raises hnmnnity
dividualism to mutual benevolence and
universal equity. Beneath is the motto
of the Universal Peace Union ‘‘Pro Concordia Labor” signifying Labor for Peace.
Wo have taken some liberty with the
original design, as this one was made for
tho express purpose of certifying to the
ness

••
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Ryder welcomed the
songs, President
members and guests, and then presented Mr. Butler, who spoke of tho needs and
tlio prospective improvements of Colby,
the sum of $15,000, which had been given
by 226 of the alumni for a new building
and of the other contributions, amounting in all to $S6,000. He spoke particularly of the aid having been given by
located,
Waterville where the college is
if the college course was shortened to
three years we should have more students
and there would be more college graduHe
iu the professional schools.
ates
favored the name of Colby college rather
than Colby university.
College life is marked by four co-ordinate interests. We believe in college athletics, for they have proved to be the best
solution of the college order.
They are
the indispenslbility of better scholarship
and good morals.
College men and college women will save the oountry from

Hon^Leslie

C- Cornish spoke on Colby
He 6aid that the raising of money
He
was a manifestation of loyal spirit.
said Ur. Butler had been so successful in
be
to
he
that
given
ought
raising money
a leave of absence to go to the Klondike
for the college. His speech was the hit
of the evening.
Dr. Amos M. Jackson, ’61, spoke on
Joshua H. Millet, ’67, on
oollege life:
college prosperity and Rev. J. L. Seward
spirit.

college greetings.
The
following officers were elected:
President, J. H. Millett, ’67; vice-presidents, E. C. Robinson, ’83; C. F. Ha'l,
’75; secretary, Lincoln Owen, ’89.
on

NOMINATED

BY DEMOCRATS.

Ellsworth, February 25.—Joseph Higgins, a ship owner and retired captain
was nominated by the Democrats
mayor in their caucus today.

Royal

food pare,
wholesome and delicious.
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TOR BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach.
Giddiness. Fulness after meals, Head-

ache. Dizziness. Drowsiness. Flushings
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Biotches on the Skin. Cold Chills. Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Trembling Sensations.
Nervous and
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
Every sufferer
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
will acknowledge them to bo

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.
BEECnAM’S PILES, taken as directed will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly romove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure sick Headache. For a

Weak Stomach

Impaired Digestion

Disordered Liver

:n mem, women

or

children

Beecham’s Pi!Is

Without

are

Rival

a

to bo victorious. I was a soldier on many
a Southern field of victory. But I am not
Nevertheless I am a
victorious today.
member of the Grand Army of the Kepublic. And I am glad that my successful rival is suoh a worthy man. No other
would be selected to bo the head of this
I have
I love the Grand Army.
order.
been proud to be reokoned one who was
interested in its organization. It used to
be one of the greatest delights of my life
the
the men the pittance that
to

give
for
their
them
paid
government
And when the
patriotism and service.

war was over I stamped upon their papers
the words, ‘Paid in Pull.’ I am ashamed
paof that now. You can never pay a
triot soldier who has done what yon have
done, ‘in full.’ The men of our army are
not paid in full and they never will be.
‘‘I do not envy onr new commander,
except as every man envies him who recognizes the high estate to which you have
He is signally honored,
elevated him.
and, so far as I am concerned, I move to
unanimous.”
nomination
the
make
Ex-Gov. Kobie retired and Col. Snipe
in a
rose and seconded the nomination
speech the counterpart of tho tribute paid
It
was
made
unanimous.
Kobie.
Mr.
by

And have the

LARGEST

of any

SALE

_

Patent Medicine in the World*
25c. at all Drug Stores.

Rav. C. A. Southard

Albans, February 2d,

was

1844,

born at St.
and

conse-

53 years of age. On July 29th,
1802, while at work in the hayfleld raking
if tar the load he heard the call for volunhis rake in the field he
teers and loaving
mlisted in the 20th Maine Regiment. Co.
He was
F, and went to the front.

juently

ATTACKED MR. DISGLEY.

oent of the money carried was
thrown away. Yet the geutleme for bringing a bill providof money
upon
ng for the expenditure
I can read
I
never
approved.
irojects
I
can put tho shoe on
lines.
the
jetween
Continued From Fir9t Page.
ho
gentleman and show where it
iinohes. If all these appropriations are These at least can bo recovered io sufficiitricken out I will say—Amen, will he'” ently good condition to warrant the effort.
of the crew
“My Congressional district is not ask“Twenty unknown bodies
interposed Mr. Gros- were ; recovered from the wreck by the
ng for a dollar,”
rnnor.
divers' at noon today. The bodies were
“Then you have got it all in,” returned
frightfully burned ana mangled and it
ilr. Cannon.
to ever identify some
may be impossible
“There never was a dollar spent in my
of them. Hoizer, who made such a brave
listrict.”
There
(lied in the hospital today.
He light,
Mr.
Dingley then took the iloor.
really been little hope for him for
has
in
considerable
replying
feeling
will
leave
All the wounded
lisplayed
somo days.
He ex0 tho insinuations of Mr. Moody.
here Sunday on the Baohe for Key West.
for
jlained lirst that tho appropriation
The physicians consider it safe to move
Rockland was not important; simply in them now, Hoizer,who died today, being
die aid of the commerce of Kookland. tne only ono whoso condition has been
rho improvement contemplate the erec- critical for sometime.
tion of a breakwater and the construoNO SUBMARINE MINES.
Jon of a harbor of refuge, precisely such
1 harbor of refuge as is
contemplated at
February 25.—In view of
Washington,
sandy Bay, in tho gentleman’s ow-n dis- the widely publishd report that the harAlready, he bor of Havana contains a
trict, said Mr. Dingley.
system of sublaid, $2 50,000 had been-appropriated for marine mines,a statemennt around which
sandy Bay. The work at Kookland, Mr. centered the chief public interest In conDingley continued, had not been placed nection with the disaster to the battleship
tinder the contract
system at his sug- Maine, Senor Da Bose,
Spanish charge
gestion, but by the river and harbor com- d’affaires at Washington tonight made
mittee upon the recommendation of the to the Associated Press tho
following
needed
bourd of engineers. If it was not
statement which, coming from such auin the judgment of the board of engineers
bo
as
an
official
considered
thority may
it should be stricken out. Personally he denial:
oared nothing about it and he said em“I wish to state on my own official
the intimaphatically that ho repudiated
that no mine exists inside or
tion that personally lie had interested knowledge
Havana harbor, nor is there
outside of
himself in it, or had asked for it. Ho apTho
submarine
defense of any kind.
of the committee any
members
to
the
pealed
is absolutely false and ridiculous
to bear him out when he said ho had not report
that it oould only have originated in the
made to any of them an intimation or
minds of those persons anxious to incite
a
suggestion on the subject. His per- the evil
passions of bpth nations for their
sonal wish, he said, in conclusion, was to
I consider the very
own miserable ends.
see tho appropriation reduced and if any
of such a thing an insult to
of them could properly bo cut down <5r suggestion
eliminated entirely he would be glad to Spain.
,breo

attention to books and tried
at Bangor, but did not succeed
)n account of his health.
So ho shipped
vs steward of the brig Abbio F. Larrnbee.
1’he trip did him good. Ho returned to
3t. Albans and went into business. Was
honored by the town by positions of trust
ind honor and entered the M. E. church
service
in 1875, and has been in active
He has been a member of the
aver sine?.

Congressman Moody’s Sensational
Spceeli in ilous2APPKOFEIATIOJJ FOR
HAl!BOR THE

ROCKLAXD

SUBJECT.

his

schooling

and at
Biddoford
Livermore Falls. Be lias been commander
of the Livermore Falls post and is now
pastor of the Park street M. E. ohurch of
Lewiston.
ihe encampment of the Maine Grand
Army concluded this evening with a publ ie meeting at City hull.

posts at Rockland,

SCHOONERS IN COLLISION.

Mr.

Dingley’s Indignant Reply—Donied
Asked the Appropriation of
Committee—Intimation of Attempt
That He

(o

Force River aud Ilarbar Bill.

Washington?^ February

23—The blind
chaplain of the House prayed for peace at
the opening of the session today.
The Senate amendments to the Army
appropriation bill were agreed to without
debate.
Mr. Hull, chairman of the committee
announced that his
on military affairs,
committee had acted favorably upon tho
two additional
bill io provide
regiments of artillery and he asked unaniSenate

consont for the consideration of the
bill tomorrow after the sundry civil bill
was disposed of, but Mr. Cox, Democrat

mous

~

S. M. Bird

SOUTHIIRI> ELECTED.

of Rockland Rnn

Down

Near

Highland Bight.

of Tennessee
Continued from First

Page.

world the establishment of a united and
peaoeful purpose between two sister
states. We have therefore placed thereon
the state coat of arms of Kentucky and
You can read the emblem this
Maine.
you choose.
way very appropriately if
Maine and Kentucky are clasping hands
tinder the blessings of a permanent and

a

On the staff you will observe there is a
obo. This is intended to represent the
of labor of the Peace
extensive field
Union, and the dominion of which this
emblem may sometime hold its potent
sway. Above all shines the star of tics'
tiny, as it also occupies the exalted position in the crest upon the central shield.
On one of the streamers we have placed
what has always seemed to me the greatest
l ntenoe uttered during our late Civil
vVar, the lips that spoke them have been
eternal silenoe. His
touched by God’s
f >rm is wrapped in the peaceful drapery
af eternal sleep, but the words uttered by
G neral Grant at Appomattox still live
In the hearts of his country, “Let us have
On the other streamer we have
l-. aee.
placed the date of the National EncampIn 1895, possibly some
Louisville
ment in
of you may have the recollection of that
went, and also this present oocasion, February 2, 1898.
B

__

An invitation was extended to meet In
Bangor next year and accepted.
At half past one the department proceeded to ballot for commander for the

objected.

Mr n,Lnrtnc then moved that the HOUSO
Boston, February 2o.—After a most
trying passage of over two weeks from go into committee of the whole and rePhiladelphia, the three-masted schooner sume consideration of the sundry civil
S. M. Bird of Rockland, Me., was towed bill.
This motion was antagonized by
star- the Southern Democrats, who wished to
up the harbor this afternoon. Her
board side was badly shattered as the re- tako up the privato calendar, this being
sult ot a collision within sight of High- private bill day under the rules.
land light on Thursday nignt.
Mr. Cannon’s motion prevailed, 136 to
Capt. John Merritt states that he sailed 116. and the House resumed consideration
with of’tbe
on February !)
from Philadelphia
sundry civil bill. Mr. Parrer, Rethe
a
cargo of 74.’ tons of coal and on
of New Jersey, moved to strike
publican
18th ho wus obliged to put into] New
of $135,000 for continuLondon for a harbor. Leaving that port out appropriation
Dept. Commander Soul hard.
the impros'ements atJOakland, Calimade his way slowly until the sontl
he
ing
The other officers were chosen by accla- westerly wind on Wednesday gave him (
bad
fornia saying these improvements
|
mation as follows:
an opportunity to make better progres
net been begun and no contract had yet
At tl o’clock last night when bet we n|
Senior Vice Commander—Stanley Plumbeen made lor the work.
mer of Dexter.
Highland light and Race Point, a tl ^
of
Mr. Bland, Democrat
Missouri,
Junior Vice Commander—I. V. Emer- masted schooner was seen approach.
to know whether this was not an
wanted
with
free
was
poit
Bird
running
The
son of Lewiston.
civil bill
the
into
to
sundry
slip
attempt
tacks aboard, while the other vessel was items that
Medical Direotor—J. H. McGregor.
properly belonged to a river
Department Chaplain—J. W. Webster. by the wind.
and harbor bill.
She approached quickly and It was soon
Mr.
Hon. Hillman Smith and Mr. Edwin
Crosvonor, Republican of Ohio, alinevitable.
collision was
a
seen that
if an original appropriation wps
Riley were re-elected on the board of ad- Capt, Merrill immediately hold the wheel so asked
not an innovation.
hard over and the captain of the other
ministration.
Mr. Cannon replied that it was not an
This brought the
same.
The following resolutions were read and vessel did the
Appropriations for works
the outward bound innovation.
schooners together,
under contraot always had been made (n
adopted:
vessel striking the Bird on tho starboard
cases
In some
civil bill.
In Department Encamp., G. A. R. of quarter with terrible force, cutting her the sundry
where the contracts had not yet been let,
down to within one plank of the water's
Maine, Lewiston, February 25, 1886:
conthat
had
said
of
War
the
Secretary
The undersigned committee on resolu- edge, demolishing rails, stancheons, bulthese appropriaThe vessels tracts would be let and
bow.
tions of this encampment recommend the warks, davits and
which would be abThe other vessel tions were for money
were quickly separated.
adoption of the following:
contract
meet
to
Resolved, That the Department of was the Isaac T. Campbell, Capt. btev- solutely neoossary
asto liabilities.
in encampment
Maine G. A. R
from
bound
Mass.,
Weymouth,
ens,
Mr. Moody, Republican of Massachuwitli a cargo of
N. 0.,
sembled at Lewiston, February 24, 1888, Wilmington,
referred to tho prevailing belief
with a fraternity born in loyal service to guano. Tho Campbell lost her jibboom setts,
that no river and harbor bill was to be
reour countrv in time of urgent need,
and head gear.
Ho
at this session.
protested
in
Bird was anchored and the crew passed
The
spectfully request the Maine delegation
some of the members of tho House
in all
set at work cutting away the wreckage. against
Congress to bear in mind that
“to out of the wet” in the sundry
federal appointments the veteran soldiers Fortunately
the sea wassmootb, other- getting
While others were to bo ex-

ensuing year, with the following result:
389
Whole number of votes,
195
Necessary for choice,
17
i-eth T. Snipe of Bath,
158
Ex-Gov. Robie of Portland,
and sailors should have the preference.
of
214
Lewiston,
Rev. C. A. Southard
That the Department of
Resolved,
This was the signal for uproarous ap- Maine, G. A. K., views with unqualified
disapprobation the preparation and introplause.
duction into public schools of the texth
and
themselves
cheered
arse,
men
The
books on American history, which misex-Gov.
of
it
the
venerable
in the midst
represent the character and belittle the

civil bill.
wise the schooner would have filled. This
to economy which would imposed
morning, Capt. Merrill hoisted signals of posed the country. He bnlieved the sundry
distress which were seen by the life sav- upon
civil bill should contain in it appropriaing crews of Ray Point and Peaked hills, tions to meet money due or to
bo clue
who assisted the crew in getting things
under contracts. He objected to favorites.
to rights. The Bird was then headed in
Only a few weeks ago, said he, the coast
toward Boston and below Minot’s light of
Massachusetts had been strewn with
of the achievements and heroism of those who was
the Herald, which
Rotie made his way to the front
up by
picked
Many live hart been lose.
the dark
thirty wrecks.
towed her to port.
chair- fought to save the Union during
should have
hall and attracted the eye of the
The improvement which
while
to
1861
to
magnifying
that
the
1865,
from
Merrill
damage
says
days
Capt.
for Boston harbor might
man.
the accomplishments, exaggerating the the
vessel will amount to fully 82000, been provided
HO reloss.
glamour of which will probably be repaired here after have prevented part of this ho
Ho was recognized and was immediate- daring and casting a fake
on the
said, and
floor,
sentiment about the motives and conduct hor cargo is discharged. The Campbell fused to stand
ly applauded. He said:
of
the
river
the
to
suppression
of those who fought to destroy tho Union. was
taken in tow this aftenoon and submit
“Mr. Commander and Comrades, lam
and harbor bill.
Fraternally submitter!,
to this city.
brought
At this point Mr. Moody created a senry glad to be able to congratulate the | Horace H. Burbank, Franklin M. Drew,
sational by directing his batteries on the
I know what It is
THE BEST FEBRUARY YET.
successful candidate.
Algernon S. Bangs, Committee.
in the
appropriation of $350,000 carried
As
harbor.
bill for Kockland, Maine,
Month
Be
Best
Second
to
Present Likely
Rockland is in the district of Mr. Dingley
Mr.
that
once
the members realized at
of Year Known.
Moody was making an attack on the Re*
publican floor leader. With great sarcasm
New York, February 25.—R. G. Dun he called attention to this vast appropriaof
trade tion for an insignifioant harbor on the
& Co., in their weekly review
have much Maine coast the village and harbor, he
sav:
possibilities
Foreign
X
ir<J TTTtrO “E'O TEN X>^-YSsaid could be buried in the harbor of Bosaffected speculation and caused hesitation
Until last year, he said, the maxiton.
♦ Weak and impotent men can secure healthy, vigorous marital strength. 7^0
X
business
ial
in
some
operations possibly mum appropriation for Kockland had
largo
♦ opment in from two to ten days by the use of Dr. Archambault s Wonderful RAltibVi
j
cure &
and
iney
lasting,
in
the
Suddenly last year the
been $40,000.
Y SPARKS. In ninety per cent of the cases the results are permanent
accounting in part for a check
contract
Y varicocele, restore lost power, gives wonderful vigor and strength to man or woman, duuci j
of wheat, but industrial work had been placed under the
advance
brain
rapid
for
ROOD
a
nerves,
Y up quickly the weak, nervous, broken down system
rl?n X production continues larger than ever, a system and $300,000 had been appropriated.
on the organs as rapidly as a cainaruc v
that
acts
and
to
all
At
a
that
is
beneficial
last
before
the
remedy
Y
the hearings
Results permanent.
Y few more works being added to the active He read from
that
show
X acts 011 the bowels. Always effectual. Never fails.
in the number of appropriations committee to
decrease
a
list
with
of the appropriation
DR.
ARCH A WSB AULT’S PARIS VITAL SPARKS
hands on a strike and renewed evidence only about $100,000
oman up
!« X
Y act at once, and their centinued use for a few days builds a man or w
volume of business is larger than made last year had been expended.
♦ The medicine is a scientific French preparation, perfectly safe to us e—-cannot p os si d iv in- j that the
of Nebraska—
Mr. Greene, Topulist
Is something ♦ in February of any previous year. Nor is
♦ jure you. If you are saying to yourself. *•! wiih I were dead,’ then there
Whose district is Rockland in?" Mr.
to w
of
a
craze
senseless
it
is
duty
there
and
your
any
symptom
$ wrong with the inner man ; you are morbid, melancholy, unhealthy,
his hand, “I do not care
Y based on rising prices. The legitimate ex- Moody, waving
Y yourself and family to brace up and take PARIS VITAL SPARKS.
(Great
to state, but we all know.”
port and domestio demand presses to the
A
Conon the Democratic side.)
!>©ses
capacity of works and though there is no laughter Mr. Moody dcolared that if the
flighty advance in any line and in all, tinuing,
in
harbors
for
proportion
narrowness of profit is a matter of com- appropriation
4LB OEiXVr’X’S.
their importance were provided in this
plaint, new business for this dull season to
bill on the scale of this appropriation for
♦ To inspire confidence incur remedies, we will mail, closely seated, a regular full month's 2 is unprecedented.
would not be a dollar of
PARIS VITAL SPARKS for IS lc stamps.
Wheat continued in progress upward Rockland, thore
2 treatment too doses. S3 pkg. of one
*
;
the revenue left.
from start to finish. No deception, means exactly what X till 108.75 was reached on Monday, but
X
This entire offer is an honest
X
"I am ready to submit,” declared Mr.
Xitsavs and is made by a responsible and wealthy Medical Company, who believe in doing
declined 3 14 cents later, as if there were
banks
at
and
refer
to
the
largest
leading
J fear that Spain would somehow stop Moody, with great vehemence to a regime
by, and who can
2-is they would like to be done
in which this ad. appears.
2 home and all newspapers
* British vessels from taking wheat across
Y011 cannot get something for nothing. Avoid all so-called freo cures. No one can pay X
2
but I for
abatement in to submit to honest leadership,
Every offer of this kind is a trap. X the water. There is no
X for advertising medicines and live and cure you free.
such discrimione propose to be against
Three
Dollars
X
offer
Our
gives you
demand.
X When discouraged try our PARIS VITAL SPARKS.
foreign
Mr.Moody gave notice
We make no money when we send a X
X good value if in need of treatment, for only 48 cents.
Failures for the week have been 243 in nation. In dosing,
for only 48 one-centX
ask the House to strike out
2 lull month’s treatment, one hundred doses, a tnree-doller package,
the United States against 206 last year that he would
2 ,t imps but our Paris Vital Sparks are so reliable, so effectual, that we always make many * and thirty in Canada against fifty last this appropriation.
A
2 other customers at full prices through your certain cure.
Mr. Grosvenor, Republican of Ohio, exX
.Just as soon as you commence to take PARIS VITAL SPARKS, just so soon will you * year.
at the amount
pressedjhis amusement
X
2 commence to feel yourself a man made over. Why rot try today or at least cut this out.
of the appropriation for Rockland. Under
MORE
♦
A SECOND YOUTH WILL COME AGAIN TO YOU,
he
the circumstances it had not been,
Seattle,Wash.,February 25.—The steam- said, the practice of the House to appro2
NO C. O. D. PACKAGES OR DECEPTIVE CIRCULARS CALLING FOR MORE 2
INCLUDX
WITH
FULL
MEDICINE
SENT
DIRECTIONS,
ACTUAL
here
the
arrived
from
which
contracts
2 MONEY BUT I HE
er Noyes,
priate for works for which
SEALED, FREE 2
2 INC A VALUABLE MEDICAL PAPER. ALL SENT SECURELY
Alaska, today brigings a report that the had not been actually let, and he de2 FROM OBSERVATION. ALL CHARGES PREPAID TO THE U. S. OR CANADA.
British flag has been planted at Summit nounced the polioy proposed in the bill as
♦ lake, 14 miles inside of the American
Failing Vigor in Cases Past Forty Our Great Specialty.
♦
ruinous. He declared that this and other
5
“SINCERITY’ in speaking as they thiuk. believing as they pretend, acting as they pro- 2 boundary line and 12 miles from Skaguay. items in the sundry civil bill should be
♦ jess performing as they promise, and being as they appear to he. This is what Dr. Archam- 2
men
that
have
is
also
eight
reported
stricken out, that all members should be
Y ft
2 bault Co. always does.”—Post. Write today. Don’t delay. Address plainly.
been frozen to death in the trail since on aD equality. He warned the members
foUwnQWW 1K
that if they permitted the sundry civil
The
bill to become a river and harbor bill by
RECOVERED.
BODY
MYRICK’S
indirection, all hope of economy on river
13 Pemberton Square Boston, Mass.,*
and harbor bills would be lost.
to
the
press.)
[special
The
Mr. Cannon defended the bill.
»*♦»♦»»»♦»♦»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦
had “always been a
Richmond, February 25.—The body of gentleman from Ohioof
ha»bor
advocate
riverjand
Ira Myriok, who was drowned near the consistent
and had been instrumental in passhouses Sunday
Russell ice
rconring, bills
ing some of tho largest bills ever passed.
men
this monring by
was recovered
“They were always fair,” interrupted
who were dragging the river for it, not
“Some of the most
Mr. Grosvenor.
far from the place where he went down.
bills ever reported,” replied Mr.
vicious
A reward of 150 had been offered for its
Cannon, “came from tho river and harbor
recovery.
committee while the gentleman was a
■
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Biddeford, February 35.—At the Democratic mayoralty cauncus tonight, Frank

Y.

J. Smith received the
James A. Strout.

DECEMBER 31s», 1S97.

nomination

over

STAMP AGENCIES ABOLISHED.
assets.

liabilities.

Swett
following letter

Postmaster

Stocks andjbnnds, market'value.$342,947.04 Claims pending and unpaid.$ 43,830.00
Ee-insurance. 206.501.87
t a li in company’s office and band.. 151,990.21
3,968.25 Capital paid up. 100,000.00
Interest due company.
63,239.88 Surplus above capital. 141,793.51
Premiums in course of collection.

the
self:

yesterday received
which explains it-

Postmaster, Portland, Me.:
Sir—Replying to your letter of the 12th
inst on the
subject of stamp agencies,
Total.$532,145,38 you are hereby directed to discontinue the
Total.$552,145.38
ten stamp agencies connected with your
office to take effect February 28, 1898.
The company wrote nearly $9,000,000.00 in Maine in 1897, being about half tlie entire business
After July 1 next it is the intention of
done in the State by stock companies and leading its nearest competitor nearly $4,000,000.00.
the department to substitute (in lieu of
all
stamp agencies), sub stations giving
Good territory open to live agents.

C.
State

Agent,

teb2S

facilities for the transaction of money
and
order,
registry
stamp business
wherever the necessity therefor fairly
exists.
This is signed
by Perry S. Heath
lirst assistant
postmaster general and

rJTXOXrij.A.r*,
28 Exchange St., Portland,

Wle.

cods’.

t

contains a request to forward the agency
signs to the supnly division.ofjthe bureau.

co-operate uu uxxe wux-x*.
Mr.
Stone, Republican of Pennsylvania, said it would be a river and harbor
nut at this session, then at the
if
bill,
next. Mr. Stone and Mr. Cannon, moinbers of the appropriation committee, both
stated that Mr. Dingley had never said a
word to them concerning the appropriation. The former said u member might
the chaplain of the
as well allege that
House had lobbied for legislation as to
intimate that the gentleman from Maine
was going about interesting and beseiging committees for jxrojects for his own
district.
There was some further debate, in the
course of which Mr. Cannon said there
might bo a scheme behind this attempt
to 'strike out the river and harbor items
in this bill and thus reinforce a demand
The
and harbor measure.
for a river
amendment was
finally voted down,
14-118.
When the item appropriating $400,000
for Han Pedro, Cali., was reached, there
was some debate, in the course of which
Mr. Geer of Wisconsin reviewed the whole
history of the protruded contest between
San Pedro and Santa Monica, characterizing it as the most astounding character
in our legislative history. If there was
anything in the bill that ought.to pass,
he said, it was this. The item was passed
without amendment.
On motion of Mr. Berry, Democrat of
Kentucky, the appropriation for continuing the improvement of the Kentuey
river was inoreased from $105,000 to $350,000.
An amendment appropriating $150,000
for Yaquina bay, Oregon, was pending,
when the House at 5 o’clook recessed until 8.
The evening session was larg ely wast
ed. Six private pension bills were ordered
to be favorably reported to the House by
the committee of the whole, but on the
next. Mr. Sullivan of Mississippi raised
the point of no quorum and no further
business could bo done.
Among the bills acted on was one
a month to the
granting a pension of $30Landau
of Kenwidow of Gen. Wm. J.

tucky.
At

10.30 the House was declared aduntil tomorrow.

journed

CORBETT
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to grandma in the rocker Grain-O
It is \
is good for the whole family.
the long-desired substitute for cofthe
nerves or
fee. Never upsets
injures tho digestion. Made from A
it
is
a food in itself.
JC
pure grains
Has tho taste and appearance of the S>
A tho
at
coffee
It
best
is a "T
price.
and scientific article and is 3
It makes for health *E
come to stay.
and strength. Ask your grocer for T
Grain-O. 15 and 25c.
jj

\

{genuine
\\

jj Try Grain=0! jj
*

*

that your grocer gives you GR AIN-O
Accept no imitation.
Insist

1

<

•

U IN UCj AV

Klncrlp

hits

expansion, with three
on the same shaft, so
if
two
cylinders save out there
that
would still be one to drivo the vessel. He
thought she would bo here in a oouple oi
screw, was triple

days
A REPORT DENIED.

Washington, February 25.—At the Britit was stated today that the
ish embassy
reports relative to an eSort being made
letters
purporting to have been
to secure
written by the British ambassador. Sit
Julian Paucefote, on the rejection of the
arbitration treaty, had no basis of fact
whatever.

Bath, February 25.—The local team
lead in the Maine league totook tho
Lewiston in an inter
night by defeating
esting game. The features were the In-

dividual work of the
White’s goal tending.
Lewiston,

home team and

Score, Bath,'6

5.

MAYOR

BEAL RENOMINATED.

February 25.—Mayor F. O
Bangor,
Beal was nominated by the Republican!
this evening wlthout^oppositiou,
_

*

of

This

Gazette.

Cure in

Remarkable

the

Spring Is the Time to Be

Daily

Cured.

DE LOME ANGRY.

who arrived here today
do Lome,
board the White Star line steamer Brittanic is quoted as saying in an interview:
"I have decided not to speak on the
subject of the letter I can, however, say
that I have been from the first a victim
The news pubof misrepresentation.
lished in the American papers and sent to
this country and my own, was from the
commencement to the end made up of lies
Tne
of the most infamous character.
allegation in tho Amerclan papers that
the terrible explosion of the Maino was
tho outcome of Spanish conspiracy is, in
my opinion, another instance of the reckwhich newspapers in
manner in
less
America tempt popular prejudice.”
TO TAKE TROOPS TO HAVANA.

Tampa,

Fla., February 25.—Although

tho officials of the company have not fo
stated publicly, pretty much everybody
here understands that thePlant system ha
completed arrangements for the transportation of troops and munitions of war to
All of
their
Havana on short notice.
ships have been placed in condition for
it
war be declared,
Should
emergencies.
Is said they have perfected plans to land a
large body of troops in Havana within 36
hours after their arrival at this place.
Troops oan be transported from Washington and New York to this port in from 24
The company has also made
to 30 hours.
arrangements to promptly land men and
and all strategic points
West
arms at Key
on the coast of Florida and at Mobile.
GOVERNMENT BUYS COAL.

TROUBLE.

New York, February 25.—The Spanish
cruiser Vizacya got under way at 1.25 p.
down the bay, passing
m. and proceeded
quarantine at 1.37 p. m.
The navy yard tug Nina, on guard oil
Tompkinsville, was saluted by the cruise
with three blasts of the whistle, which
The Nina and
were returned by the tug.
the
the police boat Patrol acoompanled
The national
cruiser down the bay.
half-mast
standard of Spain floated at
from a small gan on the mainmast ot tne
cruiser and she did not salute the forts at
the Narrows when passing out. The navy
after
following the
yard tug Nina,
Vizoaya through the Narrows, returned
passing in by quarantine at 1.50 p. in.

ADVISED BY LEE TO LEAVE.
M.
New York, February 25.—Joseph
Mann of Providence, R. I., who was on
of
the steamer
Washington, in
City
Havana harbor, when the Maine blew up
Mr. Mann says he
arrived there today.
was advised by Dr. Brunner, the Ameriat Havana,
stationed
officer
health
can
there any longer thun
not to remain
necessary and that many other Americans
who have lived on the island for a long
time havo been officially Informed by the
as
Amerloan consul to leave as soon

possible.
FOR HIS HEALTH.

Fla.. February 25.—Senator
Proctor will leave tonight on tho Olivette
Ho says he goes to Havana
Havana.
for
merely on a pleasure trip and for his
Key West,

HON. CHAS.

S. CROUCH. REPRESENTATIVE IN THE MASS. LEGISLATURE.
a
third
bottle, when, to mv
great joy, I found myself as well ns ever
and
1 was iii my life;
furthermore, have

and even

The editorial columns of the North-!
(Mass.) Daily Gazette give the
particulars of the remarkable cure by Dr.

ampton

remained so.”
In further conversation ho said:
“Dr. Greene’s Nervura is a great medicine. Thero is no humbug about it! It
does cure! No
was made to cure, and it
one need he afraid to use it.”
“Day by day he praises this wonderful
medicine to his friends and neighbors, as
the one sure way to regain their health.
The word of this widely-known statesmost convincing
the
man should have
weight with the public, but when we
have added to this the fact tbBt the
Northampton Daily Gazette, a newspaper
if the highest standing, vouches editorially for the truth of every word, and its
editor states that he has personally investigated all the facts of the marvelous cure,
there should be no hesitation by the people to use this great medical discovery,

Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy, of Hon. Charles S. Crouch, Northampton’s ablest and best known statesin the Massaman and Representative
chusetts Legislature.
of
this
C.
leading newsEditor J.
Gere,
of
paper, personally investigated the facts
this wonderful cure, and his widely read
cure
exeditorial states the details of the
actly as theyjoocurred, giving Hon. Mr.
Crouch’s own words.
irminwincr i« the editorial in full:
Learning that a great euro had been
Reppresentative
effected in the case of
Chas. S. Crouch, of Northampton, Mass.,
by Dr. Greene’s Nervtira blood and nerve
remedy, a reporter took occasion to call
about
on Mr. Crouch and talk with him
it, and among the thousands of testimonials given to this world renowned medicine, none will be mere widely read or
givo greater weight thnn this one coming
from so noted a man as Representative

tnis

wonueriui

curur

ui

uisuistj,

xjl\

Greone’fl Nervura blood and nerve remedy. It is a fact, no longer to be doubted,
it makes
that this remedy cures—that
those who use it strong and well—that it
is the surest and most certain cure for
in all the world, and the very
disease
best spring medicine possible to take.
It is not a patent medicine, but the prescription of the most successful specialist
of 34
in curing diseases, Dr. Greene,
Temple Place, Boston, Mass. He has the
this
and
in
the
world,
largest practice
grand medical discovery is the result of
his vast experience. The great reputation of Dr. Greene is a guarantee that
this medicine will oure, and the fact that
lie can be consulted by
anyone at any
time free of charge, personally or by letof the beneassurance
ter, gives absolute
ficial action of thl6 wonderful medioine.
Do not fail to use it!

Crouch.

Hon Mr. Crouch said:
“Last spring 1 did not feel In my usual
health; felt as tired in the morning as
when I retired; had no energy nor ambition to go about a day’s work; no appetite with which to regain strength and
I worked along
energy. In this condition
from week to week, thinking that after
right themselves
awhile matters would
and I would feel like myself again. But
on the contrary, I grew worse.
“Knowing that Dr. Greene’s Nervura
but a mediwas not a patent medicine,
cine put up from a prescrlpion discovered
practice, I
by the doctor in his private
resolved to try it. The first bottle helped
another
one,
me so much that I purchased

SATURDAY

EVERYTHING FOR

I

MEATS AND CROCERY LINE.
Buy your Groceries where you
Below we give a few of our prices.
Lean Smoked Shoulders,
Fat Pork by the strip,
\ice Corned Beef,
Home Made Pickles,
Pm-c Rio

Coffee,

2c,

lh. nail Pure Jams.

Try

12 l-2c.

at

a

25c
25c
6c
lower

->oc H

-£c
Sc

price

■

■

*0C

H

25c

H

our 25c and 35c Teas.

10 lbs. Best Rolled Oats,
Tuxedo and Savena Soap Powei,
6 lbs. 3 Crown Raisins,
Best Country Corn Meal,

25c

»

$1.00 9

7c qt Country Strung Dried Apples,
5

goods

buy them cheapest*

20 lbs. Granulated Sugar,
10 bars Best Laundry Soap,
(i lbs. Best Dates,

6 l-2c
0 l-2c
4c and 6e

6 rolls of Best Toilet Paper,
3 cans Fine Blackberries for
2 cans best California Apricots,
Best Canned Succotash,
How can we sell

can

I

than some others?

mods are bought and paid for in ten days, because
rent, because our location is in the heart of the city.
call at the store.

sc
2oc
-c

Because our

I

gj
■
1

J.1*'?bynt°telep. one or 9M
Ordei

w®

___

JOHNSON & LAMBERT.
I

have the cleanest navy in the
“We
world. Not only the cleanest, but we have
best fighting blood of any navy in
the
The boys would ask for only
the world.
I have
24 hours with the Spanish navy.
the greatest respect in the world for the
but wo are not afraid of
British navy,
them, and certainly wo have considerable
confidence in our ability to uphold the
honor of the country In a meeting with
Spain’s navy.

|

that added
State or Navy departments
anything to the situation as shown by

yesterday’s despatches.

PRESIDENT DOLE SAILS.
San Francisco, Fehruary 25.—President
Dole of Hawaii returned to Honolulu on
the steamer Mariposa, which sailed at 2
o’olock this afternoon. A cumber of the
Hawaiian delegation was on hud to hid
him farewell.

CABINET TALKED OF MAINE.

WILLARD MEMORIAL DAY.

ADMIRAL GHERARDI’S COMMENT.
Bridgeport, Conn., February 25.—Rear
Admiral Bancroft Gherardi, retired, said
to a reporter:

Washington, February 25—The first full
meeting of the Cabinet in some weeks
was held tonay. both
Secretaries Alger
and Sherman, who have been sick, being
The
Cabinet talked about the
presont.
Maine disaster at some length as a current topio of vital interest, but no action

ral's reply:

House committee on miliclusion can be reached as to when its re- one vote in the
The situation, tary affairs today against favorably report will be available.
hill providing for two
Senato
the
otherwise, it was stated, is unchanged porting
and nfter the Cabinet meeting it was an- additional regiments or artillery. It was
nounced that there was no news at the given by Mr.Cos, Democrat of Tennessee.

health.

BATH DEFEATS LEWISTON.

of His Investigation

Liverpool, February 25.—Senor Dupuy
on

London, February 25.—According to a
special despatch fiom Madrid, reports rethere from the United States to
ceived
tho effect that public opinion in the lat
ter country is becoming more excited owMr. Campbell was
rods from Ills house.
ing to the Impression that the loss of the
the
in
alone
had
lived
man
and
a young
Maine was not due to an accident, aro
little house on the east bank of the river. stirring popular feeling in Madrid and
He was evidently on his way to a neigh- tho oonviction is increasing in minisbors, when he was overcome and perished. terial olrcles that tho worst must be exCoroner Hildreth was summoned and the
by pected.
finding was that death was oaused
Continuing, the special despatoh says:
He had been dead for some
alcoholism.
“The government has no choice, if the
A peculiar fatality
tim e when found.
States Senators adopt a threatenUnited
seems to be connected with this spot, as
for the prospect of war is
old ing attitude,
it was only two years ago that an
popular with all and the more excitable
man, Frank Mooers, was burned to death newspapers are already
urging the govin his house, a few rods from where Mr. ernment to
take measures to enable
was
found.
was
age
Campbell’s
Campbell
Spain to strike the Urst and decisive
about 35 years.
blow.”
GOOD BYE VIZCAYA.
LA CHAMPAGNE ONLY INJURED.

nrhlnh

C

Editor J,

M J ti x XJLK

SPANIARDS LOOKING

ntirrinp nf tho chin

Using Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
Gere Gives the Result

by

Well Man

a

company’s wrecking plant.

25.—As tho workat
men of tho Consolidated Ice company,
Pittston, were going to their work, Friday morning, they found the body of
James Campbell dead on the snow a few

New York, February 25.—Mr. Bocande,
the New York agent of the French line
when told the report of Captain Ninnes
of tho Dutch steamer Bremorhaven said
the description of the steamer seen by
La ChamCaptain Ninnes fitted that of
much pleased
pagne precisely. He looked
not the
ho
had
said
and
and relieved
slightest doubt of her Identity. Moreover
it seemed to him she was in a very good
for the
position, being almost across
location given was about 1150 miles away.
track of ocean
in tho
She was right
liners and she would be reported every
day a liner arrived in port. He was of the
opinion, from no signal for assistance being shown that whatever break down was
Possustained by her was not serious.
sibly one ot the cylinders had brokeD
He
said
that
a
low
speed.
necessitating

Made

Representative Crouch

tug Underwriter left for New York and
Havana tonight. Diver Michael Sullivan
He is one of the most
left on the tug.
J.ho
expert wrecking divers on the coast.
tug also took out two powerful wrecking
pumps and two boilers.
A semi-official statement was mado towould
day that the Towboat company
send the steamer Orion and the barge
Lone Star from this port to Havana on
Next Wednesday, with tho balance of the

Feburary

Gardiner,

Prominent Member of the Legislature
Cured by Sr. Greene’s Nervura.

February 25.—The wrecking

CASE-

even

jj

XII Hi

Boston,

Pittsburg, Pa., February 26.—Tho Post
tomorrow will say: It was learned today
an officer of one
Senate Devoted Five Hours to the Matter in Pittsburg through
of the largest coa! corporations doing
Yesterday.
business in this district that the navy de
contracts with CasWashington, February 25.—Hon. Henry partment had closed of
Philadelphia, for
tor, Curran & Bullitt
W. Corbett’s right to a seat in the Senate the
at
n.ey west, Sana iveys,
delivery
from Oregon, was under consideration by Dry Tortugas, Savannah, Charleston and
of 250,000 tons of Pot.ho fiftnat.fi for five hours.
Fortress Monroe
Mr. Spooner of Wisconsin, oonoludod cahontas coal and with the Rhodes and
in
coal
he
Beidler
company of Cleveland for
the speech which
began yesterday
favor of Mr. Corbett and was followed by the delivery of 60,'JOO tons of the Goshen
Mr. Teller of Colorado, Mr. Allen of Ne- coal of that company. Tho stipulations
braska and Mr. Turley of Tennessee with of the contracts wore that the coal so orat the designated
speeches in opposition to the seating of dered shall be delivered
Mr. Corbett and Mr. Turner of Washing- coaling stations as soon as it is possible
to do so and that the utmost secreoy be
ton in favor of seating him.
observed about the matter.
A FATAL LOCALITY.
FOR
DEBATING

cylinders working

NOMI-

NATE.

THOUSANDS ARE LIKE HIM,

per

vorse than
uan attack

is

reivounded while following Jackson’s
treat after the battlo of Antietam across
the Potomac river, September 20th, 1S63.
After several weeks In the hospital in
Virginia he was discharged to come home
to die.
He has never been well since. Ho

turned

nembor of it. From twenty-live to thirty-

the Maine was
“If the disaster to
caused by an accident, well and good, but
of
treaohery and tho imif it was an aot
mediate oause of the disaster was a torpedo or a mine, God help Spain.”
“In tho event of war being deolared, is
our navy in such shape to meet the Spanish navy with any degree of confidence?”
There was a defiant ring in the admi-

Chicago, February 25.—Sunday, March
20, is set apart by the general officers of
tlio W. C. T. U., as a a special memorial
day for Frances E. Willard. It is already
rlbbona red letter day among the white
ers, being “Prohibition day,” the birthof any kind was taken nor any suggestion day ot Gen. Neal Dow.
of action made.
No intimation, it was
"
“JUST ONE OPPOSED.
stated, has yet come from the oourt of inquiry as to how long it will be occupied
conFehruary 25.—There was
no
Washington,
with its work and consequently
"

NEW

MAGICALLY

WESTBROOK.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

NEW

EFFECTIVE
TREATMENT
Republicans Nominate Mayor Cloud- FOR WEAK MEN
OF ALL AGES
man For Aaother Term.
NO
KING

Washing

RAYMOND

ENDORSED

BY THE DEMOCRATS.

Both

the balance of tho citizens’
Parties Held Caucuses Last Evening to acoept
was
ticket
carried. There being no
further business the meeting was declared

better
Does the better half of cleaning; does it
than any other way known; does it easily, quickly

—Citizen’s Ticket Generally Endorsed

and cheaply.

didates for Mayor.

by Democrats—Sketches of

Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

Chicago. St. Louis.

DEERING VOTERS SHOULD REGISTER.

New

York.

Boston.

Philadelphia.

trade with wards 3 and 4, or 1 and 7 In
order to get wiiat rightfully belongs to
Will the citizens of Deering vote to
us.
subject themselves to such a state of
affairs, and if they should, will our politicians always be able to make their
trades and get what justly belongs to
Is it not far better to feel that our
us?
municipal government is simply a quesof
electing men of good business
tion
ability and sound judgment to spend our
it will then be spent
money, knowing
for the best interest of the whole city
and surely within its limits?
Ann T.

To the Editor of the Press:
citizens
It
that Deering
is
time
awakened to the importance of registering as voters. Not more than seventy-live
per cent of the poll lists are registered
In Portland, where
voters at present.
there is a larger percentage of aliens not
voters, there is, nevertheless, a much
larger percentage of regittered voters.
Thie ought not to be so.
You cannot vote uDless you seasonably
register, and, once registered, your name
remains upon the list so long as you reSONS OF VETERANS.
side in the city.
You cannot afford, you onght not to be
Col. Arthur M. Soule, Division Comwilling to allow yourself to remaininlongS. of V., has issued his first orNa- mander,
unable to vote
er disfranchised,
series 1308. Among other things it
or
der,
elections,
or
tional, State,
Municipal
the resignation of Alfred R.
caucuses, when all so vitally concern you, I recites that
This
Hall as Division Inspector was received
yonr business, and your household.
to
men
elect
to
year you have not only
January 10th. The same has been acspend you money and provide you'with
and
E.
N.
but you cepted,
Courson of
economical
government,
decent,
anmust pass upon the question of the
Appomattox Camp, No. 53, of Brunsbenthe
Portland,
to
nexation of Deoring
wick, has been appointed to fill the vaefits of which will continue to accrue
cancy. Reference is made to the appointeven to your great-grand children.
The law fixes the sessions of the Board ment of Capt. H. M. Nickerson as a
of Registration, for purposes of register- member of the committe to secure naing voters in Deering, upon Tuesday, tional legislation furthering military inWednesday, anil Thursday, March 1st,
End, and 3rd, forenoon, afternoon, and struction in the public schools. Since
in the
last
order
Charles
evening; and on Friday, March 4th,
Pierce,

the forenoon and afternoon, until five
o’clock only.
This Is the only opportunity during this
for
year. The law works unforunately
traveling men, a large number of whom
reside in Deering. They go away Mondays and return Saturdays. But they
should make a special effort to be registeed once for all, and their employers
ought to assist them to it. There never
will be a better time, never a time more
Important to the best interests of the two
4
cities, Portland and Deering.
The office seekers and politicians always see to it that they and their friends
are' registered. It is the busy business
men, who are likely to forget it until
after it is too late.
This vear the larger
part of the politicians in Peering are in
and so you
annexation
terested to defeat
cannot roly upon them to remind you,
lienoe the more reason why you should
look you for yourselves and register upon
the above dates.
_

PROGRESS.

ANNEXATION.
To the Editor of the Press:
In the discussion of this question we
hear a great deal about the business men
who live in Peering and do business in
Portland. Why should they not? They
have in nearly every instance determined
themselves. If a man
the situation for
doing business in Portland finds Peering
a more
congenial place to live in than
Portland, why should he not come here,
and if there are any who find it incondo business in one
them to
veniences
place and live in another, would it not
to move into
for
them
fairer
be much
the city where their business is located
rather than vote to join their neighbors
that city who prefer to remain as they
a i, and who do not experience any dis1 vantage from having their home in one
place and their business in another?
it has been urged that the territory of
Peering would he entitled to receive, and
receive from Greater
so would, of course,
Portland the benefit of the money paid
in taxes by citizens of Peering on their
business in Portland. But it is well to
hear in mind that taxes are in the main
paid to protect and improve property
not the individual, and that in general
be expended
taxes are pretty sure to
where the greatest property value is.
Because a man who pays large taxes on a
business in Portland happens to live near
Riverton, for instance, it does not follow
that the community in which he lives
to expect that any more
has any right
would in case of annexation, be
money
that
in
community than the prospent
pornoiuti tiuiuuub ui tut; ic*A uuruen vvujuu
its property shares. It would be quite as
sensible to argue that because a man who
pays taxes on property in Deering, lives
in Boston, that the money which he pays
as taxes should be
expended in Boston.
One is as much a case of taxation without representation as the other.
If the matter is of so much importance
as the annexationists claim and there aro
such a large number of business men in
Deering paying the larger part of their
on their business in Portland, and
taxes
Therefore their greater interests financially are in there, in what sort of a position
We
should we find ourselves if annexed?
should have the entire interests of the
residents of all the Portland wards centred in there, and a larger part of the
interests of a majority of the residents
of the Deering wards, the business men
would also be centred in the territory of
have
interest
who would
Portland,
enough iu such case to look out for Deerlug’s needs.
When the point is raised that Deering,
will be at the mercy of the
if annexed,
Portland wards, we are 'old: “Oh, the
two Deering wards will hold the balance
of power, as it were, and by combinations
and
scheming can get anything she
wants.” In other words, what we get is
going to be purely a case of political
manouvering and it will be necessary
for us to sand as councilmen and aldernot our upright and successful
men,
business men, but our shrewdost schembarter in
ers who Know how to trade and
votes, and the disposition of the public
cirwould
who
“One
funds, politicians
cumvent God.”
sendIt will then be a question not of
ing men of reputed good judgment and
sound
common sense, but of sending
men
shrewd and
cunning enough to

_.
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oUji Powder.
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MONET IN ADVANCE. W«nierfal appliance and scienUBtr6”
edles sent on trial to any r?
,
ot
man, A world-wide reputation baejt
this offer. Every obstacle to happymarriea
life removed. Full strength, development
and tone given to every portion of the Douy.
Failure Impossible; ago no barrier.
No C. O. D. scheme.

Two Can-

adjourned.

The Republican mayoralty convention
of Westbrook was held last evening in
The meetOdd Fellows’ hall, Wost’End.
ing was largely attended and much enthusiasm manifested.
The meeting was
called to order by Hon. A. A. Cordwell.
Mr. Lemuel Lane was chosen chairman
and

Arthur W. Ricker secretary of the
meeting. The first business in order was
the appointment
of a committee to reoeive, sort and count votes. Messrs. A.
C. Chute, A. B. Winslow and A. A.Cordwell were appointed.
Hon.
C. M. Waterhouse, in a few well
chosen words,presented the name of Mayas the ro ainee
to succeed himself.
In his remarks, Air. Waterhouse
alluded to the excellent financial showing made during the past year under

or

Francis A. Cloudman

of the

Mayor

Republican party

Cloudman s

administration, ana

spoke of the expressions’ of good will
and loyalty to the cause that were being
received for it from all sides,’
It was suggested that the nomination
acclamation, but Mayor
be made by
Cloudman was not willing to consent to

CANDIDATE RAYMOND.

Raymond, the Citizen’s
mayor, endorsed by the
Demooratg, is a young man of 31 years.
Mr. Raymond was city clerk
in 1896-7,
under
Mayor Cutter. For 14 yetars he
Mr.

King

S.

candidate for

such a
procedure as he wished to give has been engaged in the drug Business
everybody a chance to vote as they at Cumberland Mills.
thought best, elther,for him or any other

individual. The vote was taken as sugRev. J. A. Hainer, who has been holdand the ballot was announced as ing
meetings during the past week at
John L. Pierce and Josiah Garnett, of unanimous for
the nomination of Mr. the Warren
church, will preach Sunday
Camp 21, of Machias, and Alfred G. Rog- Cloudman.
morning and evening.
Topio for the
42
of
of
have
died.
ers,
Camp
Carmel,
the city officers were
The
balance of
“The Scarlet Chord.” At 3.15
morning,
The AVlnter and Springer Lenten season is the swellest of the year and it is then that thousands of the best representatives of society of every quarter of America soAttention is called to the consolidated nominated as follows:
City clerk, Ed- there will be a meeting for men only.
there and enjoy tire early Spring. Atlantic City is within easy access, being but one hundred miles from New York and sixty from Philadelphia, with unexcelled railjourn
report from Camps with regard to the ward H. Smith; aldermen-at-large, Geo. All men should be
road facilities.
present at this service.
progress made during the past quarter. A. Qulnby. Ward 1; Ernest L. Dresser,
Topic for evening, “The Demoniacs of the
There were gained from all sources 123 Ward
2; Abner L. Hawkes, Ward 4; Gadarenes.
The meetings thus far have
MAINE WESLEYAN SEMINARY.
CITY OF PORTLAND.
members. Of this number 68 were mus- school
DEER CHASED BY DOGS.
J.
committee-at-large, Edwin
been very helpfnl and successful. Meettered into the Camps at 13outh Standish
H.
Melcher,
February 25.—Greene is
Lewiston,
Haskell, threo years; Harry
the following week.
ing
during
FebruThe
closed
winter term
Friday,
and Rockland. The remaining number one
of
greatly excited over the presence on To the Electors of the
year;
city committee, Howard M.
of the M. E. church will
The pastor
ary 3. On Thursday evening occurred
was gained by muster and re-instatement
Stevens, Wardl; Fred Burnell, Ward 2; preach Sunday at 10.30 a. m. on the the annual junior exhibition. The fol- Hooper pond of four deer, that have been
Portland,
into the other Camps of the Division. Charles B. Woodman, Ward 3; Walter V.
chased there from up the river road by
In the evening at
“Spirit of Manrnon.
lowing was the programme:
This gain of Itself is commendable andjis
Where tho deer first made their
Ward 4;
Nathan L. Woodbury, 7 o’clock he will deliver an address on
dogs.
tenethtr
rtf nvaian
< In fho nthor
hunH it Knight,
Faust
of
Happy Hearts Walts,
]\[0T1CE is hereby given that the Board be
is nnkom
But Thursday -1-1
Ward 5.
There being no further business Frances E.
appearance
her
life
Philharmonic
Club.
officers
of
that
the
Registration of voters of said city will
is to be deplored
Willard, reviewing
31 Exchange St., Agents of
De
were discovered on the pond, being in open session at room, number eleven (11) ci y
was declared adjourned.
Murder
as a Fine Art,
the
convention
in
they
not
more
their
Quincey
are
are
invited
U.’b
Camps
diligent
and work. All W. C. T.
upon each of the twelve secular days
Jesse Stone Mann, Shaplelgh.
efforts to retain the members who betorn and mangled by two shep- building,
ruthlessly
to be present.
prior to the municipal election, which occurs on
The Child-Wife of David Copperiield,
come in arrears for dues and are allowed
herd dogs, one belonging to Libbeus Jen- Monday the seventh day of March next, being
Rev.
W. S. Ayers of the First;Baptist
Diokene
to suspend without the proper effort to
from Feb. 21st to March 6t!i inclusive. The first
Sheriff
Long- nine secular days of said session, viz.. Feb. 21 to
nings, the other to Deputy
Lillian W’yman Swift, New Sharon.
Portland will preach in the
retain them. The excellent gain of the
church of
Osborne ley.
The Fall of Jericho,
Three of the doer were injured, the March 2nd, will be for the purpose of receiving
OF LONDON. ENG..
Division was offset by the unpardonable
WestbrooK, Sunday ai- Arthur Walden
Baptist church,
touching the qualification of voters in U. S. BRANCH. STATEMENT DEC. 31.1897.
Palmer, Livermore Falls. fourth terribly so, one of it hind legs be- evidence
losses, particularly on the suspensions,
said city, and to revise and correct the voting Deoosited with insurance department.
8
o’oloob.
at
ternoon
Anon
Lover’s
100
members
to
wkioh amounted
Leap,
nearly
ing broken and the flesh lacerated by list of the several wards therein, irom nine
New York, Massachusetts,Ohio and
Lena Francis Butterfield, Guilford.
A
Members are urged to increase the numervery pleasant social party was eno’clock i the forenoon to one o’clock in the
$929,313.00
trustees,
Goonod bites from the dogs.
Many of the promi- afternoon, from three till five in the afternoon,
ical as well as the social strength of the
joyed last evening at Cumberland hall. Tell me, beautiful Maiden,
INCOME.
of
InHill.
the
Kent’s
Venessa Morrill Brown,
There was a large attendance
nent citizens were apprised of tho facts, and from seven till nine in the evening, exceptOrder. Let each Camp strive to gain at
$1,058,004.23
ing on the last day of said session. (March 2nd) Premiums.
vited guests of Mr. Eokhoff, the instruc- Violin Obligato.
least five members between this time and
but dared not shoot the deer or make any when
it will not be in session after five o’clock Interest (including apin the publio
Louis Beethoven Morse, Kent’s Hill.
tor in manual training
the end of the quarter, March 31st.
50,933.22
The sessions on Marcli 3rd,
preciation)
them
'on
account
of
in
the
afternoon.
effort
to
secure
alive,
A delegation of invited guests Knee-Deep in June,
schools.
Riley
-$1,108,937.45
4th and 5th,will be for the purpose to enable the
the penalty of forty dollars for so doing.
were also in attendance IS
EXPENDITURE.
from Portland
Ray Nathan Randall, Anson.
THE RAILROAD Y. M. C. A.
Board to verify the correctness of said lists and
Maclaren
and were conveyed to their homes at the Through the FT cod.
A
$020,059.51
Losses,
young man by the name of Pooie, for closing up the records of said session.
General Secretary Williams of the railBertha Blake, Monmouth ■_
250,949.32
Sect. 3. Chapter 3o4, Public Laws of Maine, Commissions,
conclusion of the party on special cars.
shot and killed the Jenas a last resort
61.405.68
has
Bible
road branch of the Y. M. C. A.
approved March 29,1893, provides—
Salaries,
The
evening was very pleasantly spent Paul’s Defense beforo Agrippa,
enbeen
23.900 37
has
not
whose
name
and
wounded
the
other.
fees.
.Every
Slate
Currier.
person
nings
dog,
Charles Kvcrett Jacobs,
in cards and dancing. The patronesses
aciu
mapped out some rules and regulations
lists
in
64.414.uo
any city,
All other cliarges.
upon the voting
Veazie
The deer did not attempt to flee from tered
of the affair were Mrs. Lemuel Lane, The Happy Miller,
cordance with the provision of this act, must Remittances to
that will govern the new institution now
Mrs. William Pcoler and Mrs. Albert
Adelphi Mathean Glee Club.
but submitted to his caresses in the if he desires to vote, appear In person at a
head office, $65,405,75 -1,011,330.51
him,
on
street.
Commercial
Dickens
nearly completed
Cord well.
Beating the Schoolmaster,
place provided for registration and prove that
the Republican Evelyn Delora Bridges, Swan’s Island. most pitiful manner.
$97,601.94
he possesses all the qualifications of a voter.
Dr. L. V. Knight,
Secretary Hoitt will be locally in charge,
The situation is peculiar.
In order to Every person qualified to vote as hereinbefore
Burdette
nomineo in Ward 8 as a candidate for A Railway Matinee,
although Secretary Garland will have the
shall vote only in the ward of the city
ASSETS.
provided,
Orris Storer Vickery, Morrill.
school committee, has rendered ills resigthe
will
have
deer
to
shoot
the
they
spare
T
A
Wnlloor,
JlllU VUllIlg UIOL’lXlUb lilUIOUl, 11 (WIJ. Ill win^n
whole system of Y. M. C. A.’s in this
$283,625.00
United States bonds,
nattion to tho city oommittee, and Mr
dogs, as no one dares take them in hail his residence on the first flay ot April pre- State and county bonds,
15,975.00
section practically under his.supervision.
Freda DeForest Foss, ^Kent’s Hill.
his becoming an inhabitant after
Philip Dana has been placed in nominaand town bonds, 274,825.00
Under the circumstances Game ceding, or of
Municipal
rendered
and
charge.
well
The
exercises
were
tion.
said day.
The railroad men’s branch will include
320,604.58
bonds,
Railroad
to Prof. R. J. Sprague, Warden Carleton has been telegraphed.
All registered voters who changed their resi- Casli
A portion of the roof of an unoccupied were a credit
Deposited with trusMAYOR CLOUDMAN.
in its membership men employed in tho
dence from one ward to another previous to
owned
house
by Miss Harris, Churoh who has had charge of the department of
tees, with Kidder, Peahad
their
residence
not
and
have
1.1897.
railroad servioe, including employes of
two
terms.
A
BOLD
BREAK
FOR
LIBERTY.
April
27,146.33
Francis A. Cloudman, the Republican street, collapsed late yesterday afternoon elocution f or the past
body & Co.,
properly corrected on the votiug list of the Cash iu hand and in bank.
1,157.34
Nearly all the teachers spend their vacasleeping car, express and telegraph com- candidate for re-election as mayor, is owing to tho weight of snow that had
first day of Interest due and accrued
Alfred, February 24.—A convict named ward where ihev resided on said in
are intending to be
recent
storm.
tions
the
during
away.
Many
or
accumulated
clerk
should notify the city
person
included
April,
not
on
panies resident in or near, or running well-known in Westbrook and has won
bonds,
A somewhat serious accident happened present at the Kent’s Hill reunion ban- Avery, who was serving a two months’ in writing of suen change, which must em7,137.09
in market value,
into the city.
much praise from his previous years of just nbove tho ravine, between
Brown quet,, to be held in Boston, March 3d. sentence for the sale of
the name of the voter, the ward, street Premiums iu due course of
intoxicating brace
and nun her from, and the ward, street and
In the management of the new institu- service in city government affairs. In and Bridge streets, Cumberland Mills, During the vacation, needed repairs on
274
539.18
collection,
liquors, executed a daring and successful number to which 'such; removals have been
balances
tion there will be an executive of three 1898 Mr. Cloudman served his ward as an about live o'clock yesterday morning. A the chapel will be made.
for the above purpose Agents’
a ade.
Or
from
the
application
three
esoape
county jail Thursday
(Premiums
heavv extra freight train on the Mountain
more railroad men who shall be apor
may be made to the Board of Registration,
months overdue), $7,352.47
$1.205,009.53
alderman, and during the past year division composed or rwenry-uve cars, in
A DIFFICULT TRIP.
afternoon.
room No. 11. citv building, on each of tiie nine
LIABILILIES.
March
pointed annually by the president of the served as mayor. Mr. Cloudman is em- charge of Conductor C. E. Quint, left
21st
to
1898,
2nd,
When the prisoners filed into the work- secular days. February
The Madison Bulletin says; “Clarence
As it descended
inclusive, set apart as above indicated, for the Reserve for losses outassociation. There will be speoial commit- ployed as a superintendent of the War- Bartlett at midnight.
Alice E. Weston of shop, for their afternoon labor, the over- revision and correction of the voting lists.
standing, contingent and
tho steep grade at the point indicated, a A. Weston and Miss
tees on religious work, education, finance, ren paper mills.
$258,490.00
seers
stood
the
door
and
checked
the
direct,
During said time, said board wilt revise and
by
was thrown Portland started Monday for this place to
car became derailed and
of
wardens
the
and
Reserve for commissions,
correct the votiug lists;
visitation, library, music and entertaindirectly across the track. Tho cars follow- attend the funeral of his brother, John numbers as they passed.
Avery entered said city shall be governed by said revised and
60,866.29
etc.,
ment. The fee for memership will be $3
ing, ten in number, were thrown from E. Weston. 'They came by the way of with the others and proceeded to his corrected list, and no name shall he added to Reserve for unexpired
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
One
of
elecsmashed.
said
tickand
said
473,407.07
track
from
the
list,on
day
considerably
or
stricken
Persons
risks,
unexplred
holding
per year.
792,703.36
The Democratio mayoralty convention of the box cars was thrown
with such Skowhegan, but owing to tho blockaded bench near the boiler room door which tion. and no person shall vote at any election
ets in %ither railroad departments shall be
some oversight, unlocked.
As whose name is not on said lists, but the Board
was, by
force against the forward end of tho train condition of the road no cars were run
the
school
was held in
of
High
building.
on
the
in
session
will
be
day
$412,306.18
as
holders,
of Registration
regards policy
entitled to the privileges of membership
Surplus
on dress parade he sauntered
that it completely telescoped the box car
over the electrics from Skowhegan coolly as if
election for the correction of errors that may
The
meeting was presided over by Mr.
The trnoks on the box ning
Summary of Head Office Statement,
in this department.
directly in front.
into the boiler room, removed the frock have occurred during said revision.
and
as
teams
took
to
Madison.
got
and
C.
Eastman
J.
C.
S.
was
They
Scates,
off and thrown
March 31,1897.
car were torn completely
AUGUSTUS F. GERRISH.
It is expected that the work of fitting
and
far as Charles Durrell’s Monday noon, and overall s of his prison uniform
MONROE A. BLANCHARD,
some distance to one side of the road bed.
CAPITAL, SUBSCRIBED, $3,750,000.
secretary.
up the roomB will be completed by the
MCCANN.
C.
was
MICHAEL
for
of
the
train
a
dash
of
the
made
bulk
The
cargo
where
liberty.
four miles out from Skowhegan,
$760,000.00
The chairman, Mr. Scates opened the
Capital, paid up incash.
Board of Registration of Voters.
first week in March, and the dedication
of
poplar logs. A telegram was immediateWhen his escape was discovered, five j
Assets, exclusive
Portland. Feb. 1». 1898.febl9d2w
meeting by saying that he had lived in ly sent to Portland and a wrecking train their horses played out and they could
2,297,156.00
capital,
will be formally held about that time.
guaranteed
he was not in sight, and
$1,195,680.00
Westbrook for 16 years and he had never in charge of George Barbour was soon at get no further. Mr. Burrell and Miss minutes later,
Liabilities.
ten Alice Weston came In on snow shoes although the surrounding country wa3
Surplus as regards polFALLS seen a better, chance
PORTLAND & RUMFORD
for success than the Fceno of tho accident, and at
ILLUSTRATED LECTURES.
exclusive
holders,
icy
No
o’clock the road was open for traffic.
n A TT Yir A
and notified the relatives of their scoured, he has not been captured. He is
of guaranteed capital. 1,101,475.00
this year. "We want to consider the best
All those who have had the pleasure of
The early trains were Tuesday
one was injured.
Guaranteed capital, not
Mr. and Mre. probably hiding in the woods and mast
condition.
snowbound
we can down the Repub- of course
which
had
by
Lewis
plan
until
the
Rev.
wreckage
and hearing
Malvern,
3.000,600 <K»
delayed
On and after March 1st, 1898, the station
called,
meeting
1 have suffered intensely from cold. At the
this village about
The Republican party has been cleared irom the traok. The work of Weston reached
$5,297,155.00
lican party.
the eloquent preacher and pastor of the Total available resources,
on the Portland & Ruinford Falls Raillate o’clock
feb22eod3w
time of his escape he was clothed only
bad a complete walk over far the past clearing the wreckage was completed
yesterday afternoon.”
First Free Baptist church lu this city,
way now known as “Empire” will be
in the afternoon.
in slippers, trousers and undershirt. His
but if we are united we can
lecturer
an
able
he
is
that
of
not
know
Train men six yeare,
called “Elmwood Farm.”
club
for
the
A
may
study
parliamentary
sentenoe would have expired in a few
TO THE PUBLIC.
them this spring.
of
law has been formed by the ladies
Ho being a native of England,
as well.
in calling out the above named station down
indictments
days but the fear of other
A preliminary meeting was
O. A. Cobb, Clark Morton, M. Westbrook.
Messrs.
much in foreign countries,
has
travelled
both
Remwill be particular to announce
Chamberlain’s
Knowing
Cough
G.
with Mrs.
havo
hanging over him is thought to
O. Sullivan, John J. Skillings and G. H. held Thursday afternoon
and has obtained
names until
many tine views of
Mrs. Frank B. Clark of edy to be a medicine of great worth and
passengers become familiar
J. Hazelton.
him
his
to
bold
attempt.
spurned
Raymond were appointed a committee on Portland, who has been engaged to in- merit and especially valuable for coughs,
with the new name.
Ireland, Scotland and Wales,
England,
credentials. The committee reported 21 struct the club was present and gave a colds, croup and whooping cough, we
FIVE VESSELS ASHORE.
such as never have been shown in PortThe will hereafter
bottle
warrant
every
land before. Mr. Malvern has given his
delegates present. The delegation was most interesting talk on the subject.
WHAT THEY TELL ENGLAND.
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VmnrrVitr\f
no
onH
trill
rofiinH
moilfiV
he
25.—The
will
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South
Harbor,
Friday
February
lectures in other states which have beon
the additions recommended first regular meeting
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o’clock,
of
London, February 25.—In the House of completed by
after
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The
to
not
satisfied
storm
here.
evening
enthusiasm.
using first
prevails
received with great
anyone who is
Commons the parliamentary secretary for by the committee.
Woodman, 21 Church Btreet.
that he
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent, bottle.
vessels are ashore at the head of the public will b» pleased to know
Five
a
rethe foreign office Hr. Gto. H. Curzon, reRemarks were then called for prior to
Cloudman Belief corps will have
D. W. Heseltino & Co., 387 Congress harbor. One of these, the schooner Forest will give two of his best productions enplying to a question put by Admiral Lord the nomination of a candidate for mayor. hearsal for the children who are to take street.
titled “A Day in Londonalso Provincial
Saturday
the
festival
Charles Beresford as to whether France
in
May
liny
Bell, Captain Wood of St. John, N. B., England, Ireland, Walts and Scotland,
part
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.
intended to occupy Hui Nan for a naval Messrs. C. S. Eastman, O. A. Cobb, Mr. afternoon at 2 o’clock, in Grand Army
for
in tim First BaDtist church, some time in
N.
with
Boston
Weymouth,
S.,
King S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills. from
base in the
far East, similar to steps Holmes, George Horman, M. O. Sullivan hail.
andates to be
the month of March,
a bad position, and
a general cargo is in
Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St.
taken by Germany and Russia, said that and Geo. W. Gray each responded with
The Prohibitionists will not hold their
nounced later. Mr. Malvern Illustrates
H. P. S. Goold,Congress Square Hotel. will probably go to pieces on the
next
the French government had intimated to
cnucuses this year as they have decided
a
with a storeopticon using
special light
brief remarks as to the advisability of
It is
the British ambassador at Paris that it
not to place a ticket in the field.
tide. The crew is safe.
and throws his views upon an artisticallyA CARD.
had not tne least intention of initiating laying the Democratic issues to one side generally understood that they will unite
For dates and
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prices
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We guarantee every bottle of Chamsuch a policy in China.
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see advertisements in daily papers.
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deep, depending entirely on a healthy Co. B, second regiment, N. G. S. M.
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no pay required. It is guaranteed to give
Klondike next
Monday evening at 8
satisfaction or money refunacd. National Guard at the first meeting fol- themselves.
perfect
Speech making, nsusio and
he
will
m.
Over
80 choice
views
:
p.
Prioe lio cents per box. For sale by B. P. lowing its receipt.
made the evening pass most
telling
story
T.
on
JOHN
577
under
ConRICHARDS,
shown.
S. Goold,
Congress St.,
The newspaper
comments
Adjutant General.
pleasantly for all.
gress Squat* Hotel.
the lecture aro very flattering.
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Fidelity insurance.
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Assurance
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Special

from
A
correspondent telegraphs
Havana that while rumors are plentiful
facts are exceedingly scarce, indeed absolutely wanting. This undoubtedly is a
The
correct statement of the situation.

great majority of the reports that we get
from Havana are rumors, and 'they are
Bent out because there is nothing else to
send. So long i. a they are published for
what they are, mere rumors, they do no
particular harm for the publlo is able
to estimate them at pretty near their true

value; but when they are dignified, as
they are by some ot the reckless corresfacts or as convictions hold
who have special opportunities

pondents,
by

men

as

knowing the facts, they are
of doing a vast deal of mischief.
for

capable

Asa rule in the selection of candidates
parties aro conti oiled by ono of three considerations. Either it is conspicuous fitness

for the office

selection,

or

which

or

with the

party usage.

body will claim that Mr. Ingraham is
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per conspicuously fit for tho office of chief
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
magistrate of this town, at this late day,
$1.50 per square.
for he has demonstrated that he is not. He
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
could not therefore have been selected on
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that ground. Neither could he have been
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ELECTION MONDAY, MARCH 7.
FOR MAYOR:

Charles H. Randall
WARD 1.

Aldermen—Wilson Sprague.
Councilmen—Elmer E. Gerrlsli,
George E. Lelavor,
Lewis 1'. Houston.
School Committee—Albert B. Hall.
Warden—Harry A. Chisholm.
Ward Clerk—Osman C. Munroe.
Constables—Charles 1*. Covell,
Kuel N. Field.
WARD 3.

^

Alderman-Sanfdrd A. Maddox.
Councilmen— Milliard P. Cole,
Clement S. Johnson,
John B. Brown.
Warden—James E. Stevenson.
Ward Clerk—Ervin A. Clark.

Constables—Stephen Flynn,
George H. Williams,
WARD 3.

Alderman—Edgar E. Rounds.
Councilmen—Hugh T. Barker,
Fred H. Johnson.
Charles A. Sloman.
School Committee—William H. Brownson.
Warden—Willard C. G. Carney.
Ward Clerk—William F. Morse.
Constables—Oliver S. Skillings,
James T. Jason.
WARD 4.
Alderman—Frank I. Moore.
Councilmen—Frank L. Howe,
John F. Woodbury,

James Naylor,
Warden—Michael E. Conley.
Ward

Clerk—Henry

W.

>

Way.

Constaoles—Frank Merrill,
Arthur M. Sawyer.
WARD 5.

Alderman—William H. Dow.
Conueilmeu—George E. Smith. Everett E.
Josselyn, Walter H. Brown,
School Committee—Charles L. Hutchinson.
Warden—t.eorge A. Bynon.
Ward Clerk—Philip Q. Loriag.
Constables—Eben S. Perry,
Henry S. thrasher.
WARD C.

Alderman—Rufus Lamson.
Councilmen—John H. Pierce,
Charles P. Waldron.
Elias Tiiomas, Jr.
Warden—Edwin A. Gray.
Waid Clerk—Richard H. Ball.
Constables-Samuel TV. Joy.
Clarence A. Johnson.
WARD 7.

_

M.derman—'Winford L. Smith.
Councilmen—Herbert O. Phdlips.
Lewis A.

Goudy.

Edwin C. Milliken.

Warden—Lyman W. Hanson.

Clerk—Alberti). Neal.
Constables—Charles A. Jones.
Charles E. Cousins.
Ward
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good for busi-

ness.
_

An Ohio regiment has got the war scare
in so acute a form that it is sleeping on
its

arms._

The Ji'avy Department says that it really knows no more about the cause ol the
Maine’s explosion than it did the day
after it took place. 1 There are plenty of

correspondents,

however, who

can

tell

all about it.
It is to be hoped that while the present
excitement is on the members of the staff
of our Governor will scrupulously refrain
from wearing their uniforms. So muoh
yellow gilt, on top of the yellow journalism, might give rise to something little

bama, havo shown themselves
calmness and of caution even

capable

ol

APPROPRIATION BILL RIDERS.
Interesting History of This

Method

ol

Legislation.

Zola has appealed, and his conviction
will bo reviewed by a higher court. The

obvious. Tho great appropriation bills
have right of way in both House and
Senate. Everything has to stand back
for them. and. the rules are so framed, es-

The

Postmaster General has offered a
reward of $500 for the apprehension of
the murderers of Postmaster Balter at
Lake City, S. C. The chances are, however, that the reward will lead to noth
ing. In all probability there Is enongh

On April 1, under the escort of a Tourist
a special train of
Wagner Palace Cars will leave Poston, via
Fitchburg li. K., for an all rail trip to

$75,000.
STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

WASHINGTON
Stopping at Philadelphia on route, and visiting the principal buildings of Washington.

Mortgage Bonds,

Four Per Cent.

Dun»eenA3bes\nt. $25

DUE 1928.

A

Other tours to Washington March 14.
April 18 and May 18; rate, $23. Via Old
Point Comfort, Fet>.22, March 22 and April
12; rate $28.
Itinerary of D. N. BELL, Tourist Agt.,
205 Washington St., Boston.
J. K. WOOD,
GEO. W. BOYD,
Geu’1 Pass. Agt.
Asst. Gen’l Pass. Agt.
fel>2iilM, W&Sat tf

i

will be

bill.

application.

32 Exchange St.,
jWifeb2G

_

r.}"'—

_

dtf

on

owmer oi uoriuno-

i|p§Itf

Saturday sight.-a King5(5’
Prices—Matinees, 10c, 20c. Evenings loc

Evening Prices, 15c, 25c, 35c, 50e.
Seat! now

•**.

Wednesday Mat ..-Camille’

A Strong Cas' Heade-i by Burl Haverl/.

Portland, Me.

BOND S.

sented to the repeal of the legislation reThe attempt
garding tho elections.
failed, after a great parliamentary struggle. It is plain that a Cuban rider on the
diplomatic bill would do two things. It

_

Railroad: Ticket.

PAYSON&CO.,

Bankers.

SATURDAY, Feb.26

rider on tho army appropriation
This was intended to coerce tho President
into signing the bill, which was needed
for the support of the army; and if he
signed it he would also thereby have con-

oil

H. M.

opened

-G3*.

Price and further particulars

20c, 30c.

sale at tlie Box Office for any above performances.

IE FFERSON THEATER,
8

U

Lessees and Managers.
fay BROS. & HOSFORD,
A GOOD RESERVED SEAT FOR 50 CENTS.

TONI C3r 3E3E T

Maine Central R.

4s.
4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

4s.
application.

Prices on

SWAN & lARRETT,
Me.

SEE

186 Middle St., Portland,
jy27

dtl

HOME BONDS.

FAC-SIMILE
4’s

Cumberland County,
Brunswick, Me.,

SIGNATURE

4’s

Maine Central K. R. Co.,

4M’s

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

5’s

Portland and Rumford Falls
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WRAPPER

JiocliaUe Salts
druse Seed,

*

^1CartronaltSQda+
Seed
}}am
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Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.

5’s

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS
Maine

POLO
ROCKLAND
Game at 8.30.

EVENING,, March 1.
vs.
PORTLAND.

oZ

Paper by

-AT

First

:

C. PERKINS,
THE—

Parish

:

House,

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 3, S P. M.
feb23dlw
Admission 35c.
ON

Seats in advance at Chandler’s.
febasdtf

MISS SOPHIA P. STEVENS,

FIRE INSURANCE.

of the Stevens School, New Gloucester, will
give a lecture on

Anderson,Adams & Co.,

».

AGENTS OF THE

by Stereopticon Views, at the
isellows School. No. 91 Dant'orth Street,
March
4th, a t8 o’clock.
FRIDAY,
feb25dlw
Admission, 25 cents.

Illustrated

Insurance

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE ON

Alaska m Klondike,
Over 80 Choice

Company,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Statement on the 1st day of January, 1898
The Capital Stock of the Company,
which is all paid in, is,
$2,000,000.00

View's.

Rev. Henry R. Rose of Auburn, the gifted
orator, will lecture on Alaska and the Klondike at CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH, corner
Congress and India stroets, MONDAY EVENING, Feb. 28. Admission only 25 cents. f26d2t

THE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY ARE,
with
$747,147.73
29,250.00
509.2S0.00

Cash on hand, in bank and
agents,
State stocks and bonds,
Hartford hank stocks,

ool,,l,l,l.oo

Corporation and railroad stocks and

COMPANY.
dtf

nov23

Countv, city and water bonds,
Real estate,
Loans cm collateral,
Loans on real estate,
Accumulated interest and rents,

FINANCIAL.

Tho facsimile

signatarei

LELAND & GO.

E.

Members New York and Boston
Stock Exchanges.

BELFAST, ME.,

2

Scud for list.

Oi«l

coppeFstocks

1).

$2,000,ooo.no

Belfast

375.470.73

2.139,903.40
1,022,915.37

Total assets,
$5,538,379.50
W. C. SKILTON, President.
EDWARD MILLIGAN. Secretary.
feb3eod3\v

exchange.

Williams Indian Pile

n

DIETZ DENISON k PRIOR,
35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

I It absorbs

For sale bv J. E. Goold& Co,

febll dlmo

luned&wjf

AND

FUTURES

COTTON

t

$5,538,379.50

Reserve for outstanding losses,
Keserve for re-insurance,
Net Surplus,

BUILDING, BOSTON.

EXCHANGE

20,200.00
132,340.70
33,871.40

Cash capital,

AND OTHER CHOICE BONDS.
G’s taken in

344,270.00
527.606.67

Total cash assets,
LIABILITIES.

4’s,
EOW.

2,774,416.00

bonds,

pdrtiMtrust

Castoria is put up in one-size bottles only. It
is not sold in bnlk. Don't allow anyone to sell
or promise that it
yon anything else on the plea
is “jnst as good” and "will answer every pnrpose.” ■*S"See that yon got C-A-S-T-O-B-I-A.

\

A

JOHN

REV.

Miscellaneous ulluk slock,

BOTTLE OF

A perfect Remedy for Constipation, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness arid LOSS OF SWEEP.

Signature

4’s

A GOTHIC CATHEDRAL

HALL
MB

OF EVERY

V
I

rtrrnfttd .Gisftzr

rac simile

4’s

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,

Matinee ail resected, 25c. JiO HltrHEn.
Bowker’s Last Travel Talk, HAWAII. Paradise of the

Reserved seats 35c and 60c.
Let s bo jolly togetlHr ’*
WEDNESDAY, Mareh 1-2.
Funniest
.Most Successful, IfcJ, l I? Si A tfi A 8 \
Charles Frohman Presents His
»
Best Played Character Comedy.
of laughter and fun crowded
Interpreted by an incomparable corps of Players. Two months
beats now on sale.
Prices, 2o, 50. 75c, S1.00.
into a siliffle lih.ht
“SOWING1 THE WIND-FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MARCH 4 and 5,
<iRAND OPERA under direction of WAITuesday Evening March 8, at 7.30.
this
Performance
season.)
Wagner s
TER DAMROSCH and C. A. ELLIS.
(Only
Chorns and the DamOpera TANNAHJKUSKK, (in German) with Scenery, Costumes,
rosch Orchestra, Conductor, Mr. Damrosch.
Sale opens Thursday morning Mar. 3
scale of Prices, $1.60, 82.00, $2.50, 83.00 and 33.50.
at the Box Office, Jefferson Theatre.
Portland.
into
railroads
on
all
rates
trains
and
excursion
Special

TUESDAY

THAT THE

LIGHTS.

NORTHERN
Evening prices 15c, 25c, 35c. 50c.
Feb. 38th, Dr.
Hoolalia. Mondav
Pacific. Magnificently illustrated.
Two Nights Only. TUESDAY and

N. H„

d2t

feb23

4s.

County,

Merrimack

THE ONLY AGENT.

4s.

Co.,

Portland Water

The Hatter,

R.,

POPULAR PRICES.
FIRST ATTRACTION AT
Bargain matineo today at 2.30 o clock;_",1-

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold in
all Markets.
SOLICITED,

CORRESPONDENCE

:

febl'dw&sattf
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Casco National Bank
—
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temptation to

little delay.
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lome Investments.
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Ingraham himself. In short in our to the Cuban insurgents. It is plain then
opinion, which is strongly supported by that a Cuban rider would have been a
tho insidejhistory of the convention which very improper method of legislating, incoerce both the House and the
nominated him, Mr. Ingraham is now tended to
Executive, if the bill should get so far
the candidate, not because the majority as that.
of the convention as elected wanted him
Upon Vice President Hobart devolved
it is one
but because ho is a much greater adept at the responsibility of acting, and
of the few cases where tho Vice President
political arts than was his rival in the has much real importance in his ohair.
convention.
It is true that the rules of the Senate prohibit riders, but the administration of
NO CAUSE FOB TVAB.
those rules is in ordinary cases very jua.
the point of order is
Barring the possibility that the Spanish Very often when officer
will not decide
made the presiding
government ordered the blowing up of himself, but will submit the case to the
tho Maine, a possibility so
infinitely .Senate. Thereupon those who want the
small that it is not worth considering, rider to pass will vote that it is in order,
if there is majority behind it,
and assuming any one of the other possi- and thus,
it is put on the bill. The House is rauoh
could
been
she
have
ble way in which
more rigid in regard to its rules, and no
destroyed to be the true one, we cannot rider, big or little, gets on if the point
country of order is made against it. The reason
find one that would justify this
of this is that the House, being a large
war
in declaring
Spain. Suppose and
upon
unwieldy body, must have rigid rules
some
that we assume that
Spanish of procedure; and so in this respect, as
the rule.
fanatic, full of insane hate of the United in all others, keeps closely to
The Senate, being a much smaller body,
the
down
a
floated
against
torpedo
States,
does not need such strictness, and hence
Maine, and in this way caused the disas- is more lax in the matter of riders as in
or
other matters. But in the caso of the
ter. That would give us no moral
the Vice President
legal ground for declaring war against Cuban resolution
rules it not in order, and as it plainly
had
been
If
the
guilty
government
Spain.
was not few
Senators voted to overrule
of negligence we'might have a olaim for him. Those who did not care to sustain
the
only him, remained silent, thereby acknowldamage, but in the first instance
edging that he was right.
proper way to present that claim would
It is quite probable that some other
Even
be through diplomatic channels.
considerations also actuated some memminds
was
our
to
While they were very
if Spanish negligence
bers of that body.
justified in fierce a whilo ago to grant belligerency,
very clear we should not be
and were calling for war if need be, the
demanding indemnity at the cannon’s situation is a little too risky just now.
mouth. Or supposing that as a precau- There is too much probability now that
tionary measure torpedoes had been placed their howls for war might be productive
of the real article, and like all human bein Havana harbor as a means of defence
Senators are often more cautious on
them ings
in case ot war, as we have placed
the brink of a precipice than they wero a
some
and
our
of
by
harbors,
miles away from it.
some
hundred
in
This should not be forgotten in regard
accident one of them was exploded and
to a belligerency resolution. The passage
the Maine destroyed, then in this state of of it would hurt the Cubans more than
faots there would be no justification for a it would help them, except in one contindeclaration of war on onr part. There gency, and that contingency is that it
would oause war between this country
might be ground for a demand for indem- and
Spain. A iilibustering vessel sailing
nity, but the.demand in the first instance with arms and men for Cuba, can be
could not be properly made, in any other touched by a Spanish gun bout only within three miles of the Cuban shore. It may
way than through the regular diplomatic
cruise all day with impunity three miles
channels.
off the shore, watching the favorable opPeople, therefore, who are holding their portunity to make a dash for the shore
that tho during the night. In this way the Spanbreath in feverish expectation,
bo ish have been able to capture very few exreport of the Board of Inquiry may
But were belligerency recogfleet peditions.
swiftly followed by an order to the
nized, the Spaniard might board and
of
Gulf
search the suspicious vessel anywhere on
now lying at the mouth of tho
collect the ooean, so long as he did not come
Mexico, to proceed to Havana 3nd
within three miles of the shore of the
the value of the ship and indemnity for United States.
cannon’s
mouth,
the lives lost at the
ThuB, it will be seen, the belligerency
might as well resume natural breath ng. resolution would hurt the Cubans more
it would help them. But neverthethan
continOnly in tho exceedingly remote
less they want it. Why? A prominent
malicauthorities
the
Spanish
Cuban explained to Mr. Hitt, chairman
gency that
be the of tho House Committee on
foreign
iously blow up the ship would there
Affairs. He said that the search of Amerslightest possibility of any such proceed- ican
allowable
which
would
be
vessels,
It should always bo borne in mind would result in war between this
ure.
country
too that declaring war is the function of and Spain, and that in war the Cubans
demand
cause.
win
their
would
Congress. The executive may
The sensible course of the Senate in deit
back
indemnity but before it cau
to put the resolution on the diploclining
of war it must get
declaration
a
with
up
matic bill leaves the “delicate situation
has
been
There
of
the oonsent
Congress.
arising over the disaster to the Maine un"*'**■**'
complicated. This is as it should be, for
ui
tuc
j***s'-'
a gooci ueai
but in that lie many possibilities of trouble.
body for some time past, to bo sure,
lub xiBjmuiK-au
me leaaing siare.siuen 01
had
when tho question of war or peace
party, who are nor, forgetting that at this
of
it
most
to
trustees
the
are
crisis
manage the
they
to be directly faced,
aifuirs of the American people for the
would disappear. Indeed a good deal of it
best interests of the American people, are
has already disappeared. As the gravity watching that incident with care and
of the situation has grown greater, the good judgment. It would not really be
bravado ha£ wise to embarrass them now with a lot of
spirit of recklessness and
other vexations, and even the Democrats
a few days two ol
grown smaller. Within
of the Senate seem to have realized this.
the most belligerent men in the Senate,
of AlaSUBMARINE BOAT GIVEN TRIAL.
Allen of Nebraska and Morgan

fright.

a

Conducted

•am.usttMJbiN’JS*

KISCKI.t.AM^Pa.
_

M-.

(Special Dispatch to the PBESS.)
There was a greatgabatement of the
Washington, February 25.—The action
excitement
war
yesterday. The panic of the Senate in refusing to put the Custock brokers recovered their equanimity
ban belligerency resolution on to the dipand stocks went up with a bound. The
lomatic appropriation bill is of considera
depression of the day before was entirely bio importance and significance. Thf
unjustified by any faots within the pub- proposition was to make the resolution a
lic knowledge. It was a case of causeless
The
“rider” on the appropriation bill.

valuable than

Personally

would bring the fthole question directly
the voters for the last tirno ha ran for into the House of
Representatives for disMayor, though he had a great many cussion and determination, and if the
‘•pulls,” he was defeated. Party usage House should defeat it, it would cause a
could not be successfully invoked in his deadlock of the two bodies over the bill.
behalf for„to nominate a man who has If the House should agreo to it, then it
been defeated after serving one term, is would go to tho President, and he would
Sireetly at variance with party usage. have to choose between having no money
What then brought about the selection of to pay the consuls and foreign ministers
Mr. Ingraham? In our judgmental was for 1899, and granting belligerent rights

short of panic.

chances are, however, that the influences
tried
which controlled the 'court which
him, are no less potent in the court that
will review Its proceedings, and that he
will realize from his appeal nothing more

| Pennsylvania

j

determines the

supposed popularity

In selecting Mr.
Ingraham tho -Democrats have not merely
ignored all three, but defied them. Novoters,

MISCIXLAKKOPB.

R. R.

such

a

course

of action is

in the House, ns to give these
bills the greatest advantage. Such being
the case there has, almost from the beginning of the government, existed the

pecially

propensity to make these bills the vehicle
of legislation which of itself, on its owi
merit or lack of merit, would hardly
strength to work its way
have tho
through Congress. In the past some very
acts of legislation have gone

important
through on appropriation bills, some per
sympathy with the murderers among the haps of as much importance as the Cubar
white population to screen the guilty belligerency resolution. There have alse
parties. Should they be apprehended been memorable struggles over such at
In ’very tempts, as was the case when the Heme
they would not be convicted.
few, If any, instances has a white man in crata of the House ten or twelve yean
the South been punished for killing a ago ateinpted to repeal tho Federal Iegis
iation relating to Southern elections by c
negro for political reasons.

New York, February £5.—The submarine boat Holland, which made a successful trial trip last evening is today tied up
tho Raritan
at
Dry Dock company’s
place at Perth Amboy. There was a big
crowd of people at the docks today, but
nobody was allowed to go near her.
The government tug Narkesta is lying
at the mouth of tho dock, and about 50
feet from the Holland. No one about the
Holland would
say whether it was the
intention for the boat to remain at Perth
Amboy or return to Elizabeth to the ship-

yards.

It is reported that several Spanish dein the crowds
included
tectives were
which swarmed about the dry docks and
the
were
that they
keeping
Spanish consul general in New York fully informed
as to the movements of the Holland.
Those about the Holland appeared jubilant because of the succsssful trip of yes-

terday.

It is said that tho llolland would go to

Washington tomorrow in order to make
a trial in the.presence of the government
officials.

Consumption Positively
Cured.

Mr. K. B. Greeve, merchant, of Chilhowie,Va., certifies that he had consumption, was given up to die, sought all

medical treatment that money could procure, tried all cough remedies he could
hear of, but got no relief; spent many
nights sitting up in a chair; was Induced to try Dr. King’s New Discovery,
and was cured by use of two bottles. For
past three years has been attending to
business and says Dr. King’s New Discovery is the grandest remedy ever made,
as it has done so much for him and also
for othorsfin'his community. Dr. King’s
New Discovery is guaranteed for Coughs.
Colds and Consumption. It don’t fail.
Trial bottles free at H. P. S.
Goold’s
Drug Store.

PORTLAND,

MA9NE,

Incorporated 1824.

CAPITAL

AND

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.
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The rest of Jthe Household are bound to be pleased
also.
The ATLANTIC takes no liberties with its reputation

Q
Q
q

Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
of England, London, in large or
Bank
6tnall amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
others
uals.
Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
this
ness
description through

Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. President
MARSHALL R. GODINS,
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Worm

ELIXIR

of adults
its efficacy In such trouhles-and likewise forall stomach troubles
for
-has never been equalled. It hns been a household remedy
Ask jour
46 years. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price ;15 cents.
it.
for
Druggist
DR. J. P. TRUE & CO
Anbarn, Me.
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at the suggestion of my ten, who advised me to
P
after each meal, and can now look forward to meal-time:
that constantly harassed me
I have not experienced for years. The headaches
stom
In the past, and the accumulation of gases upon my
and these improvements 1 attribute to R.pans Tabri :
sufiered
years I suffered from indigestion and nervous f
, of St. Louis,
during that time, and spent large sums
1 had
temporary.
*
only
most prominent physicians, but the relief anoruea
bunow my only
curve1,
to
ever
being
begun
rive up all thoughts of
sc
late
ia
life.
me
to
Tabules came
of
regret is that a

MOULTON,
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INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS OF CREDIT,

j

HOTEL ITAJESTIC,
©entrai Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,Wew York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
One oi‘ the

finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and
a cuisine o£ highest order.
EUROPEAN PLANS,
and
AMERICAN
eodq
A1NSEIE & WEBSTER.

largest

and

ventilated hotels, with
fel>9

intcI,5i!y.

permanently

g

@

than'twelvc

Kipans

BANKERS,
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of*as

knowledge

Hj**;
T“r

Cashier-

! Gor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
W

St. Louis, relates;

R i P A N S TABULES

O

Specialty.

rS Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them f°r SE|rWPelse
The best Worm Remedy mode, and likewiseFSftjt,
ffl nearly everythingfor
nil the complaints of
£ the best Remedy
children, such us Feverish- Tm/Sa
{§) ness, Costiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc., is
vjfc.

&

A venerable old lady, whose home ia in
* Some time
ago I started to use

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
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MUSIC AND CRATVTR,

j

NORTHERN LIGHTS.
of “Northern
drama
the first at popular prices
of Ihe Jefferto be offered the patrons
there was a
consequence,
as a
and
son,
large audience assembled at the
very
theatre last evening. It was not a crowd-

military

The

Lights,”

was

ed house but it was not very far from it.
Tne scene is laid in Montana, and the
time a few days preceding the leading
massaore.
During that
up to the Custer
timoian army surgeon meets a wife he has
deserted, and to rid himself of a seoond
spouse allows her to inject cholera germs

It also introduces the entire
elegant dress and costumeB,
particularly the ladies, a feature which
will undoubtedly prove a pleasing novelty to our theatre goers, will be the famous
Symphony Ladies’ Orchestra, all hand
some,
young, beautifully attired and
each
A wella thorough
musician.
known Portland lady, Miss Margaret
Tucker’s
Miss
of
is
a
member
Fisher,
company, and will meet with a warm reception at the hands of hor many friends
here.
The press throughout the country
speak well of this company and if wo
mistake not, there ts a rare treat in store
for our amusement lovers at the Portland
See advertisement
week.
theatre next
for repertoire of plays.
GRAND OPERA.

finally decided that the
opera company will preat the
sent
Wagner’s “Tannhauser”
theatre on Tuesday evening,
Jefferson
March 8th, with exaotly the same cast as
Indian, who by valiant service prevent a was seen on Wednesday evening at the
second massacre such as has already be- Boston theatre,
and was oalled by all

Ho catohes the infection
Into her arm.
himself and dies while she is saved. The
•last two acts abound with brave deeds
by a lad branded aa a deserter, and an

fallen Custer's command.
The action of the play is rapid,there are
no dull moments and the audience catches
the spirit of the scenes and the enthusiin curtain calls. The
asm culminates

It has
been
Damrosoh-Ellis

of the best performBoston critics
Mr.
ances of the work ever seen there.
of Mr.
Fay has the positive assurance
Ellis that the rendition here will be the
one

finest Portland has ever witnessed, as
plot is strong, and a vein of comedy runs he will bring every bit of scenery, properthrough the play relieving the more seri- ties, costumes, the entire ballet, chorus,
A very strong the grand symphony orchestra of 60 muous and sombre situations.
no respect
There
feature is the admirable scenery.
sicians; the whole different in

five scenes, that of the parade groundB from the performance given in New York
at Sherwood’s quarters, Fort Terr, Mon- and Boston. The cast also will be an exand tho interior of the quarters, ceptionally strong one. Mme. Gadski.for
tana,
both«painted by Conrad Tritsohler, the the past three seasons one of the leading
Crook at Goose prima donnas of Mr. Damrosch’s compaheadquarters of Gen.
the
Not only In
Creek, and Col. Gray’s command in
ny, will be the Elizabeth.
been a general favorite
bluffs at Tongue river, the play closing opera has she
under the Northern Lights.
In Boston and New York, but in oonoert
Worcester festival and with the
Robert Broderick as John Swiftwind, at the
has
orchestra she
the Indian officer, and Robert Nell, os Boston Symphony
had the bulk of the
to be one of the greatest artists
are

j provedseen

Sherwood,

Sidney

in this country. Mr. David
work to do and are highly to be praised, ever
while Lillian Eranard was fine as the de- Bispham, one of the best known conoert
for and oratorio
serted wile who saorifled her rights
(as well as operatio) singers,
Frank Allen was is the 1 leading’ baritone, and, the title
another’s happiness.
auu Arassuuieu
roie is
uy njruvai araus, tue
very clever as Hon, Hugo uore,
up the fun as principal German tenor of J the organiBuohannan kept
thur
Mr.
Hlliott Higgs, the Wall street broker.
zation, a handsome young singer, who
D. Dennison was an efficient Col. has become a universal [favorite and is
E.
foroeful
a
Gray, and Mr. W. S. Gill was
everywhere alloted the place in musical
filled by Max
so
well
Miss Allen was a work formerly
Sherwood.
Lieut.
That
sterling favorite, Emil
Indian A1 vary.
gentle, pleasing Starlight, the
Fischer, is also in the cast and in all it
waif, and Miss Ethelyn Palmer as Helen will be a performance lODg to be reas Dorothy Dun- membered in musical oircles.
Carrie
and
Pryor
Dore,
While the expense of giving a performbar. “the little Major,” deserve special
ance here is even greater than in Boston,
mention, when praise is due to all the the terms will not be higher, in faot, a
exoellent company.
shade lower, ranging from $1.60 to $3.60,
The matinee and evening performances and the seats will go on sale Thursday
morning, March 3d.
today should both be crowded.
DR. BOWKER ON HAWAII.

A RAILROAD TICKET.

Monday evening next at The Jefferson,
Dr. Bowker concludes his series of illustrated travel talks which have won such
and at the evening performance.
hearty commendation from most discrimWIND.
SOWING THE
inating audiences, when he presents his
of the Hawaiian question, giving
Those who witnessed the performance version
in detail interesting facts of the discovery
of “Sowing the Wind” when presented of the famous islands and the real reason
in this city last season will no doubt why they desire annexation to tis. Ho
of the
desire to see it again at the Jefferson will take his hearers through some
most beautiful scenesy in the world and
March 1-E, and those who did not sea it
the
of
brink
on
the
Kilana,
them
leave
be ore have a treat in store for them.
great voloano and earth’s huge chimney.
One is apt to associate with the name of
The whole leoture is profusely illustrated
Grundy everything that is prim and pru- and by many thought the best in the
dish. But “Sowing the Wind” is a play
course.
fa the writing of which “Mrs. Grundy
NEVER AGAIN.
The play
was evidently not considered.
is
one
It
Heals with a delicate subject.
“Never Again,” the great Frohman
of the merits of the play that it deals success will be seen at the Jefferson Thewith a delicate subject without being inThe
atre next Tuesday and Wednesday.
delicate. Not that it minces and refines;
Again” in a
it does nothing of the sort. It speaks management of “Never
with remorseless
plainness. But—and modest way defies any theatre-goer to find
this is a test of art—it depicts truth so a criticism of this play that did not say
well that one does not even think of no- it was one of the most laughable ever
ticing that truth is naked. The play is a seen, despite whatever else the paper may
It is most
have said—also there has never been anysingularly powerful one.
In
thoroughly human. It is so human that thing but praise of the company.
its interest is irresistible. It is the old Paris the original French version is still
the
father
npon
story of the sins of the
running at tne Vaudeville; in London it
children—the old problem of the unequal was produced by an American company
metes to sinners under Charles Frohman’s management
world
the
punishment
of tbs weaker sex. It is not necessary to (of which company, by the way, several
describe it in detail for it has already members will appear in the coming probeen described in these columns. No de- duction here), and every paper decreed
scription, however, can do justice to the that it was the most extravagantly laughsubtle and various motives with which it able play setB there in years. Manager
deals. ; To appreciate them, one must Tompkins, or the Boston Theatre, having
see it acted.
a
single day—Washington’s Birthdayopen, chose “Never Again” out of a hunPORTLAND THEATRE.
iuib special
urea possicie productions lur
will usher in a event. What greater proof
could one
Next Monday night
valus, especially as
v.eek of fine plays at this popular play want of a play’s
her “Never Again" had been given for a solhouse, when Miss Ethel Tucker and
id month at another Boston playhouse.
entertainments
high class
Tho list of the company fells tbo story,
cmipany of
..ill open an engagement of six nights too, of intent and purpose, for seldom has
an array of eomedians such as these been
and five matinees at 10, 20 and 30 cent
gathered together in a single play. The
will
be
bill
The
opening
prices.
sale of seats opens today.
Miss
“Queena,” a play that affords
ROSSINI CLUB.
Tnoker ample scope for her great versaThe Rossini club gave this programme
of American mnsic Thursday:
AFTER ONE THING.
A Railroad Ticket will be repeated at
the matinee at Portland theatre today

A

Philosopher's

Statement That

is the One

Happiness
Object of Life.

Vocal Trio—Swallow Song,
John Hyatt Brewer
Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. White, Miss Rice.
Solo:
In a Garden,
Meg Merrile3, Margaret Ruthven Lang
Mrs. Whitehouse.
Piano Solo—Reverie Poetique,
Wm. Mason
Miss Weeks.
Solo:
Geo. W. Chadwlok
Two Folk-Songs,
Fair Venice Sleeps,
Edward Baxter Felton
Miss Hawes.
Piano Duet—Two Fancy Waltzes,
Francesca and Etelks
Miss Blanchard and Miss Philbrook.

ever think of it, that happipursuit of, attainment to, and
possession of happiness is the one great
prevading and animating motive of humanity?
Every act has for its immediate or far
This is the
away object, happiness.
goal, alike of the child at play, the burglar at his nefarious occupation, or the
business man striving for gain.
Quartette:

Did you

ness, the

matter how much money

no

what position of prominence

we

attain to.

When one

and into the

steps upon the springy sod
warm

sunlight

early
soft teasing
ot an

_i„

B71._nin

Harris

The Blackbird,
Victor
while the
Mrs. Palmer.
breeze strokes the cheek, the birds chat- Piano
Solo—Baracarolle,
ter to tell how happy they are and all
Ethelbert Nevin

day

in June,

through

one’s

being silently

courses

bounding

health and nervous

value of that health is better

a

norfopt

.1_ennen

__

poise, the
appreciated

when one realizes that without health all

these

fascinations

Mother Nature

of

would appear cold and flat.
Peace and happiness are worth more
than much gold. The true road to what

Mrs. Smith.
Geo. W. Marston
Miss King.
Piano Duet:
Nachts am Meere.
Erzahlung aus der Rlterzit.
E. A. McDowell
Miss Chenery and Miss Philbrook.

Solo—Israel,

THE ST.;ANDREW SOCIETY.
At the

annual

meeting held Friday

evening, Febrnary 25th, at the Chase
all strive for, happiness, is to first housa, the following officers were elected:
President—James T. Johnson.
seek and hold fast to health. If daily
Vice President—William Gilmour.
ails affect you try change of diet rather
Treasurer—James Miller.
Secretary—A lox Wallace.
than drugging. No drugs on earth will
Assistant Secretary—John Chisholm.
bring health unless the cause of the disChaplain—Rev. Henry McGilvery.
order is removed. Try leaving off cofCharitable Committee—James T. Johnfee for 10 days to a month, it is an un- ion, William Gilmour, William MoNair.
we

suspected
people.

enemy

to

large

numbers of

Postum Pood Coffee has not

flavor and color

so

only

the

greatly liked, but

has

about 80 per cent of the exact food elements needed by nature to rebuild brains

and
the

nerve

centres in various

body.

It is sold at

groceries.

parts of

Finance Committee—William Gilmour,
William F. Robb, James Blair.
Committee of Enquiry—James Blair,
James Logie, John Chisholm.
Y. M. C. A. MEETING.

The Young Men’s Christian association
viil hold its last religious service at the
lid rooms in Farrington block, Sunday
ifternoon at half past four. This meeting
vill bo for men only, and will be of unusual interest, owing to the above fact.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
HTIlWl

The rumor which obtained such wide
circulation
yesterday afternoon to the
effect that George Osgood of Portland,
who has been passing the winter on
Basket“island, was dead, or had met with

play,f was without any foundation
whatever. As the story went, George
Osgood and a Swede named Samuel Auguston, had gone to Basket island early
in January to pass the winter and take
care of the lobster .traps of Marsh Dyer,
who is in jail for assault, andjit was said
foul

SATURDAY SALE—To-day.
DIRECT

that Osgood had been left on the island
about a week ago by Auguston, siek and
without any food,and that he had starved
to death.
It was stated that the Swede

FROM

IS a

FANCY

had come to Portland sometime last week
and had
told several stories about the
condition and whereabouts of Osgood,
and the friends of
the latter became
alarmed for the man’s safety and tried
to get some one to go to Basket island

l
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CALVE.
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and make an investigation. The rumor
finally reached the PRESS office, and
Sheriff S. D. Plummer also learned of it
and it was thought best to make an in-

1

RIVERSIDE

i

arrived there it was
was alive and well
and
with him was the man Auguston
whose stories told in this city had caused
No one was more
so much excitement.

SPARRING EXHIBITION.

Judging from the number of tickets already sold, City Hall will be orowded at
the grand sparring carnival Monday evenA large number of
February 28.
ing,

business and sporting men from Boston
have already seoured seatB and calls for
seats from the smaller cities of Maine
have been received by the management.
Piof. Farrell has spared neither expense
this the cleanest and
or pains to make
most expert boxing tournament ever held
in this section.
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ISARAH BERNHARDT, j

...SWEET...

gfe^aggael

It’s the kind of fruit that

DO

about A. A. Waterman’s

large sale in this state. We understand
that this is but one of several suoh teams
kept constantly engaged in this work by
Alfred Pierce & Co., of Boston, who are
general agents

..—

■--
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We have the

mmJ
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BOTH MEN

degree

In this city Feb 28, George, son of John J.
Kaler, aged 11 years and 0 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In North Dlghiou, Mass.. Feb. 23, Lawrence
Edward, son of Kev. George A. and Alice Foster Bisson, agea 4 yours 4 monuis.
In Stonington. Feb, 17, Benjamin Barbour,
aged 71 years.
In Bristol, Feb. 13, Capt. James Cudworth.
aged 63 years.
I11 Northport, Feb. 12. Daniel W. Hodgdon,
aged 69 years.
In Sullivan, Guy L. Colson, aged 22 years 8

months.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 15. Mrs. Caroline A. Jor
dan, aged 73 years 6 moaths.
In Sullivan, Feb. 17, Dr. B. H. Ordway, aged

and all

filling

latest

the

Isaac Clark, formerly of

The funeral of the late Sarah Scott Smith will
take piace Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, from
her late residence, No. 126 Federal street.
The funeral of the late Michael J. Ward will
will take place Sunday afternoon at J.30 o’clock
from his late residence. 115 Washington street.
Services at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception at 2 o’clock.

When a Japanese
girl marries, she
blackens her teeth,
thus to a great extent
marring and
spoiling her beauty.
American husbands
would not dream of
such barbarism,
but on the contrary, want their
wives to remain
beautiful and attractive just as

long

as

possi-

I11 fact,
ble.
every woman
owes it to herself and society

^auty>attract-

\ iveness
and
the very end.
Thousands of women fail of this for one
great prevalent reason. While they resort
to every device to preserve their beauty of
complexion by external applications and
take the best care of their general
ealth, they are too frequently utterly neglectful of their health in a special womanly
way. No woman can remain beautiful, attractive or amiable, who suffers from weakness and disease of the delicate and important feminine organism.
A woman who
suffers in this way will lose her clearness
of complexion, her eyes will become dull,
and pain will mark her face with
worry
wrinkles and she will become nervous,
sickly, fretful and despondent. There is a
sovereign remedy for all troubles of this
description. It is Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
i*
Prescription.
My illness was caused by lack of medical attention during childbirth. It lasted for a period
of three years, during which my suffering was
almost indescribable,” writes Mrs. Edith Petty,
of Texanna, Cherokee Nat., Ind. Ter.
Owing
amiability

to

Sossibly

injuries received—rupture, internal displacement, etc., I became a physical wreck. I
to the

constant state of pain and nervous colI became so nervous I feared insanity.
My heart was affected and I had spells of palpitation and smothering. Was reduced in strength
and could take no solid food. The doctors told
me that recovery was impossible without a surceased engical operation. My monthly periods
tirely. My mother bought a bottle of Dr. Pierce’s
I took twelve bottles.
Favorite Prescription.
Thanks to an All-wise Providence and Doctor
Pierce’s medicines, the symptoms have all disappeared. I can now do a hard day’s work, eat
my
anything and everything I wish. I regard
two years
recovery as permanent, for it is nearly
since I stopped taking Dr. Pierce’s medicines.0
a

again—the best

There’s

Jfingers.

fountain

better

pen

any price.
Our Stationery
ter is

no

at

coun-

selling thesegpens

$1.00.

We

selling an ex.
quality ot Violet
Soap, highly per-

are

cellent
Toilet

of him

with

large

25c the box.

Bags ready today

50c up.

OWEN. MOORE & CO,

PALliSTRY!
PROF.

LEOSAIDOW

THE EGYPTIAN PALMIST.

Tea

that you

may wind him around your thimble.
But the masculine fractiousness that
dinner—
ill fitting shirt—or
an
Carolina
South
to
is
akin
evolves,
can help you on the
We
ferocity.
Shirt part of the question (but not
the dinner,) for this is the home—
the only home—of the Senator

Dress Shirt.

absolutely perfect

An

Dress Shirt.
90c

Unlaundered,
(Cl

r_.1_l

few of

a

are

(l((

We’ve a few bundred Unlaundered
Shirts—not SenaProposition.
imtors—which
a half
Senator
Maybe
space.
pede

Another
1'Shirt

Spoons

Desert

doz.,
Table

Spoons,

Spoons,

89c

1

set, 1-2
$1.59

1

1

per set, 1-2

|

per

$1-79

doz.,

Desert Knives. 1-2 doz.,

$1.39

I
«s

Medinm

Knives,

1-2 doz.,

Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c

|

Oyster Ladles,
$1.50 to 2.50

1

Soup

and

Berry Spoons,
99c to $1.69

I

|

selected root yes- Et

night.

Eg

FICKLED CCCIJMBEUS,
Oc per quart

S!

here last

||

BUTTER COUNTER.

19c
Crosse k Blackwell’s
In ODe and a half

1
1

the

There's no turnip in it.
It’s the
3 lbs. 20c honest article,
15c per pint 9
half
About
the price of bottled
PEACHES.
wj

CRACKER COUNTER.

g

$1.49

om

Fresh Churned

CREAM SODAS.

S

per set 1-2 doz.

Grated fr

terday and expressed

natural flavor of the fresh fruit,
per pound

g

the

prices:

docile

Violets,

handsome violet box at

Here

FItESH GKATBD

Crawfords, halved and evaporated goods.
by the Alden process. Retain the SLICED

companies,

that

>

Lincoln's
receipt. Seeded 9
raisins, Maine Baldwins—best of ev- 9
12c
each—order
erything,
early 9
Mrs.

HOUSE 11ADISH.

DATES,

NEW EVArORATED

g

and he’s

Parma

three
packed
cushion cakes in a

■

pound

Fancy Persian fruit.
7c per pound,

g

outside

15c per

NEW SUGAR

XOO JIINCE WES.

PICKLE COUNTER.

fruit,

DRIED FRUITS COUNTER.

g

shirt

|

From now Elerao

I have over Two Thousand pieces of Silverware El
that 1 shall sell at lower
prices than ever offered for |
first class goods in this city. I
The goods are made by
Win.
Rogers,
(Simpson. H
Hall & Miller), Rogers &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle 1

|

SEEDLINGS,

PASTRY COUNTER.

TURKISH PIG DROPS.

|

3

|

fitting

quick
protecting

IUANDT

jI

C-

price.

I8c per dozen.
PEANUTS.
Fresh roasted nuts, salted specially
for this sale,
12 l-2c per pound
Lowest price ever made in this city.

a

good

for

and for

SALE,

♦♦♦ »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

;

im-

In Ellsworth, Feb. 21, Walter T. Sands, aged

Lincoln ville.

you here

sized in another mark at a less

SALTED

1

s

man

ted mechanism for feeding an even flow of ink

61 years.

17 years 3 months.
In Canada, Feb. 14,

dinner INSIDE

holder, perfec-

reservoir

New stock of Boston

DEATHS.

good

a

gold pen, of any
of stiffness and a

fumed

In Southport. Feb. 15. Andrew J. Day and
Aim A. Moore, both of Batb.
In Kingman. Feb. 17, H. P. Osgood and Miss
Theo Hope I.arrabee.
In Foxcro'l, Feb. 1C. Dr. L W. E. McLellan
and Miss Marion G. Ober.
In Biddetord. Feb. 21. Daniel II. Cote and
Miss Mary Louise Provencal.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 21, Dr. Alex. C. Hagerthy
and Mrs. Fhronla L. Haines.
In Watervlle. Feb. 21, Edgar E. Bennett and
Miss Alma Davian.

Put

and

SECURED.

MARRIAGES.

same

COUNTER.

Pen ?
A fine

at

for this cereal.

James P. Brogan, who assaulted Mr.
Nickerson the other day, and Minnow,
both been
the man who out him, have
The former will be tried for asarrested.
for aslatter
sault on N ickerson and the
sault and battery.

in

! I

—-

silverware!

$1.25' Fountain

great

the

was

'..

—

you use a Fountain Pen ?
Do you know

distributing
Portland
and
vioinity
samples of Wheat Germ Meal, a breakfast
cereal, manufactured in Cincinnati by
The Fonlds Milling Co., and which has
a

pleases and brings

FANCY CALIFORNIA

provements

lapse.

5555

"':~

—.

PORTLAND, February 26, 1898.

There nas recently been noticed on our
streets a very attractive team engaged in
visiting families and grocery stores in

the

1,1

■■

Osgood

surpriseu man usguuj wuuu turn ui tuu
wild rumor which had brought the sheriff
and the newspaper men to the island.

ORANGES.

i

We took them from the car yesterday.
They have that deep orange hue
which is a sure sign of ripeness. Are fine in fibre, juicy, seedless and

When they

found that

ORCHARD.

per dozen.

case. The
tow boat C. A. Dickey was chartered
and the newspaper men and the sheriff
to the island
went down
just before

dark.

THE

BOXES

vestigation into the facts of the

Geo. L. Osgood
will
bear careful
statement
Rock-a-Bye, Lady,
The Night has a Thousand Eyes,
comes the thought that
then
and
thought
Geo. W. Morston
unless we keep health, wo cannot secure Miss Libby, Mrs. White, Miss Webb, Miss

happiness,

NEW

|

Wild Rnmor, Widely Circulated Which
Had No Foundation.

The

we earn or

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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A

...

Rice.
Violin Solo—Berceuse and Mazurka,
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach
Miss Cram.
Solo:
Arthur Foote
Irish Folk Song,

NEW

OSGOOD WAS ALIVE AND WELL.

tile ability.
company in

Creamery,
25c per

pounds H

Good Cooking Butter,

pound packets,
12c per packet

20c per

pound 9

Queen Olives, j

Packed in London by the above firm, the oldest and best known house iu
the world—purveyors to the Queen and the Prince o£ Wales,
85c per bottle—imperial pints

H

100 Cases Gold Coin Mince Meat.
article, made in the old way from fresh Maine apples
and pure
pounded spices, by an old firm in an old
down east town—Rockland. The best brand on the market. Next notch to
12 l»2cpercan
the home made. In 3 pound tins—quarts,
30 'par cent less than usual prices—
Makes 3 pies—about 4 cents a pie.
bargain. (There’s a smaller tin of this brand on the market.)
The old fashioned

fresh

beef

:

j

v

xru? xLuires*

I

99c to $1.5©

I

And hundreds of others

I

Open and closed i fancy pieces the latest pat- i
styles.
or
short
terns and very pretty.
bosom, re-inbosom, long
We have a lot of broken i
foreed front, having many of the I
I
Tea
Sets, such as Tea and 1
Cut long
best shirt improvements.
I Coffee Pots, Cream Pitch' S
ar.d full. Excellent muslin.
i ers, Sugar Bowls, Spoon
37^C I Holders and Butter Dishes
Price to close,
|
I These goods will be sold at
Three for a dollar.
dozen

|

1897 Night
Night Shirts.
Some a
Shirts.
Made
counter
dust.
trifle soiled from
mills
York
and
Now
of Wamsutta.
AH

our

class muslins.
52 inches long, full width,
other
50c

high

goods,

All

are

1

I
I

49c

I

Prof. Loosaidow, the Egyptian Palm- Colored
A windowful tells their
ist, whose accurate demonstrations and
The bodies of
story.
revelafiODS created such furore in Ban- BOSOUI.
at
is
nine
for
the
PerMuslin.
months,
preswhite
nice
gor
past
ent located in Portland where he can be
and
Bosoms
Cuffs,
consulted on all affairs of life. Present, cale, Colored
past or your immediate future revealed, Checks, Plaids, Siripes and Figures.
hence on business affairs, speculations,
79c
$1.00 kind at
political, investments, marriages, etc.,
what business you are best adapted to,
whether your companions aro true or
The “Columbia” Bicycles will be
false, what part of the country is luckiest for you, the best season of the year here next week.
to make changes, all diseases located, no
The Promatter of how long standing.
fessor clearly demonstrates to you the
Bankrupt Book Stock.
Eaots through the science of Palmistry
He does not profess Three Book
ind chiromancy.
Two for children and
;o be superior to all other individuals;
Palmisclaims that
jn the contrary he
Bargains.
young people. One
it.
try is a science. Any one can acquire
for older folk.
Proficiency depends upon study and ex“We
are
and “John North
cities
Seven”
Palmistry
all’the
mrience.In
larger
las been making great progress, classes; in
Both
bound in cloth.
Mexico.”
ire being formed continually and some [
aviThe covers
ornamented
?ery Driliant ana uuieu persons arc
All who aro
Hirers of the science.
and
in
9M
illustrated
silver, 8
iesirous of having a plain and truthful J
•eading of their life should consult the' inches. Both are 75c books.
Professor. It is a fact well known that
19c
rom the age of 12 to 15 years is the makTherefore
ug or marring of one’s life.
from the White House,”
[ advocate the examination of the hand
it that period or younger for by so doing or
of Our Presidents com“Words
he best qualities will be fully demonitrated to parents or guardians. The piled
Jeremiah
juraan liana is a much plainer and surer
Will be out of print when these
ihart than the head or f ace. Business

elegantly

cost to close them out.

I Sterling

to

$1.00

at

|

I

|

|j
|

Silver

We have over 500 pieces
of Sterling Silver,
9251000 fine.
Wo
make a
straight 25 per cent reduction on every article and we
have a splendid
stock
to
select from.

I

__.

i
1
§
I

|

$2.79 per 1-2 doz.

5

i

We have t hem in all sizes, in long

||

or

front

or

both, with assorted

bodies, colored bosoms with cuffs
show

a

line of extra

We

great bargain.
Every article is guaran |
i teed to be satisfactory or t

large

guarantee

a

match.

to

bodies for stout

perfect

or

short

sleeve

can

attain.

bosoms,

lengths,

open
Also white

In addition to these

we

men.

fit for every Hathaway Shirt

we

sell.

A

|

1

all that skid and the best of facilities

They represent

I

back

Sterling Tea Spoons,

If not you’d better try them.

If SO, you know about them.

money back.

(WEDNESDAY

March

91.00

eacii.

I -2 doz. for $5.50.

I

MORNING

and continues until
1st.

rice

§

Sale opens

I
I

by

Bargain-apolis price
“Chips

Consultation $1.00

Hours 9 to 12, 2 to 6 and 7 to
) o’clock; office No. 778 Congress street
;lass lessons given Tuesday and Friday.
dlw
feltfG

md $2.00.

MAY MEET

CANADIAN

PACIFIC^

25.— The Interdate eommeroe commission today issued
in order relieving the United States lines
jy suspending the long and short haul
traffic
danse of the act upon passenger
where
letween all points of their lines
hey aro in competition with the
Janadian Paciflo railroad and its connee,ions, but prohibited the United States
than
lnes from charging lower
rates
rom
time to time
are
made by the
or
janadian Paciflo railway separately
vith its connections. This is an nddltionil order to the suspension of the 15th and
bes meant to cover all
passenger traffic
ween the Atlantic and Paciflo subject to
lompetltlon with the Canadian Pacific.

Washington,

February

are

/...

“**

-""-.....i.i........

t

Chaplin.”

by

drictly confidential.

.........

♦
■

sold.

A $1.50 book at

Yes,

the Easter Cards

■

19c
are

here.

Those that have arare
rived
Harper’s,
Magazines.
NichoSt.
Scribner,
las, Frank Leslie, Atlantic, Metropolitan,
Godey, Ladies' Home

The March

Journal.
Also this week’s Youth’s
panion and Golden Days.

Com-

J. ft. LIBBY CO.

MONUMENT

I

SQ.

S

I

Open evenings,
_

AUCTION SALKS.
■

F. O. BAILEY & CO. ;
Anetioneers and Commission Merchant'.

The picture shows a man appar- ♦
ently saving money from a watery J
grave. He is liftiug it into a boat J
and keeping it from going DOWN $
and being lost
J
Firo insurance is pretty much ♦
the same thing. It saves money *
from going UP in ilamcs and be- T
♦
ing lost.
Of course the insurance must bo
must he

good, and the policies
written by good agents.

-__

•

Salesroom 48 Exchange Street.
BAILEYmarln

F«. O.

C.

W. ALtE.N
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Morning service at 10.30.
Wright, pastor.
Rev. Mr. Haieh, See. of the Maine Missionary,
will occupy the pulpit. Sunday school at 12 m.
address by the
Notice—Church notices arc published tree Evening choral service at 7.30;
Chimes will ring at 10 a. m. andg7 p. in
as an accommodation to the churches.
The pasior.
The People’s (M. E.) Church. So. Port
publishers request that thevba sent tithe
land. Sunday school at 11 a.m. Preaching at
office by G.oo p. m ou tile clay beforo pubiica- 2.30 p. in. Epwortb League at G.30. Prayer
tf.
ion, written legibly aua as briefly as possibe; ineetiug 7.15.
such notices arc not received or correc.e by
Trinity Church, Woodfords, (Episcopal)
Morning service at 10.30. Evening prayer and
te ephone:
Sunday school at 3 p. m. ltov. Chas. T. Ogden
A. M. K. Zion Mission. Kev. S. W. Hutch- in charge.
tf
ings, pastor. Preaching at lo.4r> a. m. and 7.45
The First Spiritual Society. Mystic
p. m. Sunday school la m. Ail aro invited, ti
J.
At
2.20
A.
Kev.
pastor.
Weaver,
p. m
nail.
Abyssinian Cong. Church, 8l
Newbury services for 1 lie study of the Bible under ilia
street. Kev. Theo. A. smytlie, pastor. Preacli- light reflected upon its paces by Spiritualism
iug at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school ainl Higher Criticism. Preaching at 7.45 by the
alter morning service. C. E. prayer meeting at
tl
pastor. Seats free. All invited.
S.30 p. m. Ail are invited.
tt
Vaughan St.
Church. (I. M.), W. If. H.
Brown's Block, 537 Congress
Sunday senool 1.80 p, m.
street, (Di McAllister, pastor.
vine Science.) Evening service at 7.150 p. m, Preaching at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting Tuesday
Thursday evening at 7.30. Miss L. B. (Hidden, evening at 7.3i>. Alliance meeting Thursday
All are cordially Invited.
ti
speaker.
at 7.30 p. m. Motto—A wnole Gospel for the
tf
All are welcome.
Bethel Church, 285 Fore street, (on east- whole World.
side Custom House)—Kev. Francis Sottthworth
Woodfords Congregational Church—
“Because the Marino brigade has car- pastor. Residence 108 Newbury street. Prayer Rev. K. P. Wilson pastor. Morning service at
meeting lu.ao a. m. Sunday school 2.16 p.'m. lo30. Sunday school at close of morning serried our friend Potts off with it.
Preaching service 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 vice.
Evening service at 7 p.m. A cordial
This startling climax was greeted by p. m. All are welcome.
tf
tf
welcome to alL
Betiiany Cong. Church, South Portland.
a chorus of feminine shrieks. Miss MeWest Congregational Church—Rev. LeKey.
H.
B.
the
the
Preaching
8.
Bean,
Long, pastor.
pastor at
by
par- tov
pastor. Preaching by
lanie’s voice was not among them. She
gat 10.45. Subject, “The ltibbon of Blue.” at"l 0.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school at
Y.
P.
S.
m.
E.
school
C.
6.15
12.15
Sunday
p.
p. 12 m.
sat white and stunned while the minism.
Preaching at 7.16 by Kev. L. P. Hatch of
Williston Church. Corner Thomas an l
ter went wordily into the details of tho Bangor. All are welcome.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by
Carroll streets.
her
brother.
DI.
E.
St.
Church—Kov.
W.
F.
had
overtaken
Congress
and 7.30 p. m. by the Rev. Francis A. Poole of
mishap that
Sundav school at 10 3D a. m. Topslield, Mass Sunday school at 12 m.
pastor.
Berry,
men
found
“It would seem that these
Preaching at 3 p. m. by the pastor. Junior EnWest End Mf.tiiodtst Episcopal Church
out that there was a Union man in the deavor meeting 16.30 p. in. Kevival meeting —Kev. K. E. DuimacK, pastor.
Residence so
7.30 p. m.. All are invited.
at
that
st. At 10.30 a. m. sermon. At 11. 6
and
Frederic
naturally
they
supposed
place,
Church of the DIfbsiah, (Universallst)— Sunday school. At 7.30 lecture Subject, ‘'Enthey had found a friend in the enemy’s Kev. W. DI. Kimmell. pa3tor. Service at 10.30 tinisiasm, Its Mission.” Seats free. All are
sermon. "DIan at Work.” Jun- welcome.
They went to our friend, Mr. a. m. Subject of
camp.
6.46 p. in. Y. P. C. U. 7 p. m.
Lester Potts, and demanded a lot of in- ior Y. P. C. U.
SUPERIOR COURT.
Christian Spiritual Society. Williams Hall,
SUNDAY
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No Trouble.
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| WASHES M2 DYES^
AT ONE

;!

..

S;

OPERATION

ANY COLOR.

IThe

|

Dye for-:

Cleanest, Fastest
Faded Shirt Waists,g
or
;i Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under-*:
Sjlinen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,jg!
t“ Cotton or Wool.
t";
Soiled

*5

:S Sold in All Colors by Grocers and*:
5:
Druggists, or mailed free
for 15 cents;
j£

)£

Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT,
127 Duane Street, Hew York.

g:
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“Makes Sweeping Easy.”
75,000 women
England know

in New
that it

Saves Women,
Saves Garpeis,

and Sweeps Clean.
Costs

more
than
the old-fashioned broom.

no

The

Handle

Does It.
Order
grocer

one

of your
re-

andfind

lieffor your
and back.

arms

Our best prracle
has XXX on
v
the label...

NU-BROOM

CO.,
n

Light

~53cr
OF THE

of Hfs

Eyes

because of
fine flavor.

its

said Miss
her once,
Melanie, “but I doubt if she even remembers our names, ftoyalty itself
could not carry it off more haughtily.
I suppose I ought to speak to her. I
suspect she is as good a Unionist as”—
She blushed and pushed through the
group that had gathered about Jessica
and her bundle. Perhaps not to more
than one or two of the many there gathered was the strange, cold girl known
Her attitude of
better than by sight.
aloofness had erected sooial barriers
around her that could not be thrown
Marianne Belknap
down in a minute.
came toward her with a shy, sweet
smile and extended her hand.
“For the sake of the dear ones we
sent away to meet a common peril let
us be friends.”
And Jessica, stooping impulsively,
pressed a warm kiss on the girl’s pure,
upturned brow. This womanly little
episode seemed to thaw the environment to a comfortable degree.' Jessica
was besieged with questions. “My dear
Miss Bascom, is it really true that you
did all that weaving with your own
hands?”
“Not an inch of it,” she answered,
with a bright smile. “I was so fortunate as to exhume a very good weaver
from among the old women on my father’s place. I hope Mrs. Brownell will
find this good enough to use.”
“Good enough to use? My dear child,
please stop over to the table where those
girls are cutting things out. You will
find there Mrs. Denman’s parlor curtains, Miss Belknap’s bedticking, Mrs.
Phipps’ best pair of blankets and Mrs.
Clark’s traveling shawl. We were perfectly deligk:ed to get them too.”
Jessica gravely scanned the heterogeneous pile on the table presided over by a
bevy of chattering girls armed with big
shears.
“If they are to be fed as fearfully
and as wonderfully as they will be
clothed, the issue cannot long remain
doubtful.”
“It never has been doubtful,” said
Ollie Potts, with a sharp note of resentment in her voice.
“No, I don’t think it has.”
“Oh, but Miss Bascom, you mean”—
At
Her sentence was never finished.
that moment a oommotion was noticeable on the porch which decorated the
front of the old courthouse, and the
Kev. Mr. Brownell came in with a face
full of importance.
“Keally this surpasses anything I
have ever read of warfare between civilized nations 1”
He dropped upon a bench heaped high
with bird besprinkled shirts just from
the hands of the cutters and mopped his
Mrs.
manner.
brow in an agitated
Brownell fanned him solicitously, Miss
Melanie brought a glass of ice water,
one of his parishioners relieved him of
his hat, another fetched a stool for his
feet. Between them all he was made
thoroughly comfortable, which seemed
to warrant Mrs. Brownell’s mild query:
“Well, my dear?”
“The Marine brigade, that pest of the
river, has visited us at last.”
“No!” in full chorus.
“But it has. I saw them with my
Of course, as a minster of
own eyes.
the gospel and a noncombatant I could
only look on without being able to stop
them at all.”
“Stop what?” in fall chorus again.
“We called

on

him concerning the
country surrounding and the people.
Our friend Potts very properly refused
to give them any information that
would prove damaging to his friends,
and so they told him he would have to
go with them am* remain their guest
until he changed his mind.
formation from

“That he will never do!” Ollie sobbed hysterically. “The rock of Gibraltar will crumble into dust first.
Papa
is adamant where duty is involved.”
Miss Melanie got up stiffly, as if old
age had suddenly paralyzed her active
limbs.
“Olivia, pray stop talking. There are
junctures when words seem impertinent. Girls, we will go home, if that
oan be called home where Lester is not.
“I think they might have let him
come to tell us goodby,” sobbed the
Potts girls.
The IJey. Brownell took an envelope
from his pocket with a dramatio jerk.
Tlio ■f/vnvrtVtl't/onrl lnstllv

h«fl hPPTl TPApVipH.

“Our dear friend, Mr. Lester Potts”—
Miss Melanie’s tried temper gave way
with a snap.
“For mercy’s sake, Mr. Brownell,
doh’t say ‘Mr. Lester Potts’ exactly as
if you meant‘the late Mr. Potts.’ I
suppose live people do sometimes get
out of jail, especially when they’ve
done nothing on earth to get them in. I
know brother hasn’t.”
r

(To be continued)
WIT AND WISDOM

Why It Wouldn’t Do,
The fashionable dressmaker looked the
design for a new gown over carefully and
then shook hor head.
“It will never become a fad,” she said.
“Why not?” they asked.
“It’s too sensible to be fashionable.”
There seemed to be no doubt that she
knew her customers.—Chicago Post.
is not a remedy put up by any Tom, Dick
Harry; it is compounded by expert pharmaAsk
cists. Ely Eros, offer a 10 cent trial size.
Full size Cream Balm 50 cents.
your druggist.
It

or

We

Warren St, N. Y. City.
Since 18611 have been a great sufferer from
catarrh. 1 tried Ely’s Cream Balm and to all
Terrible headaches
appearances am cured.
from wnicli I had long suffered are gone.—W.
J. Hitchcock, late Major U. S. Vol. and A. A
Gen., Buffalo, N. Y.

BEOS.,

An

Handout

56

Explanation.

Horry—No, lady,

I ain’t no
common tramp, I’m an author, on some of
the things what I rote has been excepted
by the best magazines. All I asks is help
for a few years till my work is published.
I’m a viotim of the pay on publication
plan.—New York Truth.

TOUR TO WASHINGTON VIA ALLnuum.

Special train of Wagner vestibule palace
cars
via Fitchburg Railroad, April 1.
pillaging.
“Pillaging? Who? What? Where? Under the Personally-Conducted Tourist
Oh, for mercy sake, Mr. Brownell, why System of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
didn’t you stop them?”
Four days in Washington. $25.00 covers
The Rev. Brownell frowned majes- all
necessary expenses.
tically on his refractory flock.
Apply to D. N. Bell, Tourist Agent,
“Ladies, do you know that the Ma205 Washington Street, Boston.
rine brigade consists of eight full sized
full
its
with
each
complegunboats,
MEN OF WEAKENED POWER, EX“Their

TOBACCO

For

smoking or
chewing sur-

ment of men called soldiers? Are you
aivare of the fact that they claim the
privilege of landing whensoever and
wheresoever they see fit and helping
themselves to whatsoever they want?”
“Yes, but”—
Tho minister cleared his throat of the
are
huskiness lei. by rapid walking and extreme agitation and stretched out a
users. hand
to command attention.
“And if these men, so armed and
numerous, saw fit to walk off with Mrs.
Phipps’ entire flock of turkeys”—
Mrs. Phipps interrupted him with a
sham wail.
“No, no, surely men calling themselves soldiers could not be so inhuman
...
as that?”
The Rev. Brownell pursued the uneven tenor of his oratorical way.
“Or wero inconsiderate enough to
© WB frequently have customers W
carry away every stick of wood from
ft
w
ft come to us with copy and eey
© our dear Mrs. Matthews’ wood pilo”—
Mrs. Matthews rose to her feet in
"
blanched agitation.
Put it in attractive form and"
»T?-'\>
“Mr. Brownell, you surely did not
make the price reasonable.”
Itand by and see those vandals rob me?
■<\
it
Ob, I know I’m being punished for let'A In such cases the work is alwavs {
.It
t
ting Neddie go against his father’s kin.
and
•eoellent
c
ft satisfactory
bring*
Ollie Potts flashed a quick defense of
ft
e
her lover on the heels of his mother’s
ft results.
v
5
wail.
$
THE THURSTON PRINT, \
“As far as that goes, Mrs. Matthews,
kin has gone against everyI everybody’s
PORTLAND, ME.
ft
body else’s kin. Please don’t worry
about your wood pile. You know papa
promised Neddto he would look after
you. He will attend to yonr wood pile
Difficult cases Cured right away as soon as he hears.”
i
The Rev. Brownell cleared his throat
Dr. C.T. F!SK.
Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Kecin pulpit style when an impressive clitum. Treats noother class of disease. Send for my
max was to be heralded and cast a
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
Maine citizens cured. &***.
prominent method
mournful glance in direotiou of the
is easy, safe. g?~Sj
Dr. Hskfc
|
^
painless. Consultation Free! B*5^ g Q
Potts trio.
Call at my Lewiston or Portland &
g g
office, or consult me ny mail.
“I am afraid not.
Dr. O. X* FISK, 682 Main J>tb.eet, Lewiston.
“I should like to know why ho
At U.S. Hotel*i’oriiand, Saturdays only.
won’t?”

passes any other
There
make.
kinds of B-L
to suit all
JcvtiRY...

MAN

TO HIS TRAJIL

I

|

|

|
f
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|

|
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HAUSTED VIGOR.
Weak

Congress

men

suffering

from

nervous

de-

bility. weakened power and exhausted
vigor, can now take new hope. Dr.
Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass
who is without doubt the most successful specialist in curing this class of diseases, offers to give free consultation by
mail to all weakened, vigorless and nerve
You have the
privilege
of consulting Dr. Greene by letter describing your complaint and he will, after carefully considering your condition, Bend
you free a letter fully explaining all your
symptoms, telling you everything about
your oomplaint so plainly that you will
exhausted men.

understand exactly what ails you. Write
to him at once and get back your strength
and vigor.
A GOTHIC CATHEDRAE.
The foundations of

about all

natli«dr»la of Franca

the great
laid in

were

the thirteenth century. Pure Gotliio architecture came to its full fruition only
in France, and that part of Franco known
Domain,” that is Paris,
as the “Royal
and the territory within forty to one
hundred miilesof the city. Of the conception and the building and the meaning
of these great Gothic strnotures, Rev. J.
O. Perkins will speak in the First Parish House Wednesday evening, March 2.

MASONIC PRESENTATION.
Thursday night, the Board of Masonic
a meeting, President Berry
fThe present and past trustees were present, and Hon. Josiah H.
Drummond. During the evening Mr. A
<4. .'-chtotterbeck, in behalf of the trus
tees, presented Mr. Rufus H. Ilinkley a
beautiful thirty-third degree jewel, with
appropriate remarks, to which Mr. Hinkloy fitly responded.
trustees held
in the chair.

Speaking

st.

and test at 7.30
tf

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Church of Christ, Scientist. 569 Congress
street, room 2. Services at 10.30 a. m. Friday
n ar,

n. m

excepted.

Readinff room
2 to 6 p. in.

onen

Connecticut

Puritan

dailv. Sundays
tf

Street Church, (Methodist
EpscopaU—Kov. C. \V. Parsons. D. D., pastor.
Sunday School, 1.30 p.m.;
Epworth League
meeting 0.30 i>. m.; general praise service at
7.30 p. m. Preaching lat 10.30 a. m. and 3 p.
m. by Kev. Luther F reeman oj Newton Centre,
Mass. All are welcome.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church. Woodfords—
Kev. John R. Clifford, pastor.
Residence 61
Pleasant st.
At 10.30 a. in. sermon by the
pastor. Sunday school 12 in.
Epworth League
6.00 p. m. At 7 p. in. Sunday school prayer service. All are welcome.
East Deertng (M. E.) Church. Rev. John
R. Clifford, pastor. Sunday school at 3.46 p. m.
At 3 p. m. sermon by the pastor. At 6.46 p. m.
praise and prayer meeting. All are Invited.
First Ibis (Baptist Church. Opposite
Public Library. Kev. Lewis Malvern, pastor.
Sermon at 1 o'.30 a. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
At 7.30 p. m. Social service,
tf
First Church of Christ Scientist.48« Vi
Congress st.. opposite Preble House. Lesson
Children’s Sunday school
sermon 10.30 a. m.
at close of services.
Experienne meeting Fritf
day at 7.30 p. m.
Rev. T. M. Davies,
Free Churcii. Deering.
pastor. Preaching at 10.46. Sunday school at
12 m. Young Peoples meeting 6.16.
Evening
service at 7.3u. All are cordially welcome if
Friends Church. Oak street.
Ellison K.
Purdy, pastor. Morning service at 10.30. Suntf
day school 12 m. Social service 7.30 p. m.
First Univeksalist Parish of South Portunion
at
House.
land. Services
Sabbath
Opera
School at 1.30 p.m. Preaching at 2,30 by Kev.
tf
\v. M. Kimmoll.
First Battist Church, Corner of YVilmot
and Congress sts—Kev. YV. 8. Ayres, pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school 12 m.
At 7 30 p. m. prayer and praise service.
FereStreet Baptist Church—Servicesiat
Preaching by Kev.
10.30 a. in. and 7.30 p. m.
C. II. Spalding, D. I)., of Boston, morning and
evening. Sunday school at 12 m. Y. P. S. C.
E. at 6,30 p. m.
first Parish Church—(Unitarian) Congress street. Kev. John C. Perkins, pastor.
Services at 10.30 a. m. and 7.S0 p. m.
Chestnot

Of

JJ.

in.—

name

auu

uio

»

loivun

Hartford, Conn.

and one vulcanlzer. Mr. Scanlon testified
one
of
the cans of varnish had
that
broken open and completely covered all
tho other goods; also that the vuloanlzer
Some
was broken and could not be used.
of the goods were brought lip and exhibited to the court.
Tho case was tried before the judge
without a jury. Decision reserved.
Geo. F. Noyes for plaintiff.
W. H. Looney lor defendant.
HOW FOXCROFT FEELS.
was

_$68,943,415.94
DISBURSED IN 1897.
claims
F’or
death
and
by
matured en-

..$4,456,832.23

dowments.

Surplus

re-

turned to policy holders.. 1,284,481.48
Lapsed and
Surrendere d
Policies....
596,133.76

Me.23-1

SALE—Stock and fixtures of the well
known boot and shoe store of the late
J. P. Welch, Bath. Me. lias been a shoe storo
40 years, is well situated arid has a well established trade.
Inquire J. W. ROBERTS. 128
Front St,, Bath, Me.
2(j-i

for open fires. Rock maple and yei- POR SALE—Here is a good chance for a mail
"ith a small capital to start in a good paylow birch wood, well seasoned and kept .*
ing business in the grocery line, location first
under cover. A. D. MORSE, 23 Plum street, class
and
23-1
everything complete including horse,
50-2.
telephone
wagon, pung and harnesses. Will be sold at
once and very
cheap. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY
IVOR SALE—We now offer a good investment
t O., 41- l-j
25-1
Exchange street._
the restaurant line, located on Exin
change street, all complete and doing a good
^OODS
received:1
just
pianos,
LIBBY
of
A.
0.
business at present. Inquire
boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins,
22-1
& OO., 42 1 2 Exchange street.
guitars, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
music .music hooks, music
viorolls,
SALE—Two sets 2nd hand double team lin and banjo strings. Please callsuperior
at HAWES’,
harnesses, three single express harnesses, 414 Congress St.
feb’-’4-4
set
harnesses,one
four light riding
ligntdouble
driving harnesses, at J. G. McULAUGHLIN,
a'mml)6r of uprights little
JHS0 at
22-1
55 Preble street.
used, for sale
low jirice for cash or bv Instalments ; 1 standard B cornet; 1 Conn 1 MesOR SALE-Periodical store, 422 CONGRESS senhorter; 1 Cloos flute. For sale bv HAWES
414 Congress St.
STREET.22-1
24-l

\*/'OOD
»"

Pl££P«a,.

■

111

IIOR

LOANED on 1st and 2d mortgages,
real estate, life insurance policies, notes,
bonds and any good collateral security. Notes
discounted, rate of interest 5 per cent a year
W. P.
and upwards according to security.
CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford Building,
feb2(id4w
185 Middle St.

MONEY

20-1

says Fairbanks’ mandolins and
banjos excel all others; what everybody
says must be true; please call and examine;
also superior
strings and instruction books for
all instruments. HaWES, 414 Congress St.

EVERYBOBY

feb24-4

Ratio of expenses of management
to receipts in 1897. 10.68
Policies in force Dec. 31, 1897,

cent.

66,705 Insuring.$157,701,387.00

JACOB L. GREENE, President.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Vice-Prest.
EDWARD M. BUNCE, Secretary.
DANIEL H. WELLS, Actuary.
H. N. FAIRBANKS, General Agent,
47 Main St.,
BANGOR, MAINE.
tc nrm
feb25 d3t

Dr.

IS

i®1

gh$F

ioo

r~

and

,

trict. Artesian well

Class Hotel,

Rooms, $i per day
single
person, or
°
and
upwards
$1.50
for two.

y

I

Lyon’s

Glenwood avenue (the best),
dyspepsia that I can’t
Deering Highlands, a new, modern two
bottles of Dr. Aliak’s
flat
with
steam heat, open fireplaces,
house,
stomach and
blood remedy.
No
relief,
money refunded. C. K. NEWCOMB, 63 Vesper broad piazzas, large bay windows, fine view,
front
and back entrances, celopen plumbing,
St., Portland, Me.
20-1
lars and heaters entirely separate (think of it).
one
minute
to
electric
cars.
Only
Every known
TirANTED— At 5 per cent'about $2500.
First convenience.
A permanent 10 per cent invest”
class city real estate security.
G. B M., ment
or an elegant home and an income of $230
Press Office.
25-1
per year. Price right and terms to suit you.
IVANTED—To buy for SDot cash, from 10 to DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street. 21-1
25 acres of vacant land on line of electric
cars or near depot.
Answer by letter giving VOR SALE—Handsome, modern cottage on
-*•
Great Diamond Island. Every convenience
lowest price and exact location, etc.
C. A.
and luxury such as sewer, bath room, running
89
Court
WINTERS,
street, Boston, Mass.
water, broad piazza, open fireplace, corner lot,
23-2
one quarter acre of land; two minutes from
TV ANTED—Lovers of music to understand wharf, beautiful shade trees, view simply won''
that B. A. Libby furnishes his pupils derful. 7 good rooms, all furnished.
We will
goods banjos absolutely free, also free music sell for $1200 and make payments easy. DALfor first six lessons. Nothing tiresome, lessons TON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
21-1
{nfrnmoUn/v
tVwv Kvcf
rT~'41 r,

HOUSE—On

per

lesson.

Address, 110 FRANKLIN ST.

4

BOSTON-

o\«t'er®

MANAGEMENT.

EDW. REYNOLDS.
J- A.

REYN0LD®1‘err0W

COAST

business

or gent
as general agent
for Maine. Circulars and agents "furnished. $26 required to cover cost of stock
which is secured. Money refunded if not satisfied. Call and talk it over.
Address L. B.
DECKER, West End Hotel, Portland, Me.

WANTED—Lady

LINE.

QUICKEST TO ALL

from well on

RESORTS

SOUTH

premises.
|

Route of

the

celeorated *\fcew York-

I

S

dec23

eodti

aiuc

liiviumt.

ID

piaiGO

DALTON & CO.,
21-1

SALE—Examine the elegant
FairFORbanks’
mandolins just received and for sale
new

22-1

by HAWES.
of

"IITANTED—A child to board and care for.
•
One between the ages of a months and 4
years preferred. Address MRS. H., care this
21-1
paper.

414

Congress St.

A

large number

other makes, second hand, taken la exsale from S2.50 up.
Also a number
new guitars at exceedingly

change, for

of second hand and
lowr

prices.

24-1

SALE—First class foot power lathe, 9
inch swing, 50 inch bed, automatic feed,
adjustable tool carriage, adjustable centres,
chucks, etc., suitable for metal or wood turning; circular saw'arbor ami table. Just the

f’OR

You can ’earn ¥20 to
make best selling goods
$30
United States for agents. Write today for
particulars. [CROFTS & REED, Chicago,' 111.

YH7'ANTED—Agents.
» »
a week. We

in

bicycle

machine for an amateur or for
eral repairing. Address GEORGE F.
85 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

10-2
MALE HELP WANTED.

ifunuitt/

take boarders or roomers.
47S1-2 Congress street.

WANTED

425.

^

or

gen-

GOULD
21-1

two horse newer Belknap
B.
ip ORC. SALE—A
Standard Electric Motor nearly new;

TIT ANTED—A man to work on farm, work
» »
the year round, must be a good milker.
DOLE MILK FARM, Stroudwater, Me. 26-1

price $55.00, cost §125. SOUTH WORTH BROS.,
105 Middle St.
21-1

■jpOR SALE—One of the oldest and best paving
man here and one or two
11TANTFD—Sellable
A
hook and periodical stores, locaied on one
n
small office and
outside to

open
handle
my goods. Position permanent and good payto honest workers. Address with stamp arid
references, A. T. MOKRIS, care this paper.

the principal streets of Portland. A good
chance for anyone looking for a business. For
further particulars address, BUSINESS, Press
21-1
Office.
of

25-1

SALE—One of the best paying laundries
fully equipped, good
business, expenses hnv; poor health cause of
selling. Grand chance for anyone looking for a
good investment. Address LAUNDRY, Pre ss
18-2
office.

with ability
A permanent
as solicitor
situation with large concern to the right man.
Aildress, with age. previous experience and
references, B & C, P. O. Box 1635, Portland, Me.
y°UI,g man
TI/'ANTEn-CaPaWe
it
or salesman.

IpOl;in New Hamshire;

21-1

-One

WANTED—Traveling

TO
worns

oneweek

a

cutters, measures
eight barrels very nice beans.
148 Brackett
paper

insoriea

HOBART'

S.

St.__18-1

horizontal engine made
28 lior»e power;
tubular boiler; all in good order. Terms to suit
For particulars address C. Tif taken scon.
AMES, East Waterford. Maine.KM
8x13
Ip ORbySALE—An
Kendall & Roberts.

LET.
■"

forty

and

SALE
refrigerator. 41-2x81-2,
Ip OR meat
bench, oil tank, barrel covers, two
and scoops, baskets,

salesman to sell most
complete line of lubricating oils, greases,
specialties, etc., on the market. Liberal terms
Address. THE ATLANTIC
to proper party.
REFINING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
19-2

■

n

k.

head
advance.

nnaer

for 35 cents, cash in

this

IVOR SALE—Two-story

KENT—Half of a double office "with
wash room, etc., in the Oxlord
Building. Elevator service. Inqure of janitor.

SALE—On*

used.

sleip.ii. little

FORThompson & Bro..

26-1

makers,)

jump

1

(Z.
seat

’arri;,<re in good condition, ljharness, fur robe,
II. L.
plush robes, blankets, whips, &c.
JONES. 470 Congress street._10-tf
SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
End. corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. H AHjan25utf
LOW, 919 Congress St.

LET-Three good rents on Washburn
avenue, near Union Station.
One of 10
rooms, two of 8 rooms each. Very convenient

TO

FOR

WILLIAM
20-1

£OST AND
r

251

VA1LL.

__feblO-tf

street.

IVORvault,

Exchaugejstreet

condition,

with all modem conveniences.
Pleasantly
located on Cumberland street, near Cathedral,
two minutes from Congress street electrics.
Terms
easy.
Sun all day (when it shines).
Une-lialf purchase money can remain on mort470 Congress
gage, if desired. H. L. JONES,

r

pleasant and moderate priced.
BITRROWES, 1S7 Vaughan street.

wooden house with

basement 11 rooms in first elas

a

LET—Flat No. 929a Congress street, near
Uuion Station, contains six rooms, bath
room, large halls and plenty of closet room.
Apply to J. FKANIv BABB, Buck’s Ticket
20-1
Office, 272 Middle St.

11
;

it

FOUND.

OST-Brown waterproof handbag containing'pair gold glasses. Reward for its return

Freblc house.

23-1

tV.4 NTED-sITUATlOV

v

under this head
Forty word* 'cfftrled
week for 25 cenl*. ?>a*h in advance*

25-1

me

'CO LET —Furnished rooms with hoard; also
A
nice front parlor on first floor unfurnished.
3team heat, gas. bath, centrally located, new
management. First class table board #3.00 per
week. Transients can be accommodated. Ap24-1
ply at 307 Cumberland St.

Florida Special,” luxuriously appointed. Unequalled Schedules and Ser-

vice. Only line running Solid Vestibulconneced Trains to Florida.
tion with “’Federal Expre8s”from Boston.
J. H. JOHNSON. N. E. Agt.,
300 Washington Street. EC<nHon-

\puuu uutui,

TO KENT—A first class house
of at least ten rooms, within five minutes
walk of <#y Hall. Apply at once to P. O. Box

S.

WINTER

home for someone and income besides. If
taken this week we will sell tor $3800.
Only

22-1

and milk farm, locatIpOKed RENT—'Vegetable
in Deering. near cars, oo acres, good
buildings, ham accommodating 30 cows, has
produced 100 tons of hav, excellent opportunity
for right party. Particulars Real Estate Office.
Elrst National Bank Building, FREDERICK

■■FLORIDA FAST LINE”

dis-

SALE—The elegant and commodious
p'OR
■■
two flat house No. 08 Franklin street. This
is very central and desirable and is now rented
for $432. Has large yard with fruit tree*, two
story bay windows, slate roof, sun all day; only
5 minutes to Postoffice or City Hall. Beautiful

22-1

mO LET—Office room together with desk, etc.,
A
all complete, situated upon Exchange
street, steam heat and Sebago water included,
l’nce $8 per month. Will m ike discount is fixtures arc not required. A. C. LIBBY & CO.,

Try it.

^ATLANTIC

£

laundry

—

Union Station W>

water

UNDER NEW

CVttb0SVeC'alW'

near

I^LEGANT

case of
WANTED—A
relieve with two

42 1-2

w?

®

NEW RESIDENCE on Glenwood
Ten finished
avenue, Deering Highlands.
rooms, lavatory on first floor, bath room on second. heated throughout, finely papered, electric
in cellar, open fire
lights and bells,
place, broad piazza, finished in cypress and
hard pine, hard \yood floors, bay windows,
very sunny, one minute to electric cars. A
magnificent suburban residence for only S3,500.
Easy terms. DALTON & CO., 4781-2 Congress
street.
21-1

WANTED.
Der

5

First-

flat house on St.
Lawrence street, Each flat contains 7 rooms
and bata room; separate entrances, heaters
and cellars for each flat; open fireplaces, large
bay windows, hard wood floors, electric bells,
papered throughout. A uermanent 12 per cent
investment and gilt edged.
Price right arid
term* easy. DALTON & CO.. 4781-2 Congress
street.
21-1

outstanding

Every Grocer Sells it.

Boston for

property in Port-

renting
HOUSE—Greatest
land.
Modern three

IVANTED—All persons in want of trunks
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
Policies, net, Com503 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
pany’s standard.$54,924,070.00
store, as we manufacture our goods
grocery
All other liabilities_ 1,303,654.97
and
can
therefore
bottom prices.
give
-S56,227,724.97 Trunks repaired. Open evenings. \Ve frame
23-2
pictures.
Surplus.$7,360,936.01
insure all

POUND

located

everyxning

VEW, TWO STORY HOUSE and 5,000 feet o!
Li
land on Alba street, Deering, for $2,100.
Furnace heat, cemented cellar, bay windows,
broad piazzas, bath room.Sebago water, double
parlors, hard pine floors, high and sightly ; a
hue home at a very low price.
Terms to suit
all kinds of old metals.
Mail orders solicted. you; only three minu'es to school, stores and
electric cars. DALTON & I.O., 478 1-2 Congress
54
Lincoln
PORTLAND.RA.tr CO.,
St., Portland, street.
21-1
Me.
24-2

CENTS

Centrally

lurnng, siaewams,

Our price is .$1,000 lower
you would suppose we could sell for.
21-1
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress St.
than

NOTICE.

Gross Assets, December 31,1897, $63,588,660.98
Liabilities:
Amount required to re-

COFFEE

Lowest rates in

grading,

ready for occupancy.

CONSIGNED

£al)

Si

ciuaes

TO

WE

BRAND

—

modern residence, we
on Forest Avenue
(the best
Tills house will contain
the city.)
eight finished rooms and bath room, hot water
heat, open fireplace, donble parlor on main
street, every modern convenience aim luxury,
and the location is unsurpassed.
Our price i»are

street in

22-1

MONEY

of

The elegant
building

ADIES you can havo the bottom of your
dress skirts brushed, cleansed and rebound for 50c, also all kinds of repairings done
at reasonable rates. Send us a postal. PORTLAND SKIRT BINDING CO.. 16 Elm St.
T

LOAN—On first and second
f
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
9,840,914.84
Company
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal properCost of Bonds. 15,924.674.25 ty or any other
good securities. Inquire of A.
Cost of Bank and Railroad Stocks..
473,504.16 C. LIBBY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange St.
17-4
Cash in Banks.
1,135.966.53
receivable.
Bills
4,619.17
will advance money on any kind of
merchandise consigned to us, or will
$61,410,967.35 pay cash for household furniture,
store
2,410.97 stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
Less Agents’ Credit Balances.
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf
$61,408,550.38
Household goods of every deAdd
scription are always to be found «t
due
and
accrued
Interest
$1,029,649,71
private sale at our Auction Rooms. We often
Rents due and accrued.
16,962.49
have articles less than half the cost to manMarket value of stocks
ufacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
and bonds over cost..
771,770.27
Free
11-tf
street._
Net uncollected and deNotice.
Notice.
ferred premiums.
362,728.13
Highest cash
prices paidfor rags, rubbers, bottles and
-$2,180,110.60

COMMONWEALTH

_____

the best farms for the
A
money in York County, situated in Box
ton, 12 miles from Portland, two miles from
two depots, three-quarters of mile from postoliice, store, church and school.
Pleasantly
situated and well adapted for a hay farm or
stock raising, 230 acres. 65 acres of field, cutting 70 tons of hay. excellent land, clay loam,
good orchard, excellent pasture of 85 acres,
well watered by never failing trout brook.
80 acres wood land covered with large hard
wood growth and thrifty growing pine.
2 12
story brick house and ell. cemented cedar
Two barns 36x76 and 40x84, all
and cistern.
in good repair.
On account of the advanced
age of ihe owner this farm will be sold at a
great bargain. Terms easy. W. F. DRESSER,
No. 80 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
22-1
WOK SALE.—One

Office hours from 9 to 9.
79 FRANKLIN ST.,
opposite Lincoln Park. Prices 25c, 50c anil Si.

Total to Policy hol-

wi

Revere House Lessees Co.

SALE—Farm of 25 acres. 1-2 mile from
railroad station and post office ; 3 minutes
walk from school; buildings in good repairgood orchard. JAMES GRAY, White Rock!
Me.
24-1

LILLIAN

AN ELEGANT TOILET LUXURY.
people

P.

eenrs.

"pOR

AEEILLE, Clairvoyant. Sittings
daily on health, business of private, family
matters, in regard to the past, present or future.

Tooth Powder

'^s^a
^^^<22.

week for 25

one

MISCELLANEOUS.

PERFECT
h aracter.”
BOSTON MERCHANT SHOOTS HIMNew Jerusalem Church, New nigh St.
Rev Samuel Worcester, minister. Morning serSELF.
vice at 10.30. Subject of Sermon. "The Rich,
of Eternal Life.” Sunyoung Ruler and the G
February sa.-mnn n. deeper
Boston,
day school at 12 m. 1 v, mug service 7.30. Sub- senior member of the firm of S. S. Sleeper
ject. "Jacob’s love for Rachel.” All are Invited. & Co., wholesale grocers, attempted to
Rev. commit suicide
Peaks Island Methodist Church.
by sending a 38 calibre
Will. 8. Jones, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a’
bullet into his brain in his offioe
m. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday school 12 id. Y. P. revolver
in
the
by the firm at
of refinement
building
ocoupied
Used by
S. C. E. Tuesday evening 7.45. Class meeting
Thursday 7.40 p. m. Strangers are always wel- the corner of India street this forenoon.
a
over
for
If
quarter of a century.
taken to
was
the
Xhe wounded man
come.
where
Massachusetts General hospital,
Presbyterian Mission Union Hall,Free street.
Sundav school at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. in. the physicians said the chance for his reSocial,'prayer and praise service 7.30, Scats covery was very slight.
free. AH are w elcome.
The motive for the suicide was unPrebleChapel—Rev. W. T. Phelan, pastor. known.
Mr. Sleeper is about forty years
Preaching at 3 p.m. of
Sunday school at 12 m.
Mr. Sleeper arrived at the store
age.
to
WashConcert
tlie
appropriate
by
pastor.
A lew minutes
from his home at 9.18.
ington's Birth Day at 7 p. in. All are Invited.
later a report of a revolver was heard.
Pine Street CbubohI (Methodist Epscoto
the
office
and found Mr. COMMONWEALTH
rushed
Clerks
BRAND
drinks
pal). Rev. F. C.|lioger3, pastor. Residence 64
like MOCHA and JAVA.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sun- Sleeper on the floor. Blood was dripping
Carleton st.
near the right temple.
a
wound
at
8.45.
Ilfrom
m.
League
13
school
Epworth
is
warrantday
COMMONWEALTH BRAND
lustrated lecture at 7.30 p. m. All are welcome
Telephone messages were at once sent for
ed pure Coffee. An ounce
Both
Sail Loft meetings are held at No. 6 Cen- an ambulance and a physician.
of gold for every ounce of
tral Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing soon arrived and the doctor after a hurried
adulteration found in this
tf
at 10.30 a. m. All are welcome.
examination of the wound said there was
brand.
Second Parish Congregational Church little
of recovery, and he died at two
hope
Cougress, cor. Pearl St. Rev. Rollln T. Hack, o'clock.
at 10.30 a. in. and 7.30 p. in.
Services
pastor.
Mr. Sleeper’s
It was learned among
tl
Sunday soliool at 12m.
business associate? that he was suffering
Saltation Army. 239 Federal St. Meetings
To some of
from trouble with the head.
every night at 8, except Tuesday, Sunday at 7
Adju- his more intimate acquaintances he had
and 11.00 a. m.. and 3 and 7.80 p. m.
tant. and.Mrs. McDouall in charge. All are wel- spoken of the trouble, and remarked that
tf
come.
he would take n rest as soon as he got the
st Paul’s Church, (Frotestan Episcopal,;
affair3 of his firm adjusted.
streets.
The
Rev.
Locust
and
Cor Congress
It was stated at the Chamber of ComServices at
Jos. Battell Shepard, rector.
merce that the credit of the concern was
4.00
in.
and
a.
p.
10.30
m.;
.junday
and
9.00
excellent.
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is thor
tf
school at close of the morning service.
e™.
Ait’-rctt (Protestant, F!r>1senl
oughly cleaned, roasted
and ground and packed
Congress street, head of state. Rev. Dr. MAINE WOMAN FOR VICE PRESISunday morning service at
■when warm in one pound
lalton, rector.
12
school
at
m.
DENT.
rn.
Sunday
'Weekly
a.
10 30
sealed cans, thereby reservice, Wednesday at 4 p. m. Sewiug scnool.
tt
Washington, Februaiy 25.—At today’s
taining all the aroma and
Saturday at 2.30 p. m.
of the Daughters ot tho Ameriflavor so much desired in a
So Portland People’s M. IE. Chur-h— meeting
Mrs.
the
reStevenson,
Rev. W. F. Ha mes, pastor. Meeting at a a. m. can Revolution,
good cup of coffee.
Preaching by the pastor tiring president general, was eleoted honSuudav school at 11.
at 2.30. Epworth League 6 n. m.
Meeting at orable president general. Among the vioe
7 p. m„ conducted l>y Crusaders. All Invited.
presidents general chosen are Mrs. Sperry
St. Luke’s Cathedral—State street. Cler- of Connecticut, and Mrs. Frye of Maine.
gy—RL Rev. Ji. A. Neely, D. D.; Bishop; Rev. Mrs. Wentworth read the report of the
Morton Sills, D. D„ Dean. Servioea—Holy
C.
on
national
tne
university,
Communion at 7.30 a. m.
Morning prayer, committee
of whloh was suggested
and Holy Communion at 10.30 a. m.
Sunday proposed founding
and
considerable
school 3 p. m. Evening iclioral) with sermon oy George Washington,
tf
7.30 p. m.
time was consumed in a discussion of its
State Street Congregational church recommendations.
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is always
-Rev. J. L. Jenkins, D. D., minister. Morning
service at 10.30. Sunday school 12 m. Sunday
uniform and will suit the
NEW ADJUTANT GENERAL.
school conc“rt at 3 p. m. Evening service 7.30.
most particular taste.
Second advent Chuch, Congress Place.
Washington, February 25.—The PresiRev. E. P. Woodward. Pastor. Sunday school dent today
Col. Henry C.
appointed
and Bible classes at 1.30 p. m.
Preaching by Corbin adjutant general of the army, to
Subject, ‘'Religious
tlie pastor at 3.00 p. m.
General
bamuel
retired on
succeed
Breok,
significance of recent events at home and
General Breok had held
abroad.” Gospel service at 7.30 p. m. Seats account of ago.
PER
since
the office only
freo. Ail are invited.
September 11 last
succeeded Adjutant General
St. Lawrence Congregational Church, when he
Cor. Congress and Muujoy Streets—Rev. a. H. Buggies.

cgv

under this head
cash in advance.

Forty words inserted

-*•

IJtOR

Net Assets, January l, 1897,
$60,981,671.61
RECEIVED IN 1837.
For Premiums.... $4,743,410.04
For Interest anti
Rents. 3,153,044.47
Profit and Loss....
65,289.82
-$7,961,744.33

--

A Foxcroft despatch says that when It
fully realized that the decision of the
Law Court was against the town in most
of the Hale note cases a good many perthe
sons ^felt and a number expressed
wish that as long as the Law Courts had
deoided that the town must pay
it, that
they would tell them how?
It is hard to tell at this early date what
one is
the effect will be on the town, as
hardly able to grasp the fact that a town
of 385 polls has a debt of nearly $300,000,
costs and all.
The natural supposition is of course
that the debt will be bonded, but there Is
about the
a grave doubt in many minds
town being able to bond a debt so far over
debt
constitutional
limit.
the flvejper cent
If bonded at four per cent, the Interest
would be $8,000. The average amount of
taxes raised is $10,000 so that in order to
pay the interest, the taxes would have to
be nearly doubled and by taxing
upjto
First Presbyterian Church —Cor. Park
cent limit, it would take apand Pleasant Streets. Kev. Henry McOllvray, tho five per
100 years to pay it
at
3
st.
22
State
Rresidence
Preaching
proximately
pastor.
All are
Much surprlsejjwas expressed that in
and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school 2 p. m.
welcome. Seats free.
the Griffith case all the notes should have
Oospeu Mission—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. been deoided against the town.
/
Rev. 11. F. Dexter, Assistant pastor. At 10.30
It is not really expected that the note
At 1.30 n. m. Sunday holders will consent to one oeut of disa. m. Social meeting.
At 7.30 p. m. ser
school and Bible classes.
count on their notes. Most of the citizens
At 8 p. m. Preaching
vice of song and praise.
in their belief
are somewhat fatalistio
tf
by the pastor All are welcome.
the town will come out someHigh Street Church.—Kev. YV. H. Fenn. that
are
unable
to explain.
10.30
a.
Morning service at
m. how but how they
D. D.. nastor.
I.O\J

Co.,

Life Insurance

ders .$6,337,447.47
Eriday—Eugene Arnstein
Commissions to Agents,
Cycle Manufacturing company,
This is an action to recover payment for
Salaries, Medical Examiners’ fees,Printing,
bill of
a
goods amounting to $54.30,
Advertising,
Legal,
shippod to the defendant company ill
Real Estate and all
1897.
The
is
a
and
May,
March
plaintiff
wholesale dealer In bronzes, paints and A AXES.
346,938.43
7,531,865.56
bicycle accessories at Chioago, and the
defendant runs a bicycle establishment
Dec.
Net
Bal,
1897,
$61,408,550.38
The
31,
Assets,
in this oity.
company admit that
they received the goods as shipped by
claim
but
were
not
received
they
OF ASSETS.
SCHEDULE
plaintiff,
in
good condition, that they were so Loans upon Real Estate, first lien,. §33,045,673.68
that
their value was very Loans upon Stocks and Bonds.
muoh damaged
2,300.00
The goods consisted of Premium Notes on Policies in force
much reduced.
983,315.72
cans of varnish, cement and enamelling, Cost of Real Estate owned by the
v.

Congress Square Church (First UniversaService at
lis!). Kev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor.
10.30 a. in. The pastor will officiate.
Sunday
school 12 m. Y. F. C. U, 6.30 p. m.

lXClUlC

mail it.
ELY

379 Mi
p. m.

Mutual

SALE,

roll

SALE.

TUOR SALE—Farms of every description from
2 acres to 2000 acres, suitable for
hay
stock, dairy, hens and summer
hoarders.
Farms largely covered with wood and timber,
shore farms pleasantly located for summer or
winter homes. Farms to exchange for nearby
city property. We give personal attention to
farm property and negotiating farm mortgages.
W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exchange street, Portland,

Animal Statement

I_I
[Continued.]

FOB

MISCEl.tAMKOP8-

SERVICES.

[*,rANTED—Situation
»"
J

bv young lady stenographer. Fon•- rears experience -.references.
MISS
28 Elm St.,
T.
3VI.
ATWOOD.
LPPly,

alburn, Me.

22 2

;

ANTED—A practical Bookkeeper wants
position. First class references Atlire
1 BOOKKEEPER, this office.

a
s

WANTED--FEMALE HELP.
Forty
one

words

week for 25

WANTED—At 18S
•*

ond girl.

H. E. SKILLS

heed
Inserted ruder th 1*
cents, cash in advanco.

Pine St,

a

competent

Tuner,
( )rder

sec-

22-1

J

slate

Chandler’s Musi« Store, 431
Confess street.

at

t

Woman’s Drawback.

AGRICULTURAL STIPENDS.
York

County Society
Have

a

Left out

Preparations

They

III

too

Often

Because

Benjamin Hamilton, Esq., of
ford, and Cattle Commissioner John
Deering of Saco, were at the State House,
MoKeen
and with Secretary
Negligent Thursday,
for

closeted with Governor Powers
of Their Health—A Business
quite a little time. The gentlemen were
Woman’s Telling Words.
there in the Interests of the York County
Agricultural Society, to protest against
From the Free Press, Detroit, Midi.
the
The
greatest drawback today with the decision that has deprived them^of
women that work In the stores and
fac- State stipend.
It will be remembered that the stipend
tories is, that they do not take the right
the
charge
on account of
care,of their health. Business men fre- was withheld
allowod upon the
was
quently jsay they can't depend on ;women that immorality
their
during
of
the
association
because they are ill too
often. If every grounds
annual fair the past fall.
young woman would take the righ care
The gentlemen ask for a hearing before
of herself this oomplaint would never be
Council, and St is
the Governor and
heard.
that one will be granted, probaMany thousands of young women are thought
at the March meeting.
working, suffering agonies that would blyThe
Is the allotment made to
force a man to a
sick bed.
They bear each offollowing
the
agricultural societies of the
their tortures in silence because of their
McKeen, leaving out
inborn modesty and blame their mother State, by Secretary
have been paid
the amount that would
for not advising them.
had not its actions
68 Farrar the York County Fair,
Mrs.
C. W. Mansfield, of
been condemned:
Street,
Mich., is a business
Detroit,
$1,000.00
woman, and a successful one too. Em- Maine Stats Pomgological,
“27.01
ploying many young women and having Androscoggin County,
years of .experience In the business world Durham,
17d.ll
she is in position to speak of women who North Aroostook,
“50Cumberland County,
earn a livelihood.
07.J1
“For years,” she says, “I suffered in North Cumberland,
lOt.47
silence and was so worn out at night that Gray Park Association,
37.60
X could not sleep. I visited a female spec- Cumberland Farmers’ Club,
94.61
ialist who said 1 had a
complication of Brldgton F. & M. Club,
78.74
and
Danville,
ailments peculiar to women. I could not New Gloucester
53.81
and had Lake View Park,
find relief from her retmedies
318.98
tried so many kinds of medioine that I Franklin County,
72.80
had given up all hope of ever
getting North Franklin,
130.44
Hancock Connty,
better.
68.88
Northern
Hanoook,
“I was given a box of
Dr. Williams’
138.96
Pink Pills for Pale People, by a
young Hancock Fair Association,
46.65
lady in my employ. The first box gave Eden Agricultural,
359.65
rest at Kennebeo County,
me much relief and I was able to
116.25
South
Kennebeo,
night for the first time in many months.
“I then bought more pills and think I Pittston Agricultural and Trotting
Park Association,
71,07
must have used a dozon boxes in my own
86.80
case, but have given away to suffering North Knox,
Lincoln
a
118.34
Without
County,
women double that amount.
699.79
doubtjthese pills are a good medicine for Oxford County,
196 85
they cured me, and have cured several Riverside Park,
West Oxford,
229.31
people to mv knowledge.
of
ask
should
162.77
if
“I think that
any
Androscoggin Valley,
you
83.4 )
the druggists of Detroit, who are the best Northern Oxford,
Wo
at:
Ponnhcpot,
QftH
9A.
buyers of Dr. Willliams’ Pink Pills for
the young North Penobscot,
49.13
Pale People, they would say
East Eddington Farmers’ Club,
63.63
women.
45.62
These pills oertainly bnild up the Orrington Agricultural,
9.27
nervous system arm many a young woman East Piscataquis,
616.10
owes her life to them.
Sagadahoo County,
I
am
&
woman
to
F.
H.
business
Richmond
32.31
Club,
pleased
“As,a
more for Somerset County,
68.16
recommend them as they did
me than any physician and I can give Dr.
East Somerset,
64.33
for Palo
■Williams’ Pink Pills
89.92
People North Waldo,
credit for my general’good health today.
147.67
Washington County,
No
39.63
discovery of modern times has North Washington,
359.81
proved such a boon to women as Dr. Wil- West Washington,
liams Pink Pills for Pale People. Aoting Central Washington,
169.30
7.97
directly on the blood and nerves, invigor- Buxton and Hollis,
the
the
Ramshackle
Park,
51.44
body.’Tegulating
{functions,
ating
161.11
they restore the strength [and health to Shapleigh and Acton,
98.22
the exhausted woman when
every effort Springvale A. N. M. Association,
the
105.90
of
North Berwick,
physician proves unavailing.
260.00
For the growing [girl they are of the Waldo and Penobscot,
utmost benefit, for the mother indispensa- Ossipee Valloy Union,
200.00
ble, for-every woman invaluable.
Pink
Dr.
Williams’
Pills
$8,059.76
Everywhere
Total,
for Pale People are^recognized as a specific
NEW COMPANIES.
for diseases of the blood and nerves. For
The
paralysis, locomotor ataxia, and other
following two companies filed
diseases long
supposed incurable, they papers of incorporation at Augusta Thurshave proved their efficacy in thousands
of cases. They are one of the greatest day :
Rockland. Bluohill & Ellsworth Steamblessings ever bestowed upon mankind.
boat Company has been
organized at
Rookland, for the purpose of purchasing
OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
and operating steamers for the transporting of freight, passengers and mall, with
$25,000 capital stock, of which nothing is
I paid in. The officers'aro: President, O.
A. Crockett of South Thomaston; treaslioyal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Ser-. urer, Alex Henderson of New York, N.
vice.
Y. Certificate approved,
February 21,
1898.
From
From
Steamers.Portland.
Novelty Plaster Works organized at
Liverpool.
Wed. Feb. 2,1 p. m Portland, for the purpose of manufacturHat., 15th Jan. Labrador,
Vancouver. Sat.,
Thors.27
12, Ip.m. ing, buying and selling medicinal plas"
10 Feb. Scotsman,
26,1 p. m ters, with $10,000 capital stock, of whioh
Mar.
24
12,1 p. m nothing is paid in. The
Labrador,
officers
are:
Boston Service.
President, George W. Mitchell of KenneTO LIVE It POOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN. bunk; treasurer,
George E. Mitchell of
Mass.
Certificate approved,
E. M. S. CANADA, FEBRUARY 19, 8.30 a. m, Medford,
February 21, 18C8.
BATES OF TASSAGE.

DOMINION LINE.
••

Return
Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Sico and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, §34 to §42.50. Return §66.75 and §78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast§22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance &
Co., general agents, foot of India
First

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
The

ALLAN LINE
_BOTAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Liverpool and Portland.
from

Liverpool Steamship_Portland.
29 Jan.
3 Feb.
12 Feb.
17 Feb.

committee

THE EGYPTIAN

only.

COMMITTEE.”
public buildings

PALMIST.

Prof. Leosaidow, the Egyptian palmist, who is located at 778 Congress s treet,
has been in Maine for nearly a year, and
is well known in the State. He was in
Bangor for nine months, and made many
friends in that city. He gives class lessons Tuesday and Friday.

16 Feb.
Sardinian,
19 Feb.
I.aurentian.
2 Mar.
Numldian.
Carthaginian,5 Mar.

Sardinian carries no passengers.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

on

held n meeting yesterday morning. The
bids for the plumbing of the Emerson
Several of
sohool house were opened.
the bids did not follow the specifications.
The committee decided not to make any
A
awards until their next meeting.
number of bills were approved.

deo28dtf

From

HONESTLY.

ANSWER IT

Are the
More

Opinions of Portland Citizens
Reliable

Than

Those

of

Not
Utter

Strangers.

TUe Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motlou is felt. Electricity

19

usee

xur

xxguuug

xoio

sxxxps inrcugn-

out, tha lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and .Staterooms are heated
by steam.
A reBates of passage $52.60 to;$70.00.
duction is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool; London and
$34.00 and $36.25;
return,
Londonderry,
$66.75 and $69.00.
8teerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
for tickets or further information apply to
T p McGOWAh, 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING, 613* Exchange St., H. & A. ALAN. Montreal, 92 Stalest., Boston, and 1 India
jly31do
St, Portland.

THOMSON LIUE,
PORTLAND
TO

LONDON:

DIRECT.

xuu

tauuvu

10

u

muu

It is fraught with interest to Portland.
It permits of oniy one honest answer.
It can't be evaded or ignored.
A Portland citizen speaks here.
Speaks for the welfare of Portland.
oitizen’s opinion is reliable.
An utter stranger’s doubtful.
The impression created is lasting.
Curiosity is at once aroused.
A

Read what follows and acknowledge
these faots.
Mr. J. D. Gilchrist, of 105 Clark street,
says: “My opinion of Doan’s Kidney
Pills can be very simply expressed. They
are wonder.
In my business, that of a

baker, it is Imperative that I stand the
major portion of the time, 3tooped, and
when kneading the bread the body is con-

tinuously working

backward

and

for-

Wheel Club’s Brilliant

<1 notations of Staple Predicts in the

Annandale,

REFORD CO., Limited.

Leading Markets.

Dance—The Harle-

quin Club’s Ball—Cape

Electrics Now
Newlork Stockaud Money .U»r<at*

Moving—Sketch of Kev. J. 31. Woodbury—Items of Personal Interest, etc."

(By THeirrapli.)

NEW yCRK, Feb. 26.
Money on call firm at 283 percent: last loan
cent,
the 2%@3: prime mercantile paper 3S4 per
who stand high in the councils of
sterling Hxebange was weak, with actual
hall
will
today business in bankers bills at 4
party
meet at the town
84®4 84 for Heand attempt to prepare a
ticket about rn and, and 4 81%®4 82 ;ior
sixty days: posied
whioh the faithful are expected to rally rates at
1 3 ®4 86.
Cornu ercial bills 4 81®
at the general caucus of a later date. It 4 81%.
will_require political carpentry of no orSilver certificates 66%(g56%.
dinary skill to repair the broken do wn
Bat Silver 65%.
fences scattered along popooracy’s path.
Mexican dollars 45%.

Veterans in the ranks of Demooraey

The Harlequin Club one of the old
stand-bys, met Thursday evening at the
residencejofjHerbert Cole and talked over
arrangements for a grand ball to bejgiven

about the 17th of March. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cole, Mr.
and
Mrs. Scott Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Mr.
and
Small,
Mrs. B. K. Thompson,
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Dyer and Mr. and
Mrs. John Melia. For the past eight or
nine years, with only one exception,
this olub has given what might be called
“the social event” of the season and
whether the one contemplated be a masquerade or not it goes for the saying that
it will be a “rouser.’
Preparations for the resumption of
work at Portland Head and Fort Preble
The general superintengo on apace.
dence is under the engineering department whioh is in charge of Major Hox ie
assisted by Lieut. JHo well. Their civilian
assistants at the Mortar battery, among
whom is Edward Field, are now actively
engaged in getting things ready while
some hard work in the matter of mounting the 10-inch rifle guns at the Head is
being done by the detachment recently
sent there commanded by Lt. Gayle.
The History olub met with Mrs. A. E.
Dyer Thursday evening but owing to the
bad roads the attendance was light. The
next meeting will be at the residence of
William Spear, Front street.
The Cape eleotrics after several dayB’
hard fight with snow.Jice and at times
their line and are running all right today.
Mrs. W. F. Hlnokl.v, who has been passing the winter with Mrs. Ida Burnham,
has gone to the city to reside.
Laurence Burroughs, who has been visiting Mrs. Davis Stover, Pine street, has
gone to New York.
Chas. West, who has been at sohool
in Syracuse, N.Y., Is at home on a vaca
tion.
Mr. FrankiSmall who has been spending the winter in Boston, has returned
home.
The young ohild of Mr. and. Mrs. William Koss of Front street, is very sick.
Miss Agnes Kelley of Sawyer street, is
ill with threatened fever.
Miss Estelle Spear was in Boston yesterday for musical instruction by John
Orth, of that city.
'Arrangements are being made with the
Y. P. M. S. U. of Portland whereby the
regular Sabbath evening services held at
the Knightville M. E. church, will be
under the direction of a delegation from
Efforts are being put forth
the union.
to make the meeting a veryiinteresting
and profitable one.
Mr. Robert Tuttle, who has been confind to his home for a few weeks with a
severe attack of the. grip, is again able
the bicycle facto assume bis duties at

tory.

account- of the bad travelling the
regular weekly meeting of the Goodwill
circle had to be postponed from Wednesday eveningTto a later date.
On

WHEEL CLUB’S GRAND DANCE.

weak
State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds strong.

Government Bonds

Ketall Grocers’ sugar nunc
forHand market—cut loaf 7: confetlon c a y
•in: pulverised 6oi powered, 6c; granulated
eolfee crushed 6c: yellow A
5%
Hides.

The following quotations represent the pay-

ing prices in this market:
lb
Gow and ox hides.7%c
Bulls and st<ge.6%c

C'oaif skins, trimmed,.1 Cc
do

Gram Quotations.

CHICAGO BOARD OR Till >K
Thursday’s quotations,
tvtiKxr

Feb.

Opening.
losing.

1 05

at

103%

103%

80%

Ar 24lli. sch Augustus
PUNTA GORDA
Welt. Sproul, Galveston.
PORT Tampa- Ar 24th, sch Mary Iflfc
Dow. Malcolinson, Galveston.
PHILADELPHIA —cut 23a, sch Robert A
Snow, Flllsbury. Wilmington.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 24th. sell Geer
gla Gflkey, Gilkey, from Demerara via St Tho

firm.

CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour quiet.
w neat—No 2 spring
91($92;No3 doat91c:
No 2 Ked 1 02@1 O8V2. Com—No 2 at
J8''/4 c. Oats—No 3 at 2.i%c; No 3 white fob—: mas for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 24th, seh George Bailey,
No 3 White
fob27%®29c; No 2 rye 49V*c:
No 2 Bariev f o b 333)80; No 1 Flaxseed 1 23: Curtis. Newport News.
ROCKLAND—Ar 25th, schs A Heaton, WhitPrime Timothy seed at 2 96. Moss pork 10 4fi
New York; Thos Borden.; Arey. do; EG
0,10 60. Lard 6 16@5 17% ; short rib siaes al ten.
Willard, Arey, do: Brigadier. Hiukley, Port6 05®o 36. Dry salted meats—shoulders at 4%
land;
Hume, Gray, and Florida, Colson, Boston
«Se; short idea sides 6 36@6 60.
J Perry, Achojn, Portsmouth.
Butter firm; eremry 13ig)19Wc-,dairy ll@17c, John
KOCKPORT—Ar 24th, sell Wm J Lippett,
Cheese quiet 8ta8%c. Eggs, fresh 14c.
Boston; Diadem, Blake,do.
Receipts—Flour, 11.000 libls; wheat 61,OOC
Sid 24th. sch Myra Sears, Fullerton, for Bar
bus; corn 467,000 bush; oats 271.000 bush; Harbor.
rye 8.000 bush; barley 36.000 bush.
SALEM—Sid 24tb, sells Wm Cobb, Cook, fm
Shipments—Flour 13,000 bids; wheat 67,00c Red Beach for New York: O M Marrett, Harris,
bush; corn 246,000 bush; oats 96,000 bush: Rockland for do; Adelia T Carlton, Wall. Rockrye 90iK< bush; barley 17.000 bush.
for do; Rattler, Hunt, Grand Manau lor
lew York.
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevatoi
Aisosld 24th, sells J R Bodwell, and Mary
at 97%c; track 97®98c; Feb 96%c; May al
Oliver,
98%c; July at S4% c; No 2 hard cash 91®%c, Langdon, New York; John J Hanson, Amelia
Bootlibay; Sallie E Ludlum.Mt Desert;
Flour quiet, lower.
Corn—No 2 cash at 27%c; F'eb at 27% : May FCobb, Johnson, do; Venelia, Darby. Boston
for Kastport.
27%»27%o; July 28%.
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Sid 23d, seh James
Oats—No 2 cash 27c; track at 27Vic; Feb al
26%c: May 26%; July 23%cbid; No 2 white Young, Thomastou for New York.
Passed 24th. schs Nathan Lawrence, Green,
28 Mi® 23,
Norfolk for Boston; 8 M Bird. Philadelphia tor
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 Whit# 95y2c: No 2 do; Grace Andrews, Satilla River for do; JW
Red 96c: May 96Vic.
Balano, Charleston for do; SP Hitchcock, FerCorn—No 2 mixed at 32Vic.
nandina for do; Oliver 8 Barrett, Brunswick for
Oats—No 2 white 31c.;
do; W Abrahams, Charleston for do; Mary E
Rve—No Slat o2c.
Palmer, Newport News for do; Westerlo, New
TOLEDO-Wheat-No2 cash at 97%c;May at York for do; Carrie A Norton, Perth Amboy for
9 Sc.
Portsmouth; Ella F Crowell, do for Thomas ton;
Corn—No 2 mixed 30Vic.
Agnes Manning, Newport Newsjfor do; Myra B
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 27c.
Weaver. Darien for Bath; Henry May, Norfolk
for Boston; Clara Robinson. Rockland for New
Rye-.No 2 at 60Vic.
York.
—.
Dec
cash
and
Cloverseed—prime
A |25th,
schs Geo W Glover. Barren Island
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
February 97VIc;
Portland; Wm Cobb. Red Beach for New
May at 96Vb®9BV4c; July 96%; No 1 hard at for
Langdon. Rockland for do.
York;
Mary
No
1
at
98%.
Northern
100%..
Passed 25th, schs Win T Donnell, Baltimore
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 9G(§
N Pickering. Fernandina for
6 00; second patents 4 70a4 86; first clears at for Boston; Susan
do; Adelia T Carlton. Rockport tor New York;
3 80®4 o:>; second clears at 2 80g3 00.
J R Bodwell, ltoeklaud lor do.
DULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at
WINTERPORT—Ar 23d, sch Minetta, Grant,
98%c; May S7%c:!July 96%c.
Bostou.
MILWAUKEE—No 1 Northern 99% @1 00;
I oreitrn For?*.
No 2 Spring at 910; May at 1 01% ;July—.
Sid fm Siugapore Jan 21, barque Evie J Ray,
CINCINNATI—Hogs at 3 40®4 10. Cattle at
lvaston. Shanghai.
2 60®4 76.
Ar at Mauila Jau 8, ship William H Smith,
Sheep 3 75g4.76. Lambs 4 50@5 80,

Sort

—

Feb.

Opening.
C.o.-i la.

May
30%
29%

81% I
31,

28%
OATS.

Opening.

May
26%
g iltiva

24%
24Va

Closing.

25%
PORK,
Jan.

May.
10 65

..

Friday’s quotations.
W-HKAT.

Opening....

ily Telegraph.1
NEW

Feb.

Closing.

Cotton Markets,

Feb.

Juiv.
89%
8 b a/*

.......

..

May
103M>
103 Va

CORN

Feb.
() oiling.
OlostaT. .28%

May.
29%
29%

31

30%

YORK—The

vi'

O'oslng..

Slav.
20

24 y8

26%

24%

.......

roaa

Mav.
Opening.
Closing.
Boston

loco
10 50

;
ntoon

tin ounvu

v;iuj£,h

luoub.cc

European Market*.
By Teleirranb.

LONDON. Feb. 25, 1898.—Consol* closed at
13-10 tor money and 112% tor aecount.
LIVERPOOL, Feb 25, ISOS.—Cotton market
is Arm; American middling at 3 7-16d; sales
10,000 bales, Including 500 bales for speculation and export.
112

do commo
.,.
Flint & Fere Marq.

MINIATURE ALMAS AC: FEBRUARY 26

fltlHlgbwater};;;; !fi
sSSsfc::.""
00
Moon sets.mornlHeight.0 0—
TNTISWS

M ARINE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

9

FRIDAY, Feb 25
A rrl veil.

New Tors

>)uotatlo» HI

..c

mill

Bonds

(By Telegraph.)
folloing ware to-day’s closing quotations
Bonds
Feb 25.
Feb 24.
New 4s, reg
i24%
125%
do coup,
124
126%
4’s reg.111%
New
112
The

of

...

Union Pacific.

|30V«

....

113
109
70
ti
10S
114

127%
Feb 24.
xcy2
26%
3

20%
163

93%
108%
150
12
j3%

38%
100%
15
191

63%
102 %

6%
lOi’/a
26

83%
26

Olya
111%

12%
68

20%
59%
120
173

16%
18%
84

91%
145

66%
143
130

28%
7

abash....
0V2
15 Vs
do prfd.
Boston a Maine.161

164

New York&New England pld,
Old Colon v. .102
Adams iExpress.126
American Exoross.*..126
b. ExDress. 42

193
112
125
4 2

,,

-.

Peoples Gas...

SlOVs

45
uomestaKe,
Ontario. 8
Pacific .Mail... 26y8
P ulman | Palace.17 «
sugar common.123

67%
Western Union.
Southern Ey pfd.

PLEAS AN TDALE.
Produce

Boston

16Vs

44
3 Mi

27%
178
12t1a
87

Market.

BOSTON, l'eb. 25. 1898—The following are
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
FLOUR.

Spring patents. 6 60,56 10.
Spring, ciearlaua straight, 4 70a5 G6
Winter patents. 6 25,55 75.
Winter, cleariand straight, 4 7055 45
Extra and seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.
Domestic

Markets.

lliy Telegrapni

FEB 25, 1898.
YOEK—The Flour market—receipts
exports 16.772 bbis; sales 9.000
packages; inactive, shade easier
Flour quotations—city mills patents at5 85@
6 15; winter patents 4 905 6 40:eitv nulls clears
at 5 1.0,1®4 75; whiter straits 4 60®r4 75; Minn,
pats 6 35®5 60: winter extras 3 70(44 10:Minn
bakers 4 40.0 4 60; winter low grades at 2 90®
3,00.
Eye quiet; Fo 2 Weslern 58@68%.
Wheat—receipts 5 4,7 6 ousb: exports 27,831
bush: sales 2,110,000 bush futures 40.000 bus;
spot easy; No 2 Ked 1 06% fob afloat; No 1
Northern Duluth at 1 08% f o b afloat to arriye ;Nol hard Manitoba 1 11 v« f o b afloat.?
Corn—receipts 76,060 bush: exporis 117.734
bus; sales 180,000 bush; futures 661,000 spot;
spot easy; No 2 at 36%cf o b afloat.
Oats—receipts 88,840 bush; exports 80,106
bus; sales 0.000 bush; spot easier: futures
b i- :lNo 2 at 31c; No 3 at 30Vac; No 2 white
at 32%c; No 3 white —; track white 33@39c.
Bed firm: lamily 11 25®11 75.
Lard about steady: Western steam 5 45. II
Fork quiet; mess 10 7fi@)ll 00.
Butter yery Arm: Western cream at 14Vi@20;
do factory at ll®14c: Kigins20c: state dairy
atl4*17c; do erem 14@19c.
Cheese dull; large wnite 8Vsc; small white
NEW

24,806 bbis;

—

8% « 9c.
Eggs firm; State
fresh at 16c.

and Penn 15:516%; Western

Tallow steady.
Petroleum higher.

Spoken.
Feb 21. lat 10, los74 00. sch
Morning, bound north.
reu 40. OIL

llilbuuaa,

auu

Steamship Cervona, (Br) Stooko, London—

mdse to R Reford & Co.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
East Boothbay.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Boothbay Harbor and
Wlscasset.
Brig 11 B Russev, Warr. Jacksonville—lumber to Deering, Winslow & Co.
Sell Clara Goodwin, Pinkham, Norfolk—coal
to Me Cent RR.
Sell Grace Daais. Dodge, Norfolk—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sell Grace E Stevens, Stevens, Bostou.
Sell Veneiia, Fearby, Boston.
Sell Yankee Maid, Perry, Boston.

_

ROCKLAND SCHOONER IN COLLISION.

with an unknown threemasted schooner during the night and
collision ocThe
was badly damaged.
curred near Race Point.
the
Bird was
At daylight this morning
sighted by Capt. Fisher of the Race Pcint
station and Capt. Cook of the Peaked
Hill Bar station.
flew signals of distress
The schooner
and both men put off to her assistance.
Fisher took his crew along with
Capt.
him, and this forenoon, they were still on
board assisting the crow at the pumps as
considerable water after the
she made
accident.
A tug has been sent for and is expected
The
noon.
schooner was
hero before
bound to Boston with a cargo of coal.
Her agents are Fitz Brothers of Boston.
The extent of the injuries to the unknown vessel could not be ascertained as
she disappeared in the darkness soon after
the collision.

Me., oollided

Washington,
been granted

February 25—Pensions have
residents of Maine as fol-

lows:

Original, widows, etc.

Kenney, Weld, $8.

TO TESTIFY AGAINST BRAM.

Boston, February 25.—Charles Nicholas

A GOOD STAKE.

Charles F Ward,

Centra Point.
Iowa.
February 25.—
a p o.ith lmrnne Rrnee Hawkins. Gutiiev. fill
Mentzer has just returned with
Brunswick; sells Nathan Lawrence, Green. Im Henry
Norfolk; W Abrahams, Snow, Charleston; O S 810,000 as a result of two years spent in
Barrett. Erwin, Brunswick; Eleazer VV C13rls, Alaska. Despite his good fortune in the
Goodwill, Clenfuegos: S 1‘ Hitchcock. Soreu- Klondike, Mentzer states that the reports
ien. Fernandina; Grace Andrews, Brown, from of fabulous wealth are
greatly exaggeratiatilla River; Rebecca J Moulton. Barker, Pened and that far more money is now being
lacola.
the
Into
taken
country than ever will be
Ar 25th, sch Clara Hlusmore, Red Beach.
Cld 26th, sell Alice Holbrook, Poole’s Land- brought back.

CHIEF OF THEOSOPHISTS.
Plymouth, Mass., February 35.—Henry

B. Flouke who claims to be a leader
the Theosophists,
was
found
among
guilty on two counts on an Indictment
charging him with an unnatural act by »
jury in the Plymouth county
Superior
Sentence will be
Criminal court today.
pronounced later.

In

recent letter from Washington,
to an old friend, Major G. A.
Studer, for twenty years United States
“While at
Consul at Singapore, says:
Des Moines I became acquainted witli a
liniment known as Chamberlain’s Pain
Balm, which I found excellent against
rheumatism as well as against soreness
tnd 20 others.
and chest (giving me much
Also passed, brig Jennie riulbert, for Port- of the throat
I had a touch of
easier breathing).
I) A HIEN—Cld 24th, sch Carrie Strong,Strong,
pneumonia early this week, and two apAr 24th, sch plications freely applied to the throat
ISLAND HARBOR
I
and chest relieved mo of it at once.
lassie Jameson. Fall River for Norfolk.
FERNANDINA—Sid 23U, barque Nineveh, would not be without it for anything.”
Walls. New York.
For sale by D. W. Heseltine & Co., 387
IIYANNIS—Passed by 2oth, sch Mary LangEdward W. Stevens, 107
1011, and O M Marrett. Roeklnnd for New York; Congress street;
I R ltodwell, do for (lo; Sami Dillaway, Booth- Portland street; King S. Raymond,Cumlay for Norfolk.
berland Mills; Wm. Oxnard, 921 ConHAGGETT’S COVE-Ar 24tll, sell Henry H
gress street; H. P. S. Goold, Congress
liamticrlaiu, Wiscasset, to load lor Solomons
D.

Route

Bucksport.

THE-

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. <Poland Springs.)
Lewi
Falls.
Mechanic
Falls. Kuinford
istou, Wluthrop. Oakland. Keadfleld. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danville June.. Anbnrn and Lewiston.
11.20a- m. Express tor Brunswick, Bath, An
Waterville. rittsfleld. Bangor. Buckspor,
ar Harbor.iGreenville and Aroostook Countv.
via
B. & A. K. K. for Houlton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls. Kumford Falls,
Beini.s, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Choice of several routes, tun] Farmington. Kingileld. Carrabasset, Phillips
ami Hangeley, Winthrop, Oakland.
Bingham
impartial information given.
Waterville and Skowhegan.
1.15 o. m. For Freeport,
Brunswick. Au
Cull particulars as to sailing
Kockland and
gusta.
Bath.
Boothbay.
from
of all steamers
Pacific all
and
stations
on
Knox
the
Lincoln
Beldivision,
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
Coast cities for Alaska, ana acfast, Hariland.
Dover and Foxeroft. Greencommodation reserved in
ad- ville, Bangor, Oldtown and Matlawamaeag.
6.10 i>.
For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
m.
vance thereof.
Falls, Bichmond,
Gaidiner,
Augusta and
and Watervllle.
Through
passenger
6.15 p.m. F'or
New Gloucester, Danville
Junction. (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls.
freight rates quoted.
Auburn and Lewiston.
Alaska pamphlets and maps,
Jl.OOp. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Watercontaining fui! information as ville.
Bangor, Mooseliead Lake. Aroostook
to the Yukon district furnished county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
St.
St Andrews, St John and
Stephen.
on
application to any (fraud AroostooK County
via Vanceboro, IT-.,ifax and
ihe Provinces. The Saturday nignt train does
Trunk Agent.
not run to Belfast Dexter. Dover and Foxeroft
febWdtf
or beyond Bangor,
sleeping cars to St John.

KLONDIKE

Susta,

Yukon Gold Fields.

_

White Mountain Division,

STEAMERS.

For Brldgtoti. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johusbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, ComisU-Fryeburg.
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
8.45

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
On

ana

Steamer

Lunenourg,

KOWT

a

C.,

Dmwic

_dtf

p.

EAST,
a.

m.

Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol,
and East Hoothbay,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
for PEMAQUID and above landings.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
oct30.itl

*i> Effect Nov.

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
dtl

~~

island,

Md.

JACKSONVILLE —Ar 23d,

Woodland,

New York.

sch

Nokonns,

Square Hotel.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Winter Arrangement.
On and after Monday. Dee. 20th. steamer will
leave Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
Returning leave St.John and Eastport Thurs-

Maine Goasl

Navigation Go.

STEAMER SALACIA

*

R'y.

15, I§97.

o:i

Sale.

^WORCESTER.

Station Foot of PrehSe si.
On and after Monday, Oct 4, 1807, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton. Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epplng at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.35 p. m.
For Gorbarn at 7.50 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.

days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. jap-Freight received up to 4.00
m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent.
sepL’Odtf

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills. Westbrook
Junction and Woo.lfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
12.30,3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. ra/
Tlie 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the W'est and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via ‘‘Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany K. R. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

“Springfield.”

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
it 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m„ 1.30
ind 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 85)0 and
10.50 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 6.52 p. m.
For tickets ror all points West and South apply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John lEnglis
alternately leave Franklin whari Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for New

Returning, a leave Pier W, Fist
Thursdays and Saturdays at

Bortlond, Me.

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

je‘25dtf

superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comlortahlo route between
Portland'and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
miller re nutations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,ouly $5.00.
J. F. LISCOMB,General Agent,
oetldtf
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.
are

Boston & Maine R.
Trains leave Union
r'vnesimr

Wednesday and Saturday,
From PiiilaleipiiiJ every Wednesday and
Saturday.
3
From

From Central Wharf, Boston,
p. m.
iaPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
suranee one-lialf the rate of sailing vessels.
K.
It.
and
Freights for the West by the Fenn.
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
liound Trip $18.00.
Fassage $10.00.
Steals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMFSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St.. FisUe Building, Boston,

__octmdti

git.

THE NEW AND VALATIAL STEAMBttB

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,

Samarihu! Association*
The annual meeting of the Samaritan Association, for the election of officers and the trnnsaction of such business that may legally come
before the meeting, will be held with Mrs. NY.
I’. Kilborn. Brackett St.. Thursday afternoon,
March the third, at three o’clock.
Per order,
MRS. F. O. BA I BE Y, Pros.
HARRIET E. FARRINGTON, See. feb2Idtd

ftcarlxv

Portsmouth.
NewburyBiddeford.
jorfc. Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. nx. i.00
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.15 p, m.
). ni.
L,eave Beaton for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.80
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
>. m.

Daily ffJne, Sundays ExceptofS.

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
^
J.F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
^
^

D.m.;

v

From Boston every

points beyond.
Through tickets

fi.20

Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. ni., 12.45, 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. m.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
L2.45, 3.30. 6.15 ,6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkport,
8.40. a. m.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.16 p. m.;
7.00,
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m., 3.S0. 6.16 p. m.,1
North Berwick, Somersworth, Dover,! 4.05,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.SO p. m.;
12.45,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
i.30 p. in.; Northern l>iv.. Lakeport, Laconi^, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. ni.;
Worcester, via Somersworth* 7.00 a. m.;
Rockingham
Manchester, Concord. Via
3.30
p.
m.;
7.00 a. m..
Junction,
Junction. Exetsr, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell* Boston* !ft4.06,
m..
t8.40 a.
17.00,
§12.45, 3.30 p m.
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m., 12.5a
t.22, 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.69. 7,30, 8.00. 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 4.15,
10.13, 11.00 a.
Arrive Portland,
;>. m.
n., 12.00, 12.20, 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SDNDAT TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beacli, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
ISeacb, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill.^Lawrence, Low*11, Boston. 4.05 a. ni.. 12.65, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.46 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newbnryport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston. t2.0a t9.00 a. m., §1.00, t6.l0
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. in., 12.50,
:>. m.
Leave
for
m.
Boston,
9.25
1.16
p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
11.50
.a.
12.15.
in.,
Arrive Portland,
>. m.
1.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
ro

A Hi EOT STEAMSHIP USE.

Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock,, arriving in
season for connection with earliest trains for

R.

4tb, 1897,
Station, for Scarboro

In effect Oct.

iSTM PHILADELPHIA.

alternately leave

Cld 23d. ech John S Deering, Woodland, from
York.
NEWPORT NEWS—SU1 24th. sells Fortuna,
1 Jiaso.
Boston; Mt Hope. McLean, do.
Sov,
Tuesday,
Sid 24th, schs Kate S Flint. Tapley, St Lucia; On and after
Ibenezer Daggett, Poole. Galveston.
9th, 1897, the
NORFOLK-Ar 23d, sch Daylight, Philpot,
tooth bay.
Ar 24tli, sch G M Bralnard, New York.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 24tli. sell Silver Heels,
1
will leave Franklin Wliarf, Portland, on TuesJuiulmi, Barbados.
NEW LONDON—Sid 24tli, sebs Edith & May, days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in.
for
Popliam Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
Celley. Edgewater for Cohasset; Kolon, Frye,
and Wiscasset. Touching at Five Islands on
Hew York tor Wickford.
NEW BEDF'ORD—Ar 24th, sell Agnes E Man- Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Wiscasse:
Returning—Leave
Mondays.
011, from Phipsburg for Newport News.
NOBSKA—Passed 24tli, brig Jennie Hulbert Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m., for
Harbor, B.ii.lt, Poplin m Beach
ColBoothbay
rom Savannah for
M
Alice
sobs
Portland;
! mrn, Norfolk for Portland; Mary E Palmer, and Portland. Touching at Five Islands oil
Mondavs and Fridays. Weather permitting.
Hewport News for Boston.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
Pascagoula—Ar 24th, sch Hildegard,
1
novOdt!
CHAS. R. LEWIS, Treasurer
Jreen, Calbarien.
How

Chicago

PORTIAS!) & ROCHESTER L U.

Ull?JTCH

_

6.55 p. m.;

Through Tickets

Eastport, Lubso, Calais, St. Jo'i. N.B.,Halifax, N.S-

Mass.

St.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent
Rumford Falls. Maine.
jets dtf

International Steamship Co. PORTLAND

York direct.

m.;

& R. L. K. K.

a. m.

River. Tuesdays,
5 D. m.
These steamers

...

n.

DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
Falls, Buckfleld. Canton, Dixfield, Rumford Falls.
From
Union
8.S0a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 n. m.
Station for.Mechamo Falls and intermediate
stations.
l.io train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on K. F.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st. 1837, steamer Aucociswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey's and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
Return lor Portland —Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Port-

p.

1

8.30 A. M. and 1.10 F. M.
for Poland, Mechanic

co

FOR

I’allr,

Portland & Rumford Falls

Thursdays

for

sepll

CL.-M

and way slatious 3.26

and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.11) p.m.: dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. ra. daily; Halifax.
St. John. BarHarbor, Watorvlile ana Augusta, 3.60 a. ia. except Monuavs.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
J*\ E. BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.
noviadtl
Portland, Nov. 14. 1897.

GOING WEST.

GOING

Lewiston

ton.RmnfordFalls, Lewiston,

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as tallows:
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND. Mondays aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Booth hay Harbor,
PEMAQU1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. in., touching at above landings,

Saturdays

m;

John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook Counly.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 6.45 p.m.; Kangeley. Fanning-

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00

a. m.

ARRIVALS LN PORTLAND.

Portland and Boothbay Stsamooai Go

and

Sher-

From Moutreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Erklgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic P'alls, 8.3)
a. m.:
Watervllle and Augusta. 8.33 a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Kockland. 12.23 p. in.; Kinsdield, Phillips, Farm-

ni„

dee31

Newport,

Paper train for Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston.
12.60 p. in.
Bath. Augusta. Watervllle, and Bangor.
H.oo p. m. Night Express with sleemng cars
for all points.
7.20

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
ra., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s (Jove. Orr’i Island; Card's (Jove. Poor’s
Point, East Harpswell; Small Point. Ashdale
Sebasco. Phippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
HKTUKNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
a.

Johusbury,

st

SUNDAY TRAINS.

“Percy "^T”

( APT. ( HAS. H.

a. m.

brook. Montreal and Toronto.

after January 3rd. 1898.

■

ORIGINAL.

Sarah

Jr. effect Nov. M. 1837.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. P'or Brunswick. Bath. Kockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick. Belfast, Bangor and

Most Direct

Popular
-TO

land, 0.30

Coombs. Trinidad.

23d. sell Jose Olaverri. Arey, Port Royal.
BOOTHBaY-HAKBOK—Ar 26tli, schs John
Francis, Lynn; Katharine L> Perry, and H L
Whitten Boston; Crescent. W B Herrick. John
I Hanson, and Frank G Ricti. do; Annie L Cou011, do; John B Norris, Portland for Tremont;
Raia Jane, do for Calais.
CHATHAM—Passed north 24th, schs Rebec:a J Moulton, Mary E Palmer, Alice M Colburn

and

THE PENSION LIST.

arrived in Boston from New York this
morning in custody of a United States
deputy marshal, as witness in the Bram
He was arrested yesterday afteroaBe.
noon on board the schooner
Winslow, 35
He is to
miles outside of New York.
Domestic Port*.
testify regarding an incident on hoard the
NEW YORK—Ar 24th. sells Leona, Lane, fin schooner White Wings, about two years
Ho alleges that Bram intended to
Iiockport; Wm F Collins, Fullerton, Virginia; ago,
Leonora. Newport News; Hugh Kelley, Satilla take the life of the captain of the White
B
J
Holden,
s
Norfolk;
Geo
River;
Dudley,
Wings, but his schemejwas thwarted by a
Hurricane Island.
member of the crew who betrayed him.
Sid fm Flushing Bay 23d, sch M V B Chase,
At the former trial the government atEastman, Apalachicola for Boston.
Passed Hell Gate 24th, schs Jas A Brown, fm tempted to introduce this evidence against
New York for Portsmouth and Portland: Sea Bram, but the court ruled it out, saying
Bird, Raritan for Newport: Fred Gower, Pliila- that it hnd not been properly offered.
Jelpliia for Allyns Point; John L Treat. Bruns-

Sid

Quickest,

..

ley, Banks, do,
Fel) 25—Ar, sch Hattie C, Luce, Heal. Boston.
In Port, sells Edward E Briery. Harry Messer
Calvin F Baber, S C TryoD.aud Elvira J French,
lor ice.

Blair, Boston.

The

derson, from Brunswick lor New York.

464 tons, built in 1882. have been sold on New
Brunswick account, but will remain under the
American Hag. Capt McLean commauds Rosa
Mueller, aud Capt Hunter will oommand the
Emma.
FROM 0I7R C0RRESP0NDF.NT3.
ROCKPOKT, Fob 24—A r. sch Wm J Lipsett,
Boston; W E& W L Tuck, Eldridge, do; Rip-

tig and Norfolk.
Sid 25th, steamer Arcadia, for Portland and
Hamburg; sells Annie I, Wilder, and Chester
It Lawrence, Kockuort.
Passed Highland Light 24th, sch Samuel Dilavvay, from Boothbay for Norfolk; diaries E
Balcli, Phipsburg tor Baltimore; Will Cobb, Red
Beach for New York; J R Bodweli, O M Marret,
tnd Adelia T Carlton.
Passed Highland light 25th, sch Fannie L
Jliild. from Jacksonville for Portland.
APALACHICOLA—Ski 24th, sch Flora Rogue, Francis, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, sell Augustus Hunt,

MAINE CENTRAL R. Rc

I

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
Herald of the touching at all landings.
For further particulars apply to
j. it. McDonald,
kuuio ±j ucu

William Frazer, Osceola, $0; Charles A.
Willey, Lebanon, $12; Consider F.Farror,
Bryants Pond, SO; Francis D. Fuller,
Richard
Soldiers’ Home, Konnebec, $0;
Cleared.
H.
Goodwin, West Lebanon, $t>; Andrew
Steamship Scotsman, (Br) Maddox, Liverpool.
Laird, National Military Home, KenneD Torrance & Co.
O. Page, Chelsea, $10;
Steamer ltoseneatli, (Br) McMorrnn, Wil- bec, 18; James
&
Leavitt
Co.
NC—Chase,
mington,
Joseph B. Richards, Biddeford, $0.
Sell Emma, Hunter, St John, NB—J S WinsINCREASE.
low & Co,
Isaiah Witham, Rockland, $G to $12;
The Portland schr Rosa Mueller. 282 tons,
built at East Deering in 1882, and the Emma. Pascal P. Gilmore, Buckspnrt, $6 to $8.

wick (or Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 24th, baraue

~

7.00

Highland Light, Mass., February 25.—
The sohoonor S. M. Bird of Rockland,

5Isrt«P

Tbs following were the closug quotations of stocks at Iloston:
Mexican Central ;is... 63
Atchison, Top. ca Sauta'Fe. K. new. 11 %
Boston & Maine...162
do
pfd
Maine Central.ISO
Union Pacific. 80%
American Bell.258 %
American
Sugar, .common.123%
Sugar, old..,,.111
Cen Mass, pld.

Morse, Crocker, New York.

iu-ua*

Arm; middling 6%c.
MOBILE—The Cotton mariot to-day was
AnnifnlddhEg 5 11-16C.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
Quiet, steady: middling 5%v
was

OATS.

Feb.

Opening.

FEB. 25, 1898.
Cotton market to-ciay

closed dull but steadv; middling uplands 6Vic;
do gulf 6%c; salos 20 bales.
OIIAKLESTC N—The Cotton market to-day
was steady; Middling 6 ll-16e.
fSALVESTON—Cotton market today was
firm; middling 5%e.
MEMPHIS—Tne Cotton market to-dav was
firm; middlings 6 11- 16c.

Brown. Yokohama.
» Off Hilo Feb 10, barque Adam W Spies, from
Honolulu, to load for New York.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Feb 22, barque Kremlin,
Bray, Boston.
At Buenos Ayres Jan 80, barque Shetland,
Bjorklund, for Rosario and North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Colon Feb 24, steamer Allianca, for
New York.
Sid tm Cienfuegos Feb 22d, sch Anna E J

KAILKOADS.

RAILROADS.

—

CORN.

It was a gay and animated scene which
the Union Opera house presented last
& Texas L’ds.60%
night on the occasion of the fourth an- Mo.Kau.
nual ball of the South Portland cycle Mo Kansas Sc Texas pfd— 100
Kansas Pacific Cousoi3.115
there
at least
club. There woro gathered
Oregon Nav. lsts.
of the Union P. lsts....127%
150 young people, representative
fashionable circles ofjthe town, und when
C o-ing quotations ol stocks:
Chandler’s orchestra of six pieces struofc
Feb. 25,
up an enlivening march over 50 couples, Atchison..
116/s
the ladies in light evening dresses, cir- Atchison pfd. 27%
cled the hail and after several graceful Central iPacldc. 12
formed the first quadrille Cues, a unto. 20%
evolutions,
followed by an excellently Cnicaao At Alton.162
which was
do
pfd
of dances prepared on a
chosen order
Chlcaeo’aurllngton a Quincy 94%
dainty card whose outside cover was Delawares Hudson CanalCo.109
adorned with the picture of a decorated Delaware.!,ackawana & Wesilc.0
wheel—1898—S. P. O. C.
Denver & (Rio uranae. 12
The dancing was kept up, to the enjoy- Krie.new.14
39
no 1st pretei
ment of all, to the “wee small hours oi
Illinois Central.101
the
morning.” with an intermission Lake
r.rie&
West.
16%
of
taken
to
was
which
advantage
parLake Shore.19iy2
take of a supper, deliciously served by
&
Nash.
Louis
64%
Rich, the caterer.
Manhattan F.levated.102%
The arrangements for this verylsuccessMexican Central.
0%
were
in
the
function
hands
of
fully social
Michigan Central...,.IOC
Floor direc- Minn it St Louis. 24
the following committee:
tor, Charles W. Harford: aids, Walter L. Mlun & St Louis;pf. 84
Stevens, Win. F. Spear, John E. Willard, Missouri Pacific.. 26%
New Jersey Central.
91%
Arthur W. Cole.
Mrs. D. O. Moulton returned yesterday N ew York Central.112 %
New York, OhlcagoSt St Louis 12%
from Boston, where she had been called
68
do pi
by sickness.
Northern Pacific com. 21%
do
do
pfd. 60 Vs
PASTORAL RECORD OF REV. JOHN Northwestern.i.,..121%
do
M. WOODBURY.
pfd...174V3
Out & Western..
16%
Rev. John M. Woodbury whose death Readme. 18%
in
PRESS
was announce!
Island-........•••■
95%
Rock
yesterday’s
was an old and familiar
figure In the St Paul. 92 %
Maine conference of the Methodist church.
do bid.
1451/2
The minutes of the conference show that SLPaul At Omaha.... 69%
ao
prfd.148
1853
he
in
was
to
the
back
way
appointed
St Paul.’Minn. Sc Mann.134
nVin noK in WnlH vp n anrl tlinn
Vi n tconf +.r»

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Emery, of Saco,
Mrs. Emery’s sister,
are the guests of
Mrs. Matthew Woods.
Miss Georgie Dyor has aocepted a situation in the confectionery department at
Twitohell Champlin Co. 's, Portland.
Master Ernest Willey of Ballard street,
is very ill with pneumonia.
Miss Alice Clark of Cedar street, Portland, passed Thursday afternoon and
evening as the guest of Miss Ella Dyer.
air. Fred B. Cunningham, who for the
past three years has been the efficient and
popular clerk at W. E. Dyer’s, severed
his connection with that business Wednesday of this week and has accepted a situation at tho Boston & Maine car shop.
Sir.
Mr. Lester Whitney will clerk 'for
W. E. Dyer.
his
has
moved
Mr. John Henry
family
from tho house owned by Mr. Matthew
Woods, corner of Robinson and Elm
streets, to Portland.
Miss May Warren, who has been ill for
some time, is not improving as much as
her many friends had honed for.
The exeroises of tho Elm street gramschool which were to have taken
mar
taken place last Tuesday morning, but
had to be
postponed, from time to time
jn account of the weather, were carried
Hit in full Thursday morning before a
large audience. Tho room was very pretUy decorated with festoons of red, white
ind bluo bunting, flags and a large picture of Washington was very gracefully
Each
iraped with the national colors.
cumber of the programme was carried
a very
rut in
acceptable manner, the
■xercises and drills demonstrating the
Act that much time had been spent by
ho teachers in charge in training the

May

July.

4’s coup..
113
dearer Sc R. CL 1st.109
i-ria gen 4s.

various places in York, Oxford and Androscoggin counties terminating his pasthe
toral career near Old Orchard. In
years 1877-78 he had charge of the ehurob
in South Portland and his painstaking
services contributed much to the temporal
his conas well as the spiritual needs of
gregation. It was during his pastorate
here that the vestry with parsonage overhead was built and his work is gratefully
remembered, while his death at his home
on tho Old Orchard camping ground is
lamented by all who made his acquaintance, within and without the congregation of the People's Methodist ehurob.

9c

untrimmed.

Lamb skins.50 to 80c each

.New

This is deoidedly hard to perform
ward.
7000 tons, Feb. 18.
have the bacakche, and when I tell
7000 tons, Feb. 2o. if you
8. 8.
Cervona,
7000 tons. Mar. 4. you I had a bad one for over a year you
8. 8.
Dcvona,
can very readily Imagine what I suffered
And weekly thereafter.
Special attention given to the carriage of thun I am able to describe. After a day’s
Cheese, Butter. Apples and Perishable Cargo. work when tired and
weary jnst when
For all Information apply to
you long for sleep, on came the pieroing
Thj ROBERT
pain and rest was out of the question. I
Commercial St, Portland, Me.
noticed accounts of Doan’s Kidney Pills
dtf
septa
curing other people afflicted like me, and
I thought thoy might help me.
I got a
*
box at H. H. Hay & Son’s drug store, at
*1
William’s Kidney Pills
i
the junction of Free & Middle streets’,
*
Has no equal in diseases of the| 1
and took them according to directions.
>
aLd
Have
;
Urinary
Organs.
t Kidneys
The treatment soon had its effect. They
Have
I you neglected yogir Kidneys?
* touched on the right spot. It took two
*
you overworked your nervous sys-(
but the pain completely left. To( Item and caused trouble with your , boxes,
(Kidneys and Bladder? Have you* day I can think of the back pains and
*
pains in the loins, side, back, groins () side pains ns something I used to have,
I and bladder? Have you a flabby ap- (
and I have Doan’s Kinney Pills to thank
.pearance of the face, especially*
< under the eyes ? Too frequent de- I for it.”
(
Doan's Kidney Pills are sold for BO
| sire pass urine ?
William's Kidney
Pills will impart new life to the dis- <
cents, by all dealors. Sold by mail on reI ‘eased organs, tone up the system, |
ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co.,
i and make a new man of you.
By' Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United
mail 50 cents per box.
States.
< I Williams Mfg. Co.. Props., Cleveland, O. \
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.
no substitute.
participants.

S. S.

Fort

Preble and Portland Head.

were

street.

for Active Work at

Bidde-

ON WOMEN FOR HELP.

are

Freights

but Will

Hearing.

CANNOT DEPEND

BUSINESS MEN

Kosin steady.
BSpirlts Turpnentine firm
HMolasses firm

SOUTH PORTLAND.

>. ni.

1

^Connects with Kali Lines for New York,
Jouth and West.
HDaily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York,
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union

! Station.

>.,L FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
}KO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent. Portland.

;

( JA3G0

BAY STEAMBOAT GO,

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
Yeek day time table, commencing Sunday

Nov. 28, 1897.

'Vr Forest City Landing.
Peaks’ Island.
5.30, 6.40. 3.00. a. 111., 2.15, 6.15 p. in.
ror Ponce’s Landing, Long’ Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p, in.
'or Trefethon's Lauding, Little and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00*. a. in., 2.15 p. ill.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay steamboat Co
iue discontinued for the season.

seyt24dti

C. W. T. G0D1NG. Gen. Mail,

1
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Republican See

Every

TODAY;

REGISTRATION.
That

spjMSSiSiffiwwwwwwtfywwwwwwMWMf

Is

He

Properly Registered.

I

Owen, Moore & Co.
J. K. Libbv Co.
Will H. Goodwin & Co.
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
H. H. Hay & Son.

The Board of

Registration is in Session
daily
City Building, and
will bo until March 2nd, from 9 a. m., to
1 p. m., 3 to 5, and 7 to 9 d. m., except
at Room No. 11.

!
_

The Preferred Accident Ins.
W. L. Wilson & Co.
Ira F. Clark & Co.
Johnson & Lambert.
N. M. Perkins & Co.
FINANCIAL.
<
Woodbury & Moulton.

CO.

on

d

E32

2nd, then

it will

Last

Evening.

not be in ses-

During these hours MAYOR MAKES HIS REPORT OF
the voting lists will be revised and corCITY’S FINANCIAL CONDITION.
rected. Let every Republican see that
his name is on the list and see that it is
sion aficr 5 p. m.

AMUSEMENTS.

Portland Theatre.
Jefferson Theatre,
illustrated lecture.
Found
New Wants To Let, For Sale. Lost.
found under
and similar advertisements will oe
their appropriate heads on page (1._

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
of the
Women’s Maine Indian Association will
Luke’s
be held in the Parish House of St.
Cathedral, entrance on Park street, on
March 1st, at 3 o’clock p. m.
The

March

Final Meeting of the City Council

regular monthly meeting

Tuesday,

Up to last evening about 100 persons
Board
had presented themselves before the
of Registration.
Rev. Mr. Bellows’s next lecture will
at the Second Advent church
be

correctly. The Statute says:
Appropriation Recommended for Next
“Every person qualified to vote asinhere850Year—Estimates Amount to
the
inbefore provided, shall vote only
Other Officers Report—Local News.
ward of the city and voting precinct
thereof, if anv, in which he had his resiA special meeting of the Deering alder*
dence on the first day of April preceding,
men was held last evening.
Every aideran
inhabitant
after
or of his becoming
occurrence
An
unusual
man
was
present.
said day.
who changed for the past year was that the meeting
All registered voters
their residence from one ward to another was called to order promptly at 7.30 p. m.
previous to April 1, 1897, and have not
The first action was to take a recess to
had their residence properly corrected
the remaining bills of the year.
approve
of the ward where
on the voting list
This occupied a half hour, after which
they reside on said first day or April,
should notify the city clerk in person or the city reports were in order.
in writing of such change, which must
Mayor Davis first read his financial
embrace the name of the voter, the ward, statement of the present condition of the

street and number to which such re- nifcv.
When he had concluded his reDOrt
movals have been made. Or application
the Mayor made the
following recomcaused
roof
to
be
made
the
above
on
for
the
snow
of
purpose
may
The weight
of Registration, room No. 11, mendations for the ensuing year:
Board
the
to
shed
collapse
Dr. Baker’s carriage
$ 800
Inside was city ljuilding, on each of the nine secular Abatements (tax)
Thursday. A sleigh that was
300
days, February 21st to Mareh 2nd, 1898, Abantments (sewers)
1,300
badly damaged.
inclusive, set apart as above indicated, Assessors,
800
a
hold
religious
will
Auditor,
Mr. N. D. Smith
1U1 LUU
500
nu o v
City farm,
voting lists.”
meeting annaay aiteruuuu
100
Ancient
burying grounds,
Free
Club room, 14
the Prohibition
260
Board of registration,
LOST BOTH LEGS.
2U0
Board of health,
1,600
Unitarian Women’s Alliance, omitClerk, colleotor and treasurer,
an in- Sliackliug Accident to a Massachusetts
250
City physician
ting Its usual session, has accepted
in
200
vitation to a neighborhood meeting
Man at Union Station.
City solicitor,
half
at
afternon
150
of
Are
this
Chief
Friday
department,
KennebUDk
5,000
County tax,
past two o’olook.
the
at
will
accident
a
There was
shocking
Civil engineer,
1,200
The Mutual Improvement Club
Frank Discount on taxes,
1,700
hold its next meeting at the home of Mrs. Union station yesterday noon.
527
Cumberland
street,
11,000
R. C. Bradford,
Schools, common,
Monahan, a young man about 25 years of Electric
5,500
lights,
Monday Feb. 28, at 3 p. m. Questions
in Marl- fire
3,000
in response to roll call will be Irom the age and unmarried, belonging
department and supplies,
2,000
11th and 12th chapters of the Manual.
boro, Mass., who has been visiting in Fire alarm telegraph,
will
of
Character.”
Poet
the
3,500
“Dante,
Portland, drove up to the station in a High school,
6,600
be the subjeot of Rev. Dr.jFenn’s lecture
Interest,
as the Boston train was start150
tomorrow evening at High street church. hack, just
Inspector of buildings,
Mr.
that
he
was
some
render
out.
late,
300
Seeing
ing
The choir oftthis ohuroh|will
Mayor,
occasion.
on
this
200
of
the
of
the
selections
the
end
Overseers
choioe
poor,
depot
Monahan ran around
The young son of Samuel Watts was
1,000
to
jump on board a Outside poor,
near the and attempted
& stationary, 1,000
advertising
Printing,
Injured yesterday while slidingand
and fell
his
hold
missed
He
car.
head
His
arm
moving
1,600
Grand Trank yard.
Police,
1.600
Rent oity offices,
were badly bruised and cut and a pby- on the track in front of the wheels, which
was
2,500
required to patch up the passed over both of his legs.
He was at Repairing public buildings,
siolan
and sidewalks,
14,000
wounds.
Rich’s ambulance to Street bridges
once
by
conveyed
afteron
church
Sunday
State tax,
At St. Paul’s
11,500
His
legs, Street commissioner,
at 4 o’olook, Rev. J. B. Shepherd the Maine General hospital.
1,000
noon
on leaders of relecture
460
one
befifth
of
the
almshouse,
mangled,
Superintendent
gives
however, were terribly
300
ligious thought of modern times. ^.Sub- ing out oil near the hip and the other just Sprinkling of streets,
200
of fire alarm,
ject, John
it was re- Superintendent
500
Francis A. Poole of Topsfleld, below the knee. At the hospital
Text books,
Rev
4,300
Mass., will preach at the Willieton ohuroh ported that there seemed very little hope Water,
200
Reimbursements,
tomorrow.
of saving the young man’s life.
insane
to
an
listen
8,000
The aldermen will
Incidentals,
dlediat 6 o’clock last night.
"Monahan
noon.
To
6,000
case this
pay temporary loan,
A car will leave the Grand Trunk staCITY GOVERNMENT.
$94,850
tion at 3 p. m. today to convey the comTotal,
mittee on streets to site of East CommerA special meeting of the Board of
City Clerk L. F. Jones next read his
*
cial street.
and Aldermen was held yesterday report.
There was a heavy fog yesterday morn- Mayor
Randall presiding.
These reports were aocepted and ordered
ing, that cleared off before noon. The afternoon, Mayor
rest of the day was fine.
io be placed on file.
Absent, Aldermen Ilsley and Kehoe.
The committees on electric appliances,
The Consolidated Electric Light comIt was voted that the reports of heads
meetprinting and fire department held of
the pany asked for permission to ereot a polo departments be placed on file without
for the

given
next Monday afternoon.

JOIIOIUU

UUU
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Wesley,?;he|Methodist

ing yesterday
monthly bills.

approval

The Y. M. C. A. congress will be discontinued until next fail.
A big snowslide early yesterday morning from the roof of the Grand Trunk
station, wrecked a number of electric
wires. The men from the central station
repaired the wires.
The business before the municipal court
yesterday morning comprised three cases
of intoxication; one assault and one common nuisance.
Mrs. -T. J. Frye will address the women’s
meeting at the Young Women’s
Christian Association rooms ar i.ov p.m.,
Sunday. All women are welcome.
“How to judge a picture,” is the subject upon whloh Miss Inez Blanchard
will speak at the association rooms MonThe subday, lebrnary 8Stb, at 8 p. m.
ject Is one certainly which appeals to
No adall lovers^of art and pictures.
fee Is charged and all women
mittance
are invited.
Attention! is called to the statement of
the financial condition of the PreSerred
Accident Insurance Company, published
in another column. This company has
paid about *26,000 In benefits In Maine
since it commenced business.

I

on

at 156 Danforth street In front of Father being read excepting the reports of the
Hurley’s residence and another on At- superintendent of streets, chief engineer
lantic street at No. 113, and
hearing of the Are department and city electrician.
asked for.
These were referred to their appropriate
The manager said the poles were neces- committees for approval.
It was voted that the treasurer and
sary to support lights.
Alderman McDonald presented an order finance committee be instructed to have
The
the
petition.
requisite
granting
of the oity
the sixih annual reports
petition was accepted and the order
printed and to procure 1,000 copies of the
passed.
The board then adjourned.
same.
STATE NATIONAL GUARD.

The Mayor was instructed to see that
some person has the polls in the several
ward rooms in readiness for the March

Monday and Tuesday evenings the
Montgomery Guards, Co. E, will be in- election.
structed by Captain Morton and on WedThe next matter of business in the call
nesday and Thursday evenings the Light was to a vote whether or not to reconsider
Infantry, Co. A, will be instructed.
final action taken at a previous
the
n..

Vfr>i?

will address the members of
Rifles, Co. M, of Westbrook
t e Army of Today.

the
on

Cleaves
“Life in

FUNERAL OF F. A.1WALDRON.

meeting fixing the salary of

the

city

auditors.
Alderman Ayer moved that the previous
Alderman Seal
vote be reoonsidered.
called the attention of the board to the
mifact that one who has voted in the

muiu

onb kwjoy®

Both tho method and results when
Syrup of Figs is takeft; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
of

All

those who come first.

Only

You know

I

what Is In It.

g|

The only baking powder having a
statement of its composition on the
label is

||

1I

1

l|i't

gl

II

if

If
2®

Baking Powder
satisfaction

This is

a

keepers

and

a

to

house-

safeguard against

adulteration.
Cleveland Baking Powder Co., New York.

25 boxes

Cal. Navel Oranges,

Cal. Seedling Oranges,
15c

'15

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦»♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦»■»»»»<»»♦*«■>♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦ w

per doz.

/|V
T
flj

We have just received a large lot of those FANCY
CAMELIA NAVEL ORANGES, the largest auil finest
fruit on the market, solid meated, sweet and juicy,
weighing about 6 1-2 pounds to tbe dozen,

50

jars
Honey,

Nice

10c each.
15 doz. 1

30 doz.

15 per bottle.

7c per bottle.

40 doz.

mission fee is to be charged,
g The A. B. C. Klass held a special even;
ing session last evening at the residence

Java

Mocha Cofcan.

75 doz.

Sawyer’s

Sawyer's

Kid Oil Shoe

evening.

10c per

55 cases
One Minute Tapioca,

Corn

5c per pa.

/

-■

sg

5

W. L. WILSON & GO.

I

"TT1TYLES FOR 1898.
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one

more

mass

companied by

Mr.

Charles

tendency, that
feeling, are
cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Give
tired

this medicine a fair trial and you -will
realize its positive merit. It is not
what we say, but what the people who
are cured say, which proves that

HJIT
£3JL

popular shapes, either
fancy, and we don’t charge

We have all the new and
or

stiff, just

as you

Hat store
a

prices either.

or_i.

r>:ilr. cure

tlOOa S PlllS take,

1113 i easy to
easy to operate. 25c.

western
well posted on the
The party
country and routes of travel.
will number seven persons, among them
being another Deering man, Mr. Viotor

S

.

AN

893.

OPPORTUNITY FOR EARLY BUYERS.

My Spring Woolens having arrived, I
have placed them on my counters, and
Messrs. Nevens
electric railroad.
I will take orders for
Nixon have gone to Wlnnepeg to purchase until March 10th,
them at
supplies sufficient to last eighteen months.
Brewster,

on

the
aud

to purohase oxen and ponies and
travel overland by team. The other
members of the party will leave
next
Monday and join Messrs. Nevens and

They

not

wearers

are

are to

10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FROil
REGULAR PRICES FOR CASH.

and from
Nixon at Erimunston, Can.,
Mr. Chester
there take up the journey
A. Doten, who was at one time planning
has decided
to
to go with the party

After March 10, they will bo advanced
I would bo
to regular prices.
glad to
have you look through my line and get

abandon the idea.
The Deering High Soohol will give an
interesting musioal entertinment at Lewis Hall, Woodfords, Wednesday, March

W. L.

prices.

Respectfully,

CARD,

ilierdiant Tailor, 46 Free St
feliiseodawsp

long |
i

1,000,000

over
our

as

shoes

were

BLACK

|
|

1

VICI-K1D

our cut is made on our New
Cadet Toe, and is as soft and pliable as
cloth, and very suitable for winter wear.
It takes and keeps an elegant polish,
and holds its shape as long as worn.
Kid-lined, and fast-color hooks and
eyelets. We have 155 styles, and
widths from A to EE, made in Pat-

|

|
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Calf, Calf, French Enamel, Box
Calf, Russia Storm Calf, etc.
Catalogue from W. L. Douglas,
1
Brockton, Mass.

ent

soft

You will find
HAY’S

RAMBLER

well as other

IjITHIA

Bicycles.
$50.00

Model 19,
Model 36,

Judies,

TRY US, OR RATHER TRY THE HATS.

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,
One Price

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS; FURNISHERS,
26 and 28 Monument
©HAS. H. REDLON,

make
unless

|

wear

claim.

we

as

Square.

I
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TABLETS

60.00
$50.00 and $60.00

%

furnish Litliia Water

Cameras and Sundries.

1

at

Self Toning Paper.
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8 FREE

ST., NEAR MIDDLE,

"WAR"

IIS

at home

moderate cost,

Lithla is much In favor now as
a

useful

accessory

in treating

Kidney Diseases
and all uric acid troubles.
Our tablets are
put up In
handy bottles of 40 each at 35o
and are absolutely reliable.

Specialties in Hardware.
J. 51. PERKINS & CO.,

a

Rheumatism,

u

gentleman

j

can wear

shown in

Canadian, who participated in tho northa
Indiai a
west rebellion against the

formerly employed

could

THE

things.
cine. C. l. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
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Douglas shoes will
c^eaPer goods.

0-cod

as

flat

saving here In the Hat line
as

(

them with econ- g
feet
as genteelly as §
omy, and dress their
one pair of
as
tke merchant or banker,

i

Hocgg’s

Nixon,

becoming

:

Workingmen

TO top
HIM OUT.

welcome.
meeting before

Mr. Harry A. Nevens of Woodfords left
Thursday noon over the Grand Trunk
and Canadian Pacific railway en route
Mr. Nevens was ac
to the Klondike.

mMm

how well ho may be dressed
otherwise he needs a

are

eleotion and that will be held at
opera house one week later.
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Spring Medicine to purify your blood,
give you good appetite, sound sleep,
steady nerves and perfect digestion.
That scrofulous taint, that skin trouble, that liver difraHJES

J|j |
kill!
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suitable for all classes of business and profes-
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flo matter

Is the time when you should take
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SOUVENIR SPOONS GIVEN WITH EVERY PJRCHASE.
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LAST CHANGE TO TRY THE
Old Grist IVSill Products,
Old Grist EVlill Coffee and
Hot Doughnuts Served Free

w

jW. L Doug
|

THE COLORED MAIL DRIVERS.
The colored mail drivers who were compelled to sue,for their pay and failed to
win their case, have been for the past
four months taken care of by the city. At
last
a meeting of the board of overseers
night it was decided to send them back
to Virginia, and Mr. Lewis was appoint' d
The
the job done.
a committeo to see
boat to Boston ant
men will he sent by
The
to
boat
expense
Virginia.
thence by
will be about £150.
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and
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table,8c per lb

100

Flake

5
$

Santa Clara

for the

Starch, 4 per pa.

I

^

4

can.

8c per lb.

Snow

$

M/

Our Home Made Candies are exceileut in quality
Ihe
from
purest
low price.
They are made
materials and are absolutely fresit.
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di

Dressing

Plums, extra nice

cases

to cut up.

I

I

cases

right

Just

HOME MADE CANDIES.

Cal. Egg Plums,

50

CHOICE CALIFORNIA SEEDLINGS,
WOT perfectly sweet but very juicy.

i

Cal. Green Gage

100 cases
Cal. Apricots,

w

%
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of Mrs. Charles Cushing, Deering evonuo.
The feature of the evening was the reading of an interesting paper on “Wills”
by Judge Poreival Bouney of Portland.
Last e/ening was gentlemen’s evening
and each of the members enjoyed the
privilege of inviting two friends to atA collation was served during the
tend.

cents.

17 Cents Per Dozen.

6c per bottle.

can.

^

As
AS

6c per bottle.

Plums, 10c per
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30 Gents Per Dozen.
Regular price 45

W

Coffee,

20c per lb.

F rencli Russett Cream

2nd. A social time will bo enjoyed after
the entertainment.
The Deering Center lodge, I. O. G. T.,
have decided to hold a supper and social
A
small adnext Tuesday evening.

AS

2000 lbs.

cans

fee. 22c per

I
I

AS

Saywer’s Witch Hazel,

Java and

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
NEW YORK. N.V.
LOUISVILLE. KY.

AS

1 lb.

jars
Aunt Dinah’s Raspberry Preserves, 12*c.
cases

bottles

pt.

1 lb.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

15

Perfumed Ammonia,

by

The East Deering case of Mr. Warren
been asBickford who claims to have
saulted by a young man in the employ of
Mr. Fairbrother, the milk dealer, on his
refusal to pay him a bill when Mr. Fairbrother had requested not to pay them to
anyone but himself, was heard by Judge
Hopkius in the Municipal court this
morning who after hearing the testimony
of Mr. Bickford and his wife continued
Looke aDd
tho caso to next Thursday.
Locke appeared for the defendnnt.
The Red Men’s fair at Morrill’s corner
has been well attended during the past
two days’ sessions and the committee are
feeling oondfient of success in the labor s.
A delegation of Westbook and Portland
friends were in atendance last evening.
toThe toilowing is tne programme tor
day; bail open from 2 to 5 o’clock p. m.,
for exhibition and sale of goods; closed
from 6 to 8 o’clock.
from 5 to 6, o’clock;
New England supper.
Commencing at 8
o'clock:
Orchestra
Selection,
Miss Thomas
Reading,
Mr. Ercd E. Dow
Vocal Solo,
Miss Frost
Piano Solo,
Mr. George Brooks
Vocal Solo,
Miss Thomas
Reading,
Miss Elsie \¥. Hni' kef
Vooal Solo,
Mr. George Brooks
Vocal Solo,
Oroehstr.a
Selection,

1 lb.

cases

Extra

Figs

cent bottles

large,

25c per dozen.

is for sale in 50
all leading drugreliable
druggist who
Any
gists.
may not have it on hand will procure it
promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.

Syrup

50 boxes
extra

nnnnlar rpmprlv IcTlOWIl.
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Sales.

Saturday

Puntuln Mnrfnn

The funeral of F. A. Waldron,was held
nority on a question has not right accordyesterday afternoon at his residence. The
PERSONAL.
ing to parliamentary rules to move to retheir
closed
grain dealers of Portland
The Mayor, howstores and many of them were present at consider the question.
Mr. F. H. Brown, of North Bridgton, the funeral.
The services were conductd ever, entertained Alderman Ayer’s motion
is in WaShigton, on his way home from a by Rev. Dr. Jenkins and there was vocal as the charter states that
any alderman
The
trip South.
music by the Stock bridge quartette.
The
may move to reconsider a question.
Rev. O. H. Spalding D. D., New Eng- interment was in Evergreen cemetery.
was
land Secretary of the American Baptist
motion which had been seconded,
will preach at the
Publication Society,
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Aldermen Ayer,
put to vote and lost.
Free Street Baptist church in this city toThese real estate transfers have been Lane and Gowen voted to reconsider and
morrow at 10.30 a. m., and 7.80 p. m.
and
Aldermen
Cram, Seal
Abram Suerefsky of Boston, ar- recorded:
Cobb,
Rev.
rived here on the boat yesterday morning
Robert Triskey to the First Universalist Matthews cast their votes in the negative.
a
number
of
and was received by
large
Parish of South Portland, a lot of land
Adjournment was taken at il p. m.
He will in South Portland.
the Hebrew residents of the city.
ANNEXATIONMEETING OF THE
offioiate at the synagogue on Fore street,
of
Germantown,
George A. Dunning
for
during his visit here.
of
Brunswick,
EVENING.
to
Webb
THIS
Rufus
S.
ISTS
Pa.,
Dr. B. H. Ordway, formerly of Port- 8125, lot of land in Brunswick.
will hold a
The Annexation Society
land, died at East Sullivan Wednesday,
aged 64 years. Dr. Ordway was located WILLIAMS AND CLARY CONCERT public meeting this evening in Lewis
in Portiand forfjseveral years and left
POSTPONED.
hall, Woodfords, and everybody is cor
here about 1885.
dially invited to attend. This is a matter
The following Portland gentlemen atconcerts
Owing to the dates^of,these
of great imoprtance to every citizen and
tend the exercises of Kora temple’s ladies’
so near tho performance of grand
coming
night at Lewiston, Thursday: A. II.
should be studied from both sides. Even
been
has
deemed
it
in
Portland,
P.
H.
E.
Mur- opera
Whittaker,
Moulton, Fred
a decision has been reached
by you it
Phillips.
to
O.
H.
and
the
advisable
dock
management
post- if
by
attond these public
to
harm
no
do
will
Gov. Powers was expected to speak at
in
this
city will
pone them, so the people
iouiliiai
banquet of the Delta
the 14th annual
UUU lUUO
not hear Williams and Clary until a later IJictUIlga
Upsilon society at the United States
affairs.
At
towith
municipal
be
will
which
by
regretted
many.
period,
hotel, Bo.ston, tonight.
there will be special
President A. C. Sibley of the Belfast Great interest is being felt in Eastern night’s meeting
attractions at 7.30 o’clock. Mr. Walter K.
board of trade, was in town yesterday.
Maine and the provinces regarding these
Assistant Secretary Smith of the St.
will make things inbe hoped Rioh, characterist,
it
is
to
and
musical
was
in
events,
town
big
of
trade,
John board
yesterFun for the
teresting for the audience.
not
to
will
wait.
that
Portland
day.
have^ong
No tickets
thousands. Admission free.
Seats as long as they last to
required.
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W. L. WILSON & GO.

1

H. H. HAY & SON, tflddle St,
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»o you set such sootls :,s ,I,#U anywhere else for
so little mKiey.
3 lbs for 25s'.
IS lbs. fine Granulated Sugar for $1.00. Country Dried Apples
Baseball Cakes 6c dozen.
New Dates 5c lb.
Celery Ketchup 20c bottle.
lb.
dozen ! ah»c
Rolled Oats
Pretzels lOc lb.
Ilecker’s Farina 10c pkg.
2 ibs. Best Mild Cheese
dozen.
fornia Oranges 55c.
Fancy Navel Oranges 2ac
we have
25c.
Our Homo Mado Sauer Kraut will be ready about the ISth mst.;
such a demand we can’t make it fast enough. Our la mo us Arabian Coffee soid tor
this week

on]y

at

3 tie lb.

Proprietor WHITLEY, The Grocer,

wta**n
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